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RABBI R A P H A E L H A I J M KARIGAL

(1733-1778)

Rabbi Karigal (also rendered Hayim Carrigal and Carigal), friend
and teacher of Rev. Ezra Stiles, visited Newport in 1773. Karigal, a
native of Hebron in Palestine, was educated in Jerusalem and died in
Barcelona.
The original of the portrait, artist unknown, is owned by MacGregor
Jenkins, Esq., of Dover, Massachusetts, a great grandson of Stiles. The
present photograph was obtained through the courtesy of the American
Jewish Historical Society.
See Bibliographical

Notes, this issue, page 137, item 1.
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T H E GENERAL JEWISH C O M M I T T E E — T H E FIRST QUARTER
CENTURY
1945- 1970
B Y BERYL SEGAL
SOME EARLY ATTEMPTS —

BACKGROUND OF THE FOUNDING OF

T H E GENERAL J E W I S H C O M M I T T E E

The General Jewish Committee of Rhode Island celebrated its twentyfifth anniversary during 1970. As it began the second quarter century
of its history, its name was changed to the Jewish Federation of Rhode
Island, its current designation. We shall trace the story of the General
Jewish Committee from its inception in 1945, and also recall some
earlier attempts to organize the Jewish community in Providence.
At least three times in the past the Jews of Providence had gathered
to form an organization that would bring order out of the chaos that
prevailed in he Jewish community in collecting and distributing charitable funds.
The first attempt was the formation of the United Hebrew Charities
in 1896. The prime mover in organizing this all-city fund raising and
distributing effort was Rabbi David Blaustein, then Rabbi of the Congregation of the Sons of Israel and David, now Temple Beth El, the oldest
congregation in the city. At a meeting to which all factions of the community were invited—the North End, South Providence, and the business representatives of Providence—the United Hebrew Charities was
founded. This was in fact the first confrontation between the "German
Jews", who were the older immigrants, spoke mostly German or English,
and were largely of the Reform persuasion, and the new immigrants
who came from Eastern European stock, spoke Yiddish, and were generally Orthodox Jews. It was also a confrontation between contributors
and beneficiaries. The older settlers, who were in business for themselves and were able to give, and the new immigrants, who might be just
off the ships or eking out an existence as peddlars, supplied the needy.
This pattern prevailed in many Jewish communities and was not
unique to Providence. But, as was generally true in other communities,
Much of this material appeared in a History of the General Jewish Committee of
Rhode Island written by Mr. Segal for the Twenty-Fifth Anniversary booklet of the
organization.
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Providence was not yet ready for an organization whose main purpose
was to centralize and control the flow of funds as between contributors
and receivers. This new method of giving relief to the needy was too
newfangled for those used to the old forms of charity ingrained and
traditional among Jews. The opposition came primarily from the
women's organizations. The Montefiore Ladies Hebrew Benevolent
Association, the oldest Jewish women's organization in Rhode Island
and consisting mainly of Reform Jews, was opposed to the United
Hebrew Charities. The new organization also met opposition from the
Young Ladies Hebrew Aid Society of Providence, and from the Ladies
Hebrew Union Aid Association. They had operated for years on the
assumption that charity should not be made an open public issue. In
accordance with the traditional Jewish way of giving Tzedakah (charity),
they insisted
1. That charity must be given in secrecy so as not to embarrass either
those who gave or those who received;
2. That the alms be handed to the needy person by someone he knew
and trusted; and
3. That in giving charity one must also be giving of oneself, such as
in visiting the sick and shut-ins and extending sympathy in time
of trouble.
These organizations preferred to do their charitable work through the
Overseer of the Poor, Matthew J . Cummings, who served in this post
for an incredible thirty-six years and was known as a kind friend of the
poor of all faiths. The United Hebrew Charities, as proposed by the
initiators of the project, could not replace the urge for Tzedakah, and
the readiness for personal sacrifice of time and effort which stirred the
hearts of these charitable ladies. The United Hebrew Charities, no
matter how noble the plan, did not survive for long.
A second attempt at organizing the community was made in 1905,
the year of the infamous pogroms in Tzarist Russia, which aroused the
indignation of the world. Jews and non-Jews alike were shocked by
the deliberate murder and plunder of innocent Jews. There was a flood
of sympathy and a readiness to alleviate the suffering of the survivors
of the pogroms among the Jewish communities all over the United
States. This was the first time in America that the entire Jewish community manifested a readiness to give aid to Jews in another country,
the beginning of overseas relief.
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In Providence the person in the forefront of the relief effort was
Colonel Harry Cutler. A meeting of some forty-four Jewish organizations and societies in the city was called, and a United Jewish Relief
Committee was formed. While collecting and dispatching relief to Russia
was the main purpose of the committee, Cutler proposed the formation
of a united city-wicle organization which would, in Cutler's words, "replace the present smaller groups which often work at cross purposes,
although with the best of intentions and motives."
Cutler conceived of an organization not unlike the Jewish Federation
of the present time, but his vision remained exactly that. The United
Jewish Relief Committee fell apart as soon as the emergency was over.
Although comprised of forty-four organizations representative of the
community, the committee failed to take root in the city. The component
societies promptly dispersed and resumed their separate operations.
The Jews of the community working at cross purposes had not yet
learned to speak with a common voice.
Another attempt to organize, the third so far as can be determined,
was made in 1923. Interestingly, the organization formed that year was
designated the General Jewish Committee of Providence; many persons
active in the later General Jewish Committee were also active in that
group.
The purposes of the committee were by our standards very modest,
but the need seemed very urgent to the people of Providence at that
time. For various reasons during the years 1920-1923 a flood of solicitors
from various yeshibot (rabbinical colleges), national institutions, and
foundations descended upon the city. While some of these solicitors were
representatives of bona fide institutions, others represented merely themselves or some letterhead agencies which they invented. They canvassed
the streets of Providence, knocking on doors of Jewish and non-Jewish
homes alike, soliciting dues and contributions. Their activities were
particularly embarrassing to business and professional men in the downtown areas.
The General Jewish Committee of that time devised a so-called "Endorsement Card", which was given to each legitimate solicitor. Prospective donors were advised not to give contributions unless the solicitor
presented a card of endorsement. Archibald Silverman and Alter Boyman, prominent Jewish citizens of the period, were engaged in this
"clearing house" work. This in a sense was the forerunner of the Allocations Committee of the later General Jewish Committee.
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Another phase of the work of the committee involved relations with
the Providence city School Board. The G J J . C . was concerned about
the practice of presenting Christmas plays and pageants in the public
schools. This, they believed, was in violation of the Federal constitutional prohibition against an establishment of religion.
In pursuit of a solution of this problem Ida Silverman (Mrs. Archibald Silverman) visited schools attended .by significant numbers of
Jewish children, spoke to school principals, and had conversations with
the Superintendent of Schools of Providence. She reported her visits
in detail at meetings of the G.J.C.
Another objective of the committee was to attack the perennial problem of fund distribution in the community. Yet, for reasons not now
clear, this General Jewish Committee survived only about two years.
While the secretary, John A. Solomon, left otherwise meticulous and
detailed records, he did not reveal the reasons for failure. He just closed
his books, and another attempt to organize the community came to an
end.
Others tried without success to bring together the various groups in
the community, but it appeared that neither Providence nor Rhode
Island was ready for community-wide organization.
By 1945, however, the climate had changed.
B I R T H P A I N S O F AN

ORGANIZATION

At the time of the founding of the G.J.C. in 1945, Providence, like
many other cities of its size, was not a homogeneous community. Thus,
there were divisions in the way people worshipped. Othodox Jews were
still very influential, but not to the same degree as in the first quarter
of the century. Conservative Jews were on the ascendancy in both numbers and in leadership in community affairs. The Reform jews, with
a long tradition of leadership in the community, traced their origin
back a century to the first synagogue in the city. And there were Jews
of no religious affiliations or convictions.
Varying attitudes existed toward Jewish problems at home and abroad.
There were Jews who were indifferent to everything Jewish, took no
interest in Jewish affairs, or, when they did, only negatively. There were
Jews who were deeply concerned with the Zionist idea of rebuilding
Palestine as a Jewish homeland; others who wanted it built on the
American system of free enterprise; Jews who envisioned a land built
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on Jewish labor; and others who wanted a homeland built on the
foundations of ancient Jewish laws and traditions.
T o bring these disparate Jews together—religious, liberal, and secular;
Zionist, non-Zionist, and anti-Zionist—was indeed a difficult undertaking.
Yet stresses both within and without the community combined to further
the accomplishment of this unlikely goal. The stresses from without were
not dissimilar to those which had led to the founding of the short-lived
General Jewish Committee of 1923, but of much greater magnitude.
These were the years after the European Holocaust. The wounds
which Hitler and the Nazis had inflicted upon the Jewish people were
still fresh. In shame, humiliation, and anguish American Jews responded
to the plight of their brethren overseas. They were anxious to contribute
to the feeding, housing, and rehabilitation of those who had survived
the disaster. Several new organizations appeared, and many old ones
were revived, to bring aid to the sufferers and transfer them to safer
havens. And each organization conducted campaigns in the community.
The stresses within also increased as the Jewish community of Providence grew in numbers and its social agencies and institutions multiplied.
Providence had at that time the following major agencies: The Jewish
Community Center; The Jewish Home for the Aged of Rhode Island;
The Miriam Hospital; The Jewish Family and Children's Service; The
Hebrew Sheltering Society; the National Refugee Service; and a score
of minor agencies. Each clamored for funds, had fund-raising drives,
published booklets, and solicited advertising. The result was a neverending stream of campaigns, one ending and another beginning, or very
often several taking place at the same time, conflicting and interfering
with one another, and, for the average contributor, extreme confusion.
The time was opportune in the Jewish community for a united effort
to control the multitude of fund-raising activities and to introduce
order into the confusion. One authoritative voice must now speak for
the community as a whole. There was now a cadre of leaders in the
various organizations who were experienced in community affairs and
ready to meet this new challenge.
A development ensued which proved to be the necessary stimulus. The
two major national agencies concerned with providing relief for the
Jews of Europe, the Joint Distribution Committee and the United
Palestine Appeal, joined forces under the designation of the United
Jewish Appeal. The National Refugee Service soon joined the group,
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and together these organizations undertook the massive task of saving
the remnants of European Jewry and settling them in safe places.
Providence joined the movement to unite its fund-raising activities.
On Monday, May 28, 1945, a meeting was held at the Biltmore Hotel
in Providence, attended by some 500 representatives from 51 Jewish
societies and groups. This Conference of Jewish Organizations culminated in the formation of the General Jewish Committee, Inc., a name
suggested by Alter Boyman. The aims of the G.J.C. were spelled out
in detail. These were in summary:
1. T o conduct one annual campaign for the United Jewish Appeal;
2. T o establish a permanent committee for community planning;
3. T o invite all organizations in the city to join this united Jewish
agency;
4. T o welcome all agencies wishing to join the General Jewish Committee, assuring them an equitable share of the funds collected,
provided they abandon their separate drives.
Officers were elected, the slate consisting of well known individuals,
experienced in community affairs: Archibald Silverman*, President;
Alter Boyman*, Vice President; Benjamin Brier, Vice President; Joseph
W. Ress, Vice President; Milton C. Sapinsley, Treasurer; and Frank
Licht, Secretary. Jacob S. Temkin* was chosen head of a committee
to prepare the bylaws and arrange the legal affairs of the organization.
Alvin A. Sopkin* was the first Campaign Chairman.
A charter from the State of Rhode Island was applied for and granted
(see Plates I through V.)
The General Jewish Committee would include and conduct fundraising for all committees and agencies that elected to join. The fundraising would be carried out under one name and at one time.
CAMPAIGNS AND BENEFICIARIES

To accomplish this purpose of one drive for one fund in a communitywide effort, the organization sought an administrator to conduct its
day-to-day operations. He would be hopefully a well trained social worker, preferably a native of Rhode Island, and a person who by temperament could unite and bring harmony to the various factions and points
of view in the community.
Joseph Galkin, then Executive Director of the Jewish Family and
•Deceased.
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STATE O F R H O D E ISLAND A N D P R O V I D E N C E PLANTATIONS.

I.....W

S...T..it..A..T...T...Q..K

Acting
De.pu.t5t....Secretary of State

B...R.A..D..Y

hereby certify t h a t . . . . A b p a t o S » . . J r . . . J l l e . B e r g s r , . .
Brier-»—James-Goldman-, •• A r t h u r - K b • p l a » . , . . ^ a ? a n k . L i o h t Y . < I o « e p b . . R e s®,

l._i.ltj3n...C

Sapijasley.r..£aiuu6l..i3ior.eT...d^bM..j4brri£..C.»..£Ilk.,...Ar.ohil)al(i..

Silvt.riu6n, Alvin n . ^opkin, w e l t e r I . « j n d l u n , Jacob o.
filed in the office of the Secretary of State on the
Eleventh.
day of

Temkin

, A. D. 19..V5-•> an original and a duplicate

J.il.y

of the articles of association for forming a corporation under the name of

and that the foregoing is the duplicate of said articles of association.
WITNESS my hand and the seal of the State of
Rhode Island this

July

the year

194.5..

M

PLATE

eXe.v.en.tii

day of

I

-

,

A c f t n e Deputy Secretary

in

ft'State>

14 Rhode

3MMtoWtttf

^tfoWMtifak/tilfa
i.ft.fa/..
tW>Mt/

A4 <A/.
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STATE OF RHODE ISLAND,
COUNTY OF P r o v i d e n c e

111
in said county this

^ i S t I of,J?0y}-den<?e"

ikMfo

day of

J»ly.

A. D.19..45.

personally appeared before me...Saul. A b r a m s . D r . , . . I I i e . B e r g e r ^
Benjamin B r i e r ,

James Goldman, A r t h u r K a p l a n ,

c.

iV. R e s s , M i l t o r y ' S a p i n s l e y ,

,

then

AlterJBo^

Frank L i c h t ,

&"•

Samuel S h o r e , Rabbi M o r r i s / S i l k ,

Joseph

Archi-

b a l d .. S i l v e r m a n
each and all known to mc and known by me to be the parties executing the foregoing instrument, and they severally acknowledged said instryjnent by them subscribed to be their
free act and deed.

/

f.

^

Notary

PLATE

II

Public.
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State of SUjuiif Sslattft an& frmrifcnr? fHantattnna.

DUPLICATE ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION.
(NON-BUSINESS CORPORATION.)

«mutt all fHrn hg tljrar PrmntB, That we. S a u l
A l t e r Boyman, B e n j a m i n B r i e r ,
Licht,
Silk,
S.

Abram:,

.'.... Dr -

Ilie

Ber

James Goldman, A r t h u r K a p l a n ,

Joseph W. R e s s , M i l t o n ^ S a p i n s l e y ,

fier' .
Frank

Samuel S h o r e , Rabbi Morris G.

A r c h i b a l d S i l v e r m a n , A1 vin/^Sopkin, W a l t e r I . Sundlun and Jacob

Temkin,

all of lawful age, hereby agree to and with each other:
FIRST.

T o associate ourselves together with the intention of forming a corporation

under and by virtue of the powers conferred by Article I I I of C h a p t e r ^ ^ of the General
Laws of Rhode Island.
SECOND.

Said corporation shall be known by the name of

GENERAL JEWISH COMMLTTEE..OE..PROVIDENCE., .INC.

THIRD.
..campaign.,
port,
ural

Said corporation is constituted for the purpose o f . . c o n d u c t i n g a n . . « u m u a l
c . Q . l l . e c . t i n g , . . . r e c e i v i n g . . . a n d . . d i s t r i b u t i n g . . f u n d s . .Cor. ..the . . s u p -

m a i n t e n a n c e a n d d e v e l o p m e n t ..of s u c h . J e w i s h c h a r i t a b l e ,
and r e l i g i o u s

organizations

c i p a t e as b e n e f i c i a r y agencies;

and c a u s e s a s a r e w i l l i n g
assisting

to

cultparti-

i n communal a c t i v i t i e s ;

. . p r o m o t i n g , g e n e r a l J e w i s h w e l f a r e . ...

.......

In addition to the foregoing, said corporation shall have the following powers and
authority, viz:— (See Sec. 75, Chapter i ^ o f the General Laws.)
T o do Rtiv lawful act which ia necessary or proper to accomplish the purposes of its incorporation. Without limiting or
enlarging the effect of this general grant of authority, it is hereby specifically provided t h a t Raid corporation shall have power:
(a) to have perpetual succession in its corporate name, unless a period for its duration is limited in these articles of
association;
(b) to sue and be sued in its corporate name;
(c) to have and use a common seal, and alter the same a t pleasure;
(d) to elect such officers and appoint such agents as its purposes require, and to fix their compensation and define their
duties;
(e) to make by-laws not inconsistent with the constitution or taws of the United States or of this state, or with these articles
of association, determining the time and place of holding and the manner of calling and of conducting meetings of its members and
directors, the manner of electing its officers and directors, the mode of voting by proxy, and the number, qualifications, [lowers,
duties and term of office of its officers and directors, and containing any other provistous.whcthor of the flame or of a different nature,
for the management of the corporation's property and the regulation and go.-ernment of its affairs;
(f)

to make contracts, incur liabilities and borrow money.

Said corporation shall be entitled to take, hold, transmit and convey real and personal estate t o a n amount not exccoding in
all one hundred fifty thousand dollars. But if it desires to take and hold property to an amount exceeding one hundred fifty
thousand dollars either orginally or by amendment, such privilege shall be granted only by the general assembly on petition thereto.

PLATE I I I

and
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FOURTH.

Said corporation shall be located in
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Providence

Rhode Island.

(City or Town)

frjjif

wwtflfmtfmwmYiffftrtffYrfi

IN TESTIMO^

We. lave heremto set our ^

and...aJbat©.d..a\u,..T.«al4snae.?....1^l?.....llth..daj...of....jMlj
yi
/y^Ui^

NAME
—'

A.....C-..1945,

RESIDENCE
75. Hazard A v e . ,

176 Waternan. 3t , x Proy..,R. I,,
169 ,. Reynold a. Ave... ,.Prov. t R. 1.
15 Upton Aye.j Pro v, ,R.I,
57 Lenox Ave.,Prov.,R.I.

s a r A v e . , P r 0 v._, R. I .
1 1 G o r t o n A v e . x P r o y . ,R.I.«
Ave.,Proy.,R.I.
11 Catalpa

Rd.,Proy.,R.I.

45 Hal ton Rd • , P r o v . , R • I .
Blltmore

Hotel,Prov.,R.I.

154 P r o s p e c t

m-pw

PLATE I V

St.,Prov.fH.I.

Notes
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Three elder statesmen of the General Jewish Committee, now all
deceased, taken on October 9, 1964. Left to right: Alter Boyman, Archibald Silverman, and Dr. Ilie Berger.
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Children's Service of Providence, was a likely candidate. He had roots
in the community, had had a well rounded education and training, and
had gained experience in New York and elsewhere. Offered the position,
he accepted and assumed directorship of the General Jewish Committee,
at first as part-time executive of both it and the Jewish Family and
Children's Service, and later as full-time director of the G.J.C., a position
he held throughout its twenty-five year history. At this writing he continues to be director of its successor organization.
The first campaign for funds of the General Jewish Committee in
September 1945 raised $367,769. That was an unprecedented sum for
the Providence area. Yet in 1948, after only three years of existence,
another landmark was reached. In that year the newly created State
of Israel was attacked by the surrounding Arab states. Its gallant defense
created new demands on World Jewry. Providence Jews gave to the
campaign that year a sum, again unprecedented, of $1,131,742.
A display of solidarity, compassion, and unity of this magnitude had
not previously been seen. There was an outpouring of generosity from
all segments of the Jewish community. The General Jewish Committee
had gained widespread confidence and trust. Local and national organizations alike sought to join the federation. The first new organization
to join was the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS). This organization had conducted fund-raising in synagogues and in temples during
the High Holidays. HIAS now discarded its lists of contributors and
its traditional fund appeal, and accepted a proportional allocation from
the General Jewish Committee. Others followed. Among these was
Histadruth, the Israel Federation of Labor, involved in the industrial
and economic growth of the country. It had conducted an annual campaign and had acquired a large following in the community. The Zionist Organization of America and Hadassah Youth Aliyah relinquished
their fund-raising prerogatives in favor of the new community organization, which was sending three-fourths of its annual receipts to Israel.
The Jewish Community Center, B'nai B'rith, the Jewish War Veterans,
and the Pioneer Women's Organization all joined in the annual campaigns in order to justify their rightful shares of the funds.
After leading the General Jewish Committee for five critical years,
Archibald Silverman, the first President, was succeeded by Alvin Sopkin,
who had served as Campaign Chairman. Both of these men, each in
his respective capacity, held office during a sensitive period for the G.J.C.
Both firmness and a perceptive understanding were essential if the new
operation were to succeed.
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PRESIDENTS OF T H E GENERAL JEWISH

Notes

COMMITTEE

Archibald Silverman

Alvin A. Sopkin

1945-1950

1950-1955

Henry J. Hassenfeld

Joseph W. Ress

1955-1960

1960-1964

13
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Merrill L. Hassenfeld
1964-1967

Judge Frank Licht
'

1967-1968

Now Governor of the State of
Rhode Island

Max Alperin
1968-

Joseph Galkin
Executive Director
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The G.J.C. was guided by careful, responsible men, experienced in
communal work. There was representation from all religious, economic,
and cultural factions in the Jewish community. The minutes of the
G.J.C. recount many incidents which could have wrecked a less determined organization. Yet the leadership of the G.J.C. always cautioned
against haste, advocated patience, and followed above all one guide line,
to deserve the confidence of the community. T o proceed cautiously was
its chief precept.
Arthur J. Levy, then secretary of the General Jewish Committee, kept
meticulous, accurate minutes of the proceedings of the organization. One
interesting note, couched in legal terms and addressed to the office staff
of the G.J.C., admonished them to keep the minutes under lock and
key and to watch over them so that nothing might be lost, an admonition
that the staff still heeds. When one considers the lost records of many
other organizations, records that would shed much light on the story of
the Jews of Rhode Island, one must indeed be grateful for the careful
preservation of the minutes of the General Jewish Committee.
T H E T E N T H ANNIVERSARY AND A F T E R

After ten years of operation a celebration was in order. An anniversary is an appropriate time, not only for celebration, but for stocktaking
as well. The organization found satisfaction in the accomplishments of
its first decade. It had indeed worked well. There were a few minor
dissensions, not unexpected for an organization in which so many different points of view were represented.
The campaigns for funds had all been successful, some surpassing all
expectations. The fears of some organizations that they would lose out
in a single drive for funds proved groundless. The community was
gratified to be able to give to one well ordered organization, which
divided the funds equitably among the several agencies, rather than to
a multitude of solicitations throughout the year.
The agencies themselves found that it was much better for them to
deal with an allocations committee rather than go to the community
year after year, planning a new campaign each time, awaiting uncertain
results, and tiring out their followers and themselves.
There is a temptation to divide the histories of organizations into
convenient periods corresponding to the various presidential tenures.
The truth is, however, that presidents are the spokesmen of an organization and not the policy makers. All important decision making lies with
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the persons who make up the organization, with their executive board,
and with the members of the various committees.
Events which occur outside of an organization may be decisive in
determining its attitudes and actions. This was especially true in the
case of the G.J.C., a local agency which tied its destiny to that of a
national group, which in turn was influenced by world changes and
events.
Yet the presidents who served the G.J.C., being men of considerable
strength, gave something of their characters to the period in which they
served. Archibald Silverman, businessman and industrialist, was a man
of the people. An immigrant himself, he retained the outlook and
attitudes of the people among whom he had lived and worked. Even
when he had reached a high point in his career in business and industry,
he was not far removed from this background. He had a strong feeling
of Tzedakah, compassion, and applied the personal touch in everything
pertaining to the G.J.C. Archie, as he Avas known to his friends, was
a talented story teller. He could break the ice of resistance by telling
an appropriate story, and bring a smile to the gloomiest face. He would
say to the reluctant prospect whom he had approached for a contribution: "How much did you give last year? Did you miss it? Did your
business go down because of it? I assure you that you will not go broke
this year either. Nobody has ever gone broke because of giving."
Alvin Sopkin, the second president of the G.J.C., on the other hand,
had less rapport with the "small giver." He was himself a generous
contributor to all sorts of charitable agencies and relied heavily on
the "big donors." It is said of Sopkin that he taught Providence Jews
the art of giving. He would always say: "Give first, and give big, and
then you can ask others to give."
Sopkin and his family were the first Jews in Providence to contribute
one hundred thousand dollars to the G.J.C. Anyone confronted by
Sopkin was constrained to do his best.
Henry J . Hassenfeld, the third president, was a man of considerable
learning. He frequently quoted from the Bible and the Rabbis in his
public utterances, and was said to radiate a quality of goodness and
peace of mind. He was totally dedicated to the G.J.C. He and his wife
Marion, his son Merrill and his wife Sylvia, all were involved in the
work of the Jewish Committee.
During the Henry Hassenfeld period Israel celebrated its Tenth Anniversary. The State of Israel had accomplished much. One worthy ac-
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complisliment was the development of the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra.
This fine organization, sent to a selected group of cities to participate
in the celebration of the Tenth Anniversary, included Providence in
its itinerary. The Jews of Providence turned out in large numbers. The
Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, Robert Briscoe, came for the occasion
and was given the key to the City of Providence.
Henry Hassenfeld was greatly interested in youth and their activities.
During his administration the Young Adult Division developed significantly. Upon his retirement from the presidency, he established the
Hassenfeld Leadership Award to be given each year to a young person
who had distinguished himself in working for the Young Adult Division.
A number of board members as this is written were former members
of the Division, where they received an apprenticeship in communal
work.
JOSEPH W .

R E S S AND C O M M U N I T Y

PLANNING

Joseph W. Ress, the fourth president, served from 1960 to 1964. Ress
was relatively younger than his predecessors and the first of American
birth and background. With him began the ascendancy of American
born men and women, now assuming the responsibilities borne by the
older immigrant generation.
Ress brought to the G.J.C. experience gained in other community
responsibilities. He was a member of the Board of Trustees of Brown
University and of the Board of the Rhode Island Charities Trust. Successful in business, he was able to invest the presidency with the businessman's realistic approach.
During this period the State of Israel was in a relatively quiescent
status with no emergencies on the horizon. The campaigns raised an
average of 750 to 800 thousand dollars annually. The General Jewish
Committee was able to turn its attention to local affairs.
Community Planning, the second of the aims and purposes of the
General Jewish Committee and a theme of great interest to Ress, occupied the attention of the organization. Under the chairmanship of
Arthur J . Levy, the Planning Committee sponsored the "Population
Study of the Jewish Community of Greater Providence", an important
work in the history of the community. This study will be discussed in
greater detail in connection with the publications of the General Jewish
Committee.
On the tenth anniversary of the General Jewish Committee, Ress pre-
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pared a history of the first ten years of the organization, which is included in the minutes of the G.J.C. This is a significant account, written
by a founder and faithful worker in the organization.
After serving as president for some three years Ress was called to
assume the chairmanship of the community-wide United Fund campaign. He resigned the presidency of the General Jewish Committee in
order to permit him to accept that impotant responsibility.
THE

PERIOD OF M E R R I L L

HASSENFELD

The years during which Merrill Hassenfeld served as president of
the General Jewish Committee (1964-1968) were a time both of progress
and of sorrow. Five important leaders were lost to the G.J.C. and to
the Jewish community as a whole: Henry Hassenfeld, father of the
president; Archibald Silverman; Doctor Ilie Berger; Alter Boyman; and
James Goldman. All of them had an understanding of the needs of the
people and participated broadly in Jewish community affairs.
But there were gains as well as losses. The National Federation of
Welfare Funds selected the General Jewish Committee for membership
in the Large City Budgeting Conference. This body reviews annually
the applications of national organizations and agencies which the regional
federations of the country usually assist. This new responsibility assured
the G.J.C. of Providence a prominent place among the federations of
the country and gave it an influential voice in the distribution of the
funds.
A further indication of the stature of the G.J.C. was the election of
Merrill Hassenfeld to membership on the Executive Committee of the
United Jewish Appeal, and later as a National Chairman of that organization which receives the largest share of the community funds.
During this period there was rapid growth of the Women's Division.
It developed a characteristic approach to fund-raising with a variety of
flyers, leaflets, illustrated cards, and invitations with artistic pictorial
and eye-catching format. The M-Day concept (Mothers Mobilize for
Mercy) and the various categories of donors with special events for each
category were devised by the women's organization. The good taste and
artistic bent of the women active in these drives were reflected in these
circulars, which also produced good results in raising funds for the
General Jewish Committee.
The development of the Women's Division warrants a separate history.
Significantly, however, the Women's Division increased its fund-raising
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from 22,000 dollars in 1945 to 250,000 dollars during its Silver Anniversary year, a ten-fold increase.
Merrill Hassenfeld was approached in 1967 to conduct the annual
campaign of the United Fund of Southeastern New England for the
following year. As in the case of Ress, the presidency of the G.J.C. led
to the chairmanship of this most important fund. The G.J.C. released
Hassenfeld, but reluctantly.
JUDGE

FRANK

LICHT

BECOMES

PRESIDENT

Judge Frank Licht, who while in high school and college had demonstrated a talent for debating and the forensic arts, was early involved
in community Zionist affairs. At the age of 28 he became the very first
secretary of the General Jewish Committee. While respected even among
such seasoned campaigners as Archibald Silverman and Alter Boyman,
he in turn benefited from their judgment and experience, gained through
long years of service.
During his presidency (1967-1968) the crisis in Arab-Israel relations
culminated in the Six-Day War of 1967. The General Jewish Committee
notified leaders in the community by telegram of the serious developments. A meeting was called at the home of the Merrill Hassenfelds.
Some 120 persons gathered and pledged 1,100,000 dollars. The community as a whole responded in like manner, and before the campaign
was over 2,500,000 dollars had been raised.
The emergency in Israel and victory in the Six-Day War emphasized
the need for a statewide organization. Cranston, Warwick, and Barrington had previously worked with the G.J.C. Pawtucket, Woonsocket, and
Newport were now prepared to join with the rest of the state to form
the General Jewish Committee of Rhode Island.
A Providence Leadership Mission went to Israel for a two weeks' visit.
During the tour the mission met with President Zalman Shazar and
Prime Minister Levi Eshkol. Plaques were unveiled on the John F.
Kennedy Memorial in Jerusalem in memory of two Providence residents who had been founders of the General Jewish Committee, Doctor
Hie Berger and Alter Boyman.
While president of the G.J.C. Frank Licht, an incumbent judge of
the Rhode Island Superior Court, resigned from the bench to run for
the Governorship of Rhode Island on the Democratic ticket. Licht was
elected Governor of Rhode Island in 1968 and relinquished his duties
as president of the General Jewish Committee to assume the responsibilities of his new office.
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M A X ALPERIN ASSUMES LEADERSHIP

Max Alperin became Acting President and then at the Annual Meeting of June 1969 succeeded to the presidency of the General Jewish Committee. Alperin had served as president of the Jewish Home for the Aged
of Rhode Island and of Temple Emanu-El. Formerly a Chairman of the
Pawtucket United Jewish Appeal for many years, he had also served
as Initial Gifts Chairman of the General Jewish Committee.
In addition to planning and guiding an intensified annual fund raising
campaign, Alperin set in motion a re-examination of vital community
needs both present and future.
With the cooperation of the Rhode Island Board of Rabbis, Robert A.
Riesman headed a committee to negotiate the reorganization of the VaadHakashruth* so that it would be more representative of the needs of all
religious congregations in the state, while maintaining orthodox supervision of Halachic** practice. After this reorganization was completed, a
grant was voted by the General Jewish Committee to meet the deficit of
the Vaad. Sheldon S. Sollosy was elected Treasurer to serve as liaison
between the Vaad and the General Jewish Committee.
Melvin L. Zurier conducted an investigation of the cemetery needs
in the state through a questionnaire distributed to the various congregations. It was concluded that there was ample cemetery space in the
state for the foreseeable future. The questionnaire elicited the information that since 1946 there had been 4,665 burials in Providence.
During the first meeting of Alperin's presidency his son Melvin Alperin
reported on the Young Adults Division and the Young Executives Training Program.
After careful study by a committee appointed by Max Alperin, the
Board of Directors voted to establish a Jewish Community Relations
Council. The study committee received professional assistance from the
National Jewish Community Relations Advisory Council of which the
General Jewish Committee was a member. After unanimous board approval, the first meeting of the Jewish Community Relations Council
took place in July of 1969. Lawrence Y. Goldberg, who had headed the
study committee, was appointed Chairman. Bylaws of the Council provided for four major areas of operation: Middle East and International;
Inter-Group Relations, Public Affairs, and Civil Liberties; Urban Affairs
*Committee on Ritual Slaughter.
* * T a l m u d i c behavioral code.
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and Equal Opportunity; and Mass Media and Public Relations. With
representation from 69 Jewish organizations throughout the state, the
broadly based Jewish Community Relations Council coordinated efforts
in Rhode Island on behalf of Jewish needs.
On September 29, 1969 former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey
was the principal speaker at the 1969 Campaign Opening Dinner at
the Biltmore Hotel. Pledges of $ 1,050,654 were announced. Prof. Yigael
Yadin, noted archeologist and former Israeli Chief of Staff, who had
just come to Providence for a year's stay as a visiting Professor at Brown
University was a guest at the head table. The Alperin presidency was
characterized by concern for Jewish education and the need to strengthen
Jewish identity among the youth. In order to reappraise the educational
needs, a committee was appointed to study the entire field of Jewish
education in Rhode Island with professional assistance from the American Association of Jewish Education. Louis I. Kramer, Assistant Superintendent of Providence Schools, was appointed Chairman. Liaison with
Jewish youth at Brown University was established through Professor
Fred Pollak.
A committee under the chairmanship of Melvin L. Zurier was established to review the allocations procedure to assure effective distribution
of funds. Alperin served as the Silver Anniversary president in 1970.
Under Alperin the name of the organization has recently been changed
to the Jewish Federation of Rhode Island.
Thus ends the story of the first twenty-five years of the General Jewish
Committee. Some future historian will pursue its further history under
its new designation. A number of its activities and projects during this
period, however, warrant additional examination.
STUDIES AND

SURVEYS

Of the two aims and purposes of the General Jewish Committee,
stated at the Founding Meeting, one was a declaration of the need for
Community Planning and Community Relations. This declaration signified that the General Jewish Committee was looked upon as playing
the role of the old Kehillah, the force that stimulates all that is in the
best interests of the community. It would be the arbiter in all conflicts
and relationships in the community, regulating, limiting, and channeling
all of its forces. The G.J.C. would also serve as the interpreter of the
Jewish community to the community as a whole, and in turn keep the
general community informed of the mood of the Jewish community.
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As the campaigns for funds became an established annual event and
as the General Jewish Committee was accepted in the community and
won the confidence and the trust of the people, it turned its attention
to community planning and relations. The degree of planning is measured by the community studies and surveys it published during the
twenty-five years of its existence.
A significant survey was undertaken by the Jewish Community Center
and the G.J.C. Titled Group Work and Leisure-Time Needs in the
Jewish Community of Providence, its purpose was to determine the
desirability, location, and size of a new Jewish Community Center; the
kinds of activities it should undertake; and the readiness of the community to support it.
The minutes of the G.J.C. of the period are filled with correspondence,
reports, and recommendations of the Jewish Community Center (J.C.C.)
to the G.J.C. Liaison officers of the one agency were delegated to deal
with officers of the other. The J.C.C. was anxious to have a communitywide drive for a new building. The arguments of the J.C.C. were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

That the present Jewish Community Center was too small;
That its concepts were antiquated;
That to achieve higher standards it must have larger quarters;
That other communities the size of Providence had long achieved
this goal; and
5. That a campaign for a Building Fund was long overdue.

The General Jewish Committee in conducting this survey joined with
the Jewish Welfare Board whose experts would probe the sentiment of
the community. The result was a voluminous report, complete with
charts, maps, and statistics, indicating the need for a new building and
for new directions for the Jewish Community Center.
In accordance with the philosophy of the Jewish Welfare Board, the
tenor of the report inclined strongly in favor of a new Center. The
large ideas and high ideals formulated for the Jewish Community Center
could materialize only in new facilities.
The end result was the Jewish Community Center at the corner of
Elmgrove Avenue and Sessions Street in Providence, completed and
dedicated in June of 1971.
Another survey resulted from demands of supporters of a Hebrew
Day School. The community had been divided in its attitudes and
philosophy regarding the Hebrew Day School movement. The differences
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of views prevalent in the community at large were also expressed within
the General Jewish Committee itself.
The General Jewish Committee agreed to invite the American Association of Jewish Education in New York to study the entire field of
Jewish education in Providence. The resulting survey published in
1951 and titled Jewish Education in Providence, Rhode Island was
prepared by Doctor Uriah Z. Engleman of the American Association of
Jewish Education.
The results were not flattering to the Jews of Providence. There were
said to be too few schools that were worthy of the name. Most of the
children attended once-a-week Sunday morning classes. The level of
achievement in the Sunday Schools was said to be lamentable. The
afternoon week-day Hebrew Schools had very few pupils, since children
attended their classes voluntarily.
The only school where Hebrew studies were given their proper place
in the education of Jewish children, according to the survey, was in the
Hebrew Day School, where such studies were integrated with other
subjects.
The General Jewish Committee determined to establish in Rhode
Island a Bureau of Jewish Education with the authority to regulate and
advise the schools, to train and locate teachers, and to use its influence
and persuasion in seeking to improve Hebrew education in the community.
The Bureau has been governed by a Board of Directors and budgeted
and funded by the G.J.C. The Bureau has sought progressively higher
standards of education with varying degrees of success. The budget of
the Bureau recently approached one hundred thousand dollars, a substantial share of which goes to the Hebrew Day School, and as grants
to the congregational schools. Other religious schools have also sought
higher standards. Most of the schools no longer hold Sunday classes
for older pupils. Children reaching the age of seven or eight years now
generally attend religious school week-day afternoons. Some schools
have been entirely eliminated because of insufficient numbers of pupils
and sub-standard teachers.
The Bureau has striven to enlarge its influence in the community,
involving more people in its activities through series of adult education
lectures. A history of the Bureau of Jewish Education and of Jewish
education in the community in general, beginning with the first school
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in the 1860's, would be a worthy undertaking, even though early material
is scanty.
The year 1954 marked the Tercentenary of Jewish settlement in this
country. The Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association together with
the General Jewish Committee observed the anniversary. A program was
presented at the Roger Williams Spring on North Main Street in Providence, a bronze plaque was placed in the Rhode Island State Capitol,
and a ceremony was held at Providence City Hall. An attractive booklet
was published for the occasion. The addresses and the proceedings of
the celebration have been recorded in the second issue of the Rhode
Island Jewish Historical Notes.
The publication of the Population Survey of the Greater
Providence
Jervish Community was a significant event in the history of the Jews of
Providence. The survey was conducted by a group of volunteers under
the direction of Doctor Sidney Goldstein, Professor in the Department
of Sociology and Anthropology of Brown University. Published in 1964,
it was the first authoritative study of the Jewish population of Providence
since 1934, when a study had been conducted by Doctor Charles S.
Bernheimer of the Jewish Welfare Board.
The survey of 1964, which attracted considerable attention throughout the country, was reviewed widely and is referred to whenever community projects in Rhode Island are under consideration.
A brief summary of the survey prepared by the author appeared in
the R.I.J.H.
Notes*
Finally, still another survey was undertaken in 1965 by the Community Planning Committee of the G.J.C. in conjunction with a Special
Advisory Committee for the Study of Jewish Community Services for
the Aged. This study was made in preparation for determining the
desirability of a new location and building for the Jewish Home for
the Aged of Rhode Island. A Study of Jewish Community Services in
Greater Providence was prepared on advice of the Council of Jewish
Federations and Welfare Funds by Simon Krakow, Associate Director
of the Combined Jewish Philanthropies of Greater Boston, at the invitation of the Jewish Home for the Aged. The study indicated need for a
new home, predicted a larger population of elderly, and made appropriate recommendations.
These surveys and studies published by the General Jewish Committee
*For more on population see page 36 of this issue of the
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in the course of its first twenty-five years are as important as the successful fund drives. They will survive as lasting testimonials to the work of
the Community Planning Committee, an important arm of the General
Jewish Committee.
The impact of these studies on the community is significant.
The survey of education resulted in the establishment of the Bureau
of Education. Its budget and activities have increased progressively over
the years.
The Jewish Home for the Aged of Rhode Island purchased spacious
acreage in the suburbs and at this writing has plans for a new home to
be built on advanced principles and concepts.
The Jewish Community Center elected not to move to a new area
of the city, despite trends shown in the Population Survey.
The Miriam Hospital likewise retained its old location and in fact
expanded its facilities. A Research Center is the most recent addition
to the hospital complex.
The suburban Synagogues and Temples are at this time smaller than
those in the city of Providence. The East Side of Providence thus remains the most influential section of the city in terms of religious, social,
health, and cultural activities. The listing of officers and directors of
the General Jewish Committee in the twenty-fifth anniversary book of
the G.J.C. indicates the continued leadership of the city versus the
suburbs in community affairs (Table 1).
PREPARING A

CAMPAIGN

The following description is based on material contained in the
twenty-fifth anniversary book of the General Jewish Committee.
Heading each campaign were the General Chairman and his associates. Under them were the Initial Gifts Chairmen and their associates,
the initial gifts being the backbone of every fund drive. The initial
gifts would bring in over half of the entire sum of the campaign.
The community was divided into groups, areas, and neighborhoods.
Thus there was a Professionel Division which comprised physicians,
lawyers, accountants, university faculty members, and service organizations. The Area Division was organized to solicit among the satellite
communities, such as Barrington, Cranston, Newport, Pawtucket, Warwick, West Warwick, South County, and Woonsocket. Additionally
there were chairmen and special committees for soliciting among the
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young executives, country clubs, Temples and Synagogues, and the community at large.
An important part of the campaign structure was the D-Day Committee, which canvassed from the public on a house-to-house basis,
reaching those not covered by the various divisions. Thus by telephone
(telethon) or by personal contact every Jewish resident in the area was
solicited for his contribution.
The Area Division includes representatives from various towns and
cities, thus giving the campaign a statewide character. During some
campaigns a Trade Division was utilized to solicit funds from those
engaged in the various industrial and business enterprises.
The Public Relations Committee and the Speakers' Bureau have
attended to publicity problems.
The Women's Division had its own organization. It consisted of an
Initial Gifts Division; a Vanguard, Pace Setter, Vital Gifts, and Life
Saver groups. Each designation indicated the amount contributed. The
Young Women's Division solicited among the various youth groups. The
Women's Division also conducted telethons, follow-up solicitations, and
public relations activities. The entire structure was coordinated under
the guidance of the Executive Director, Joseph Galkin, and his associates
in the office of the General Jewish Committee, who worked on a yearround basis in preparation for the drives and the billings that ensued.
ALLOCATING

FUNDS

By far the most important function of the G.J.C. after the actual fundraising was the distribution of funds among the affiliated agencies. The
bylaws of the General Jewish Committee provided for an Allocations
Committee that "shall consist of eighteen members appointed by the
President, with the approval of the Board of Directors." These eighteen
individuals were to be members of the Board of Directors. The Presidents and Vice Presidents of the organizations of the various towns and
cities affiliated with the G.J.C. would serve ex officio.
The following were the duties of the Allocations Committee:
1. Investigate all applications for funds by affiliated agencies.
2. Review requests for funds from agencies which expressed a desire
to become affiliated with the G.J.C.
3. Evaluate all requests for increases in funds, and recommend decreases of funds for individual agencies as indicated.
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All of the findings of the Allocations Committee were reviewed by
the Board of Directors. The Board alone was empowered to make final
determinations.
Each year, after completion of the campaign for funds, the Allocations
Committee would meet and deliberate on the distribution of funds.
Notices were sent to the affiliated agencies, advising them of the time
and place of the meeting of the Allocations Committee. Each agency
was entitled to send a representative or a written explanation to the
meeting, although not required to do so. If an agency had undertaken
a special worthwhile project during the previous year that required
extra funding, that would be given consideration by the Allocations
Committee.
As a guide to the distribution of funds the committee referred to the
handbook prepared by the Large City Budgeting Conference. The
formula contained in this handbook and advice from the Executive
Directors of the local agencies provided a rationale for the pattern of
distribution. Providence was invited to join the Large City Budgeting
Conference during the 1964-65 campaign year.
A community is not required to allocate funds according to the formula, nor is any agency endorsed by the Conference. The report merely
offers a formula for distribution and serves as a guide to the local
federation.
The American Association for Jewish Education, the first organization listed in the handbook of the Large City Budgeting Conference,
will serve as an example. After a statement of the purposes of the
A.A.J.E., the Budgeting Conference proposes a formula for allocation
to the agency, which takes into account:
1. The Jewish population of a city in relation to the general population of Jews in the United States.
2. Services rendered by the agency in past years.
3. What amounts of money other communities allocate to this agency.
4. The moneys spent by a community for Jewish education in the
years prior to this request.
Out of these considerations the committee arrives at a certain formula
and makes its recommendations.
As a further aid in orientation, the Large City Budgeting Conference
selected twenty-five cities, some larger than Providence, some smaller,
and some comparable in size. It listed the amounts given in the various
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cities for each activity. This comparative study would serve as a useful
guide.
In 1971 the General Jewish Committee of Providence changed its
name to the Jewish Federation of Rhode Island, pursuant to its becoming
a state-wide agency including all of the towns and cities, except Westerly,
in its campaign and its distribution of funds. At the same time it also
changed its single overall Allocations Committee to one with two subcommittees, one for agencies of national and overseas concerns, and
one for agencies serving local needs. The handbook for local agencies,
prepared by the Executive Director, follows in general the principles
of the Large City Budgeting Conference.
Copies of the Large City Budgeting Conference handbook and that
for the local agencies have been deposited in the library of the Rhode
Island Jewish Historical Association.
LISTINGS IN TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY R E P O R T OF
T H E GENERAL JEWISH COMMITTEE
PRESIDENTS AND CAMPAIGN
1945-1970
Men's
Year
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1964
1965
1966
1967

President
Archibald Silverman
Archibald Silverman
Archibald Silverman
Archibald Silverman
Archibald Silverman
Archibald Silverman
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Henry J . Hassenfeld
Henry J . Hassenfeld
Henry T. Hassenfeld
Henry J . Hassenfeld
Henry J . Hassenfeld
Henry J . Hassenfeld
Joseph W. Ress
Joseph W. Ress
Joseph W. Ress
Joseph W. Ress
Joseph W. Ress
Merrill L. Hassenfeld
Merrill L. Hassenfeld
Merrill I,. Hassenfeld
Merrill L. Hassenfeld

CHAIRMEN

Division
Campaign
Chairman
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Joseph W. Ress
Joseph W. Ress
Joseph W. Ress
Henry J . Hassenfeld
Henry J . Hassenfeld
Henry J . Hassenfeld
Alvin A. Sopkin
Alvin A. Sopkin
Benjamin Brier
Joseph K. Levy
Joseph K. Levy
Joseph K. Levy
Merrill L. Hassenfeld
Merrill L. Hassenfeld
Merrill L. Hassenfeld
Merrill L. Hassenfeld
M. Edgar Fain
Robert A. Riesman
Robert A. Riesman
Stanley Grossman
Stanley Grossman
Robert A. Riesman
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1968
1969
1970
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Robert
Robert
Robert
Stanley
Albert

Judge Frank Licht
Judge Frank Licht
Max Alperin
Max Alperin
Max Alperin

A. Riesman
A. Riesman
A. Riesman
Grossman
I. Gordon

PRESIDENTS AND CAMPAIGN CHAIRMEN
Women's
Year

President

Campaign

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
] 956

1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

Chairman

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Samuel Michaelson
Philip Dorenbaum
Philip Dorenbaum
Albert Pilavin
Albert Pilavin
Albrham M. Percelay
Archie Fain
Archie Fain
Archie Fain
Arthur Kaplan
David Myers

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

David Myers
Julius Irving
Julius Irving
Raymond L. Cohen
Raymond L. Cohen
Joseph W. Pulver
Sol kofiler
Sol Koffler
Leonard I. Salmanson
Edmund I. Waldman
Edmund I. Waldman
Max Alperin
Max Alperin
Albert I. Gordon

(First President was
inaugurated in 1957)
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Bertram L. Bernhardt
Bertram L. Bernhardt
Bertram L. Bernhardt
Julius Irving
Julius Irving
Raymond L. Cohen
Raymond L. Cohen
Merrill L. Hassenfeld
Merrill L. Hassenfeld
Leonard I. Salmonson
Leonard I. Salmonson
Edmund I. Waldman
Edmund I. Waldman
Max Alperin
Young Adult

Year

Division

Division
Chairman
Ruth Tanenbaum, Janet Travis,
Co-chairmen
Louis B. Rubinstein
Claire Ernstof
Ira llakatansky
Bruce G. Sundlun
Ronald B. Sopkin
Harold Ratush
Sheldon Heller
Leonard H. Blazar
Paul Litwin
Lewis M. Goldstein
Norman Robinson
Martin I. Dittelman
Martin M. Temkin
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Young Leadership

Division

Campaign
Chairman
Herbert L. Emers
Irving Weinreich
Lawrence Y. Goldberg
Lawrence Y. Goldberg
Melvin G. Alperin
Melvin G. Alperin
Milton I. Brier
Lawrence Y. Goldberg,
Co-chairmen
Mrs. Lawrence S. Gates,
Lawrence Y. Goldberg,
Co-chairmen

Year
President
1959 Thomas W. Pearlman
1960 Herbert L. Emers
1961 Harris N. Rosen
1962 Harris N. Rosen
1963 Norman G. Orodenker
1964 Norman G. Orodenker
1965 Lawrence S. Gates
1966

13

Lawrence S. Gates

Young Executives'
Year
1967
1968
1969

Division

Chairman
Melvin G. Alperin
Melvin G. Alperin
Richard Shein
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NUMBER AND D I S T R I B U T I O N OF JEWISH HOUSEHOLDS IN
RHODE ISLAND, 1970
B Y SIDNEY GOLDSTEIN

Brown

University

The 1963 Population Study of the Greater Providence* Jewish Community enumerated 5,978 Jewish households containing 19,457 persons,
Although the 1963 study was the first comprehensive survey of the area's
Jewish population, it was possible to obtain some insights into the
changing size and distribution of the Jewish population by comparison
of the survey's finding with approximations of the 1951 Jewish population emanating from a study of Group Work and Leisure Time Needs
in the Jewish Community of Providence. That study indicated that in
1951 Greater Providence had about 19,700 Jews living in about 6,000
households. Overall, therefore, the 1951 and 1963 data suggested minimum change in the 12 year interval in the size of the Greater Providence
Jewish community.
Despite this impression of general stability, marked change had
occurred in the residential distribution of the Jewish population within
the area. Whereas 80 per cent of the Jewish population of Greater
Providence lived within the city of Providence in 1951, only 57 per
cent did so in 1963. Moreover, within the city sharp declines had taken
place in the number of Jewish households residing in the South Side
and the North End. By contrast, the East Side and the adjoining Pawtucket area increased the size of their Jewish populations during this
period. The growth of the suburban communities of Barrington, East
Providence, Cranston, and Warwick was dramatic in this period, from
11.5 per cent of Greater Providence's total to 27.5 per cent, with tripling
and doubling in size being characteristic of Warwick and Cranston, respectively. Quite clearly, Jews were participating in the very strong
suburban movement characterizing the Providence metropolitan area.
Because seven years have elapsed since the 1963 survey and 1970 marks
both the taking of the decennial federal census and of initiation of a
National Jewish Population Study (NJPS), it seemed desirable to update the 1963 estimates of the size and distribution of Greater Providence's Jewish population. Most important, more current data would
permit determination of the extent to which the patterns observed for
•Greater Providence included Providence, Pawtucket, Central Falls, North Providence, Lincoln, Cumberland, Barrington, East Providence, Bristol, Warren. Cranston,
Warwick, East Greenwich and West Warwick.
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the period 1951-1963 have continued or become accentuated. The implications of such changes for community planning are too obvious to
warrant discussion here.
For the purposes of NJPS, the master files of the General Jewish
Committee of Providence (now the Jewish Federation of Rhode Island)
were to be used as a basis for sampling Rhode Island's Jewish population. Organizing these files for that purpose provided an opportunity
to use the records to enumerate by local area the Jewish households in
the state (since the 1963 survey, the General Jewish Committee had
been enlarged to encompass the entire state, exclusive of Westerly).
Available resources did not permit a complete check of the files against
all available organization membership lists, as was done in 1963, but a
limited check, covering the suburban temple lists was made. Moreover,
since no field survey was undertaken, the opportunity did not exist to
solicit names of unaffiliated households and of new, unaffiliated residents of the area. The results of this enumeration are therefore more
similar in quality to the 1951 material. As such, the 1970 estimates
probably underrepresent the total population by at least 10 per cent,
but the extent of such underrepresentation is probably heavier in the
suburbs where, as is known from the 1963 survey, rates of affiliation are
weaker and proportions of new residents are higher. Until a full survey
is undertaken, however, the estimates based on the 1970 lists provide
the best indication of the size and distribution of Jewish households.
Again, in the absence of a survey, no information was obtained on individual persons, so that the 1970 estimates refer to households only.
According to the lists, in 1970 there were 5,678 Jewish households
in Greater Providence and 6,235 in the total state of Rhode Island.
Comparison of the 5,678 estimate for 1970 and the 5,978 enumerated
in 1963 and the 5,934 estimated in 1951, and taking into account that
1970 is probably about a 10 per cent underestimate, suggests that
throughout this 20 year period Greater Providence Jewry has remained
relatively stable in size at about 6,000 families.
But this continued stability in overall size between 1963 and 1970
again masks significant changes in residential distribution. The period
1963-1970 witnessed continuation of the patterns observed for 1951-1963.
The number of Jewish households in the suburbs further increased
while the number in the central cities declined, particularly in the
older areas of residence.
The list statistics on which the data in Table 1 are based show that
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between 1963 and 1970, Jewish suburban households increased by almost
400, from 1,644 at the time of the survey to 2,032 seven years later. This
growth of 24 per cent compared to a 16 per cent decline from 4,334 to
3,646 in the number of households in Providence and Pawtucket. As a
result of these different growth patterns of cities and suburbs, by 1970,
35.8 per cent of all Jewish households in Greater Providence were in
the suburbs (probably more if corrected data were available) . This
compares to only 11.5 per cent in 1951 and 27.5 per cent in 1963. By
contrast, the percentage in Providence-Pawtucket declined from 88.5
per cent in 1951 to 72.5 per cent in 1963 to less than two-thirds, 64.2
per cent in 1970. Clearly, Jewish households, like the general population, continued to move to the suburbs.
But changes were not uniform for the individual suburbs or for the
various parts of the central cities. The South Side of Providence, which
in 1951 almost equalled the East Side in the size of its Jewish population, declined from 1,871 households in 1951 to 1,012 in 1963. In the
last seven years it declined a further 30 per cent to only 725 households.
Although not as large, the changes in the North End are even more
dramatic. From 817 households in 1951, the North End declined to
330 by 1963 and between then and 1970, it shrank to only 216 households. In contrast, the East Side shows greater stability through the 20
year period, rising some 10 per cent between 1951 and 1963 from 2,067
to 2,296, then evidencing some decline between 1963 and 1970 back
toward the 2,000 level. Pawtucket, which grew between 1951 and 1963
from 500 to almost 700 households, also displays some retraction in
size to 646, according to the latest estimate. Reflecting these different
patterns, the East Side remains the largest single area of Jewish residence,
with about one-third of the total Jewish population of Greater Providence; but the South Side's share decreased from 31.5 per cent in 1951
to only 12.8 per cent in 1970, and the North End's from 13.8 per cent
in 1951 to only 3.8 per cent in 1970. Pawtucket, after moving from 8.4
to 11.7 per cent of the total between 1951 and 1963, remains at about
the 1963 level in 1970.
Changes are equally dramatic, but in the reverse direction, in individual suburbs. The Barrington-East Providence, area, which contained
only 74 Jewish households in 1951 and 132 in 1963, increased to 232
by 1970, a 50 per cent increase in the last seven years. Cranston, which
more than doubled between 1951 and 1963 from 463 to 1,084, grew at
a slower rate between 1963 and 1970 to an estimated total of 1,271.
Finally, the Warwick area, including East Greenwich, also displayed
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continued growth; following the tripling of its Jewish population between 1951 and 1963 from 142 to 428 households, the number increased
by another third to 558 in 1970. But again, it must be emphasized that
these suburban estimates are minimal figures because of the nature of
the data; a full survey would undoubtedly reveal even greater growth.
Given the 1970 figures, each suburb's share of Greater Providence's
Jewish population was considerably greater in 1970 than in 1951 and
1963. Whereas Cranston contained only 7.8 per cent of all Jewish households in 1951, it accounted for 22.4 per cent of Greater Providence's
Jewish families in 1970. Warwick's share increased in these 20 years
from only 2.4 to 9.8 per cent. And although still the smallest of the
metropolitan area's groupings, Barrington, East Providence grew from
just over one per cent of the households in 1951 to 3.6 per cent in 1970.
Quite obviously, despite general stability in the size of Greater Providence's Jewish community, its redistribution away from the center to
the suburbs continued between 1963 and 1970, more slowly in the older
suburban communities, more rapidly in the newer ones.
STATE

POPULATION

The 1970 estimate provides the first statistics encompassing virtually
the entire Jewish population of Rhode Island. Only the town of Westerly is not included in the area serviced by the Jewish Federation of
Rhode Island, and its Jewish population is very small. The 1970 data
show that for Rhode Island as a whole, there were 6,235 Jewish households. Of these, 5,678, or 91 per cent, are included in the area designated
here as Greater Providence. Outside this area, as shown in Table 2, only
several Jewish communities exist. The largest is Newport, with 198
households (309 if Middletown and Portsmouth are incorporated with
it) followed by Woonsocket with 151 families. Smaller, but probably
growing at a faster pace in recent years, is the group of 61 households
in South County, many of whom are associated with the University of
Rhode Island.
DISTRIBUTION

BY C E N S U S

TRACTS

For planning purposes, it is often essential to know the number of
persons living in much smaller areas than those which have been used
up to now. The Bureau of the Census has been faced with the same
need in tabulation of census materials. For this reason, it has subdivided the entire state of Rhode Island into small units — census
tracts. The city of Providence, for example, is subdivided into 37
census tracts. Pawtucket has 23, and Cranston and Warwick have 15
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each. Through coding the addresses of residents in terms of these
census tracts, it is possible to obtain information on the number of
Jews living in each census tract, thereby obtaining the basis for ascertaining the extent of concentration of Jewish population in small areal
units.
Of the 1,012 households in the South Side of Providence in 1963, 580
were concentrated in census tracts 1 and 2, the areas popularly known
as the Washington Park and Broad and Elmwood sections of Providence.
These two tracts remained the area of greatest concentration in 1970,
but the number of Jewish families living in them had declined to 435.
Even sharper declines characterized tract 4, the Willard Avenue area,
and adjoining tract 3, across Broad Street. In 1963 each contained 140
or so families; by 1970 the number in each was down to 61. What had
once been a major center of Jewish residence in Providence was all but
deserted by Jews in a span of 20 years. Among all of the 20 tracts contained in the general area classified as the South Side, only two showed
noticeable gains — both in what is more correctly regarded as downtown Providence. Reflecting the recent location there of fashionable
apartment houses, the number of Jewish households resident in tracts
8 and 9 increased from only 8 in 1963 to 80 in 1970.
Of the ten tracts in the North End, only six had Jews living in them
in 1963 and almost half of the 330 Jewish households in the North
End lived in tract 23, the Mount Pleasant area. By 1970, the Jewish
population was somewhat more dispersed within the North End, but
the largest number remained in tract 23. The overall decline in number was, however, also reflected in a reduction in the number of Jewish
households in tract 23 from 142 to 101.
The pattern of distribution on the East Side remained generally the
same as in 1963; tract 34, centered on Blackstone Boulevard, followed
by tract 33, the area north of Rochambeau Avenue, remained the tracts
with the largest Jewish populations, although both were below their
1963 levels. The greatest decline was experienced by tract 32, between
Cypress Street and Rochambeau Avenue, from 480 in 1963 to 319 in
1970. Although not an area of large Jewish settlement, tract 36, encompassing Brown University and Bryant College, grew from 20 Jewish
households in 1963 to 53 in 1970. Despite the redevelopment in the
Lippitt Hill area, its Jewish population continued to decline, from 52
households in 1963 to only 37 in 1970.
Pawtucket's Jewish population continued to be very largely concen-
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trated in tract 17, the area immediately adjoining the East Side of
Providence. Of Pawtucket's 646 households, 450, or 70 per cent, lived
in tract 17. None of the other 22 census tracts accounted for more than
20 households, and all but eight had fewer than five families.
Points of concentration tend also to characterize the distribution of
Jewish households in the suburbs, although in some the concentration
is not as marked as in Providence or Pawtucket.
In 1963, Cranston's 1,084 Jewish households were quite widely distributed, with none of the 15 census tracts containing more than 20
per cent and four containing between 10 and 20 per cent each. In 1970,
again no single tract contained more than 20 per cent of Cranston's
Jewish households, and five tracts shared the distinction of containing
between 10 and 20 per cent each. The largest number of Jewish families
lived in tract 10, the Glenwood area. In fact, it grew from 200 households in 1963 to 251 in 1970. The Eden Park area, consisting of tracts
4 and 7 declined some from 328 to 306. By contrast, significant growth
characterized tract 6 (Garden City), doubling from 64 households in
1963 to 136 in 1970 and even more so, tract 11 (Oaklawn), which increased from 64 to 147. Tracts 1, 2, 3, and 5, which in 1963 were sizeable areas of Jewish residence, between 80 and 120 households, changed
minimally in the interval between then and 1970.
In 1963, Warwick's Jewish households were concentrated in four of
the city's 15 tracts: tract 4 (Governor Francis Farms) and tract 3 (Pilgrim Park) each had about 100 families. They were followed by tract
5 (Gaspee Plat) and tract 1 (Massasoit). These same four tracts also
accounted for over 70 per cent of Warwick's Jewish households in 1970
and in the same order. Each had grown between 1963 and 1970, but
the greatest relative gain was for Gaspee Plat. Of all the other eleven
tracts in Warwick, only one showed a significant increase — tract 13,
containing the Love Lane Estates area in the south end of Warwick —
from 8 to 38 households. Adjoining East Greenwich by 1970 had 37
Jewish households, a further indication of the trend toward extension
of the Jewish suburban movement further south in the metropolitan area.
Of the Jewish households in the Barrington, East Providence area,
the largest numbers in 1970, as in 1963, were concentrated in tract 304
of Barrington. They accounted for almost one-third of all the 203 households. Tracts 303 in Barrington and 105 and 107 in East Providence
each contained between 24 and 29 Jewish households, suggesting the
beginnings of new nuclei of Jewish settlement on that side of the Bay.
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The other two cities encompassed in the census tract tabulations are
Newport and Woonsocket. For Newport, it was not possible to classify
by tract 37 households due to omission of their addresses from the
tract listings. Of the remaining 159 households, the largest numbers
were in tracts 407 and 406, 61 and 54, respectively, accounting for 70
per cent of all classifiable residences. In Woonsocket 97 or two-thirds
of the city's 151 households were in tract 2, and none of the remaining
thirteen tracts contained more than 10 households.
In summary, the 1970 distribution of Jewish households in Rhode
Island shows that an increasing proportion reside in the suburban
segments of the metropolitan area. But within both the central cities
and the suburbs, there is a generally strong tendency for Jewish households to concentrate residentially within a restricted number of census
tracts. Yet even in the short interval between 1963 and 1970, there have
been some significant changes as older points of concentration decline,
as in South Providence, and as locations in the suburbs show either
sustained growth or the formation of nuclei of Jewish households which
may be the basis of new points of concentration in the years ahead.
TABLE 1
Distribution of Jewish Households in
Greater Providence, 1951, 1963, and 1970
1951
Estimated
Number Per Cent
SUBURBS
Barringtom
Cranston
Warwick 2
PAWTUCKET»

1963

1970

Number Per Cent

Number Per Cent
35.8

679

11.5

1,644

27.5

2,032

74

1.3

132

2.2

203

3.6

463

7.8

1,084

18.1

1,271

22.4

142

2.4

428

7.2

558

9.8

500

8.4

696

11.7

646

11.4

PROVIDENCE

4,755

80.1

3,638

60.8

3,000

52.8

South Side

1,871

31.5

1,012

16.9

725

12.8

North End

817

13.8

330

5.5

216

3.8

2,067

34.8

2,296

38.4

2,059

36.2

5,934

100.0

5,978

100.0

5,678

100.0

East Side
TOTAL

^Includes East Providence, Bristol, and Warren,
includes East Greenwich and West Warwick.
31963 and 1970 data include Central Falls, North Providence, Lincoln, and Cumberland.
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TABLE 2
Distribution of Jewish Households in Rhode Island, 1970
Number o£
Households

East Providence

-

East Greenwich

TOTAL
iIncludes
^Includes
^Includes
^Includes

—

-

Per Cent

3,000

48.1

725

11.6

216

3.5

2,059

33.0

570

9.1

3

0.1

24

0.4

35

0.5

151

2.4

48

0.8

78

1.2

Ill

1.8

14

0.2

198

3.2

18

0.3

93

1.5

1,271

20.4

500

8.0

23

0.4

37

0.6

61

1.0

6,235

100.0

Cumberland, Smithfield, North Smithfield, North Scituate, and Johnston.
Tiverton.
Coventry.
North Kingstown, Hope Valley, South Kingstown, and Narragansett.
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TABLE 3
Distribution of Jewish Households by Census Tract,
Greater Providence, 1963 and 1970

Census Tract

PROVIDENCE

South Side
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1963
Number of
Per
Households
Cent
232
348
144
140
48
16
32
8
—

6.4
9.6
4.0
3.9
1.3
0.4
0.9
0.2
—

10

—

12

—

16

—

17
18
19

4
8
—

0.1
0.2
—

13
14
15

4
8
20

20

—

—

0.1
0.2
0.6
—

1970
Number of
Households
147
288
61
61
30
6
14
66
14
—

Per
Cent
4.9
9.6
2.0
2.0
1.0
0.2
0.4
2.2
0.4
—

1

2
3
24
—

0.1

0.1
0.1
0.8
—

—

1
3
2

2

0.1
0.1
0.1

24
—
142
8
56
52
48
—
—
—

0.7
—
3.9
0.2
1.5
1.4
1.3
—
—
—

6
11
101
15
25
41
13
3
1
—

0.2
0.4
3.4
0.5
0.8
1.4
0.4
0.1
0.1
—

52
480
680
812
252
20
—

1.4
13.2
18.7
22.3
6.9
0.6
—

37
319
592
775
267
53
3

1.2
10.6
19.7
25.8
8.9
1.8
0.1

—

—

13

0.4

3,638

100.0

3,000

100.0

—

0.1

North End
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

-

East Side
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
unknown tract
TOTAL
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TABLE 3 (Continued)
Distribution ol Jewish Households by Census Tract,
Greater Providence, 1963 and 1970

Census Tract
Paw tucket

1963
Number of
Per
Households
Cent
PAWTUCKET AREA

1970
Number of
Households

Per
Cent

0.2
2

—

3

—

8
8

4
5
6

1.1
1.1

8

1

0.2
0.3
0.2

0.6
—

2

4

0.6

1

—

9

0.3

4

—

7

2
7

1.1

—

4
17
5

0.2
0.9
0.3
2.2
0.3
0.5
0.5
3.1
69.6
1.7
0.6
1.7
0.6
2.6
0.8

6.3

76

11.7

—

—

3

0.5

696

100.0

646

100.0

13
8
2
5
24

6.4
4.0
1.0
2.5
11.8

8

1.1

10

12

1.7

11

—

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

4
12
—
12
16
476
20
4
20
20
24
—

0.6
1.7
—
1.7
2.3
68.4
2.9
0.6
2.9
2.9
3.5
—

44

—

1

6
2
14
2
3
3
20
450
11

4

11

Outlying Areas
108-121
unknown tract
TOTAL
BARRINGTON AREA
East Providence
101
102
103
104
105

28
8
—
1
11

21.2
6.1
—•
0.8
8.4

1 0 6

—

107

16

12.1

—

—

24

11.8

—

Barrington
301
302
303
304

4
4
4
40

3.0
3.0
3.0
30.3

7
10
29
60

3.4
4.9
14.3
29.6
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TABLE 3 (Continued)
Distribution of Jewish Households by Census Tract,
Greater Providence, 1963 and 1970
1963
Number of
Per
Households
Cent

Census Tract
Warren and Bristol
305-309
unknown tract

16
—

TOTAL
CRANSTON

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

-

unknown tract
TOTAL

12.1
—

1970
Number of
Households

Per
Cent

14
7

6.9
3.4

132

100.0

203

100.0

92
104
128
204
84
64
124
8
4
200
64
8

8.5
9.6
11.8
18.8
7.7
5.9
11.4
0.7
0.4
18.5
5.9
0.7

7.5
7.8
9.3
13.5
6.5
10.7
10.5
0.5
0.8
19.7
11.6
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.1

—

—

95
99
118
172
83
136
134
6
10
251
147
6
4
4
1

—

—

5

0.4

—

—

—

—

1.084

100.0

1,271

100.0

56
16
96
100
76
4

13.1
3.7
22.4
23.4
17.8
0.9

—

76
8
109
117
91
12
1
2
7
14
7
11
38
1
1

13.6
1.4
19.5
21.0
16.3
2.2
0.2
0.4
1.2
2.5
1.2
2.0
6.8
0.2
0.2

6.5

58

10.4

5

0.9

558

100.0

WARWICK AREA
Warwick
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

—

8
4
16
4
8
8
4
—

West Warwick and East Greenwich
201-209

28

unknown tract

—

TOTAI

428

—

1.9
0.9
3.7
0.9
1.9
1.9
0.9

—

100.0
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TABLE 4
Number of Jewish Households by Census Tract,
Rhode Island, 1970
City and
Census Tract
rovidence
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
unknown
oial

No. of
Households
147
288
61
61
30
6
14
66
14

.—
.—

1
2
3
24
1
3
2
2
6
11
101
15
25
41
13
3
1

.—

37
319
592
775
267
53
3
13
3,000

City and
Census Tract

No. of
Households

Pawtucket
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
unknown
Total

1
—

2
7
1
2
1
—

1
6
2
14
2
3
3
20
450
11
4
11
4
17
5
3
570

North Providence
118
119
120
121

20
1

Total

24

Johnston
122-124

1
2

City and
Census Tract
Woonsocket
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
unknown
Total

No. of
Households

.—
97
4
10
3
10
9
9
1
3
—

1
6
2
3
151

Central Falls
108
111

2
1

Cumberland
113-114

14

Lincoln
115-117

35

Smith field, N. Smithfie
N. Scituate
128
129
130
131
132

12
3
2
—

12

5
Coventry
206-207

2
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TABLE 4 (Continued)
Number of Jewish Households by Census Tract,
Rhode Island, 1970
City and
Census Tract

No. of
Households

East Providence
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
unknown

24
2

Total

78

Barrington
301
302
303
304
unknown

7
10
29
60
5

Total
Warren
306

13
8
2
5
24

Ill

3

Bristol
307-309

11

Tiverton
31

2

Newport
405
40G
407
408
409
410
411
unknown
Total

11
54
61
13
10
5
5
37
196

City and
Census Tract

No. of
Households

Portsmouth
401

18

Middletown
402-404

93

Cranston
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
unknown

95
99
118
172
83
136
134
6
10
251
147
6
4
4
1
5

Total
North Kingstown
501-504

1,271

14

Hope Valley
507
South Kingstown
512-514

34

Narragansett
515

11

City and
Census Tract

No. of
Households

Warwick
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
unknown

76
8
109
117
91
12
1
2
7
14
7
11
oo
1
1
5

Total

500

West Warwick
201
202
203
204
205

5
4
10
1
1

Total

21

East Greenwich
209
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JEWISH POPULATION OF PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
ESTIMATES AND STUDIES OVER T H E YEARS
BY

BERYL

SEGAL

Several times during the past century interested individuals and
groups have attempted to estimate the number of Jews living in Providence. Most of these estimates have been approximations, since accurate
statistics have not been available. Canvassers for the United States
Census did not record the religion or national origins of the population.
Further, one is confronted with the question "What is a Jew?" This
question, which has not been answered definitively even in Israel, is
certainly no less obscure in other countries. Yet one must answer this
question before categorizing persons as Jews or of Jewish origin.
The estimates, arrived at by various means, were usually prefaced by
such qualifying words as "almost", "about", or "nearly." They were
probably valid within limits and for the most part served the purpose
at hand.
Other questions have been confronted in arriving at these estimates.
What is a family? A household? How do household and family among
Jews differ in their makeup from that prevailing in the general population? How do they differ from those of a hundred years ago? Fifty
years ago? A household may signify a whole family group, including
grandparents and married children living under one roof. That custom
prevailed in rural areas and was probably characteristic of the early
Jewish immigrants whose grandparents were given shelter in the home
as a matter of course. Yet the term Family as we currently understand
and apply it embraces only the immediate family: husband, wife, and
unmarried children living at home.
The size of the average American "family" declined from some 4.9
members in 1890 to 3.8 in 1940.1 As of 1950 it was believed to be in
the range of 3.6 to 3.8. In 1940 the median family size (as contrasted
with the arithmetical average) was 2.65. The median size of Jewish
families in the United States in the same year exceeded 2.65 in only
one city among those listed (2.82). In all of the others it was equal
to, or generally less than, the national mean. Before 1900 it is unlikely
that the size of the Jewish family group differed appreciably from that
of the general population. The figure of 4.9 as given above for the
average family of 1890 may well have been arrived at by designating
in an indeterminate number of cases the extended family in a single
49
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household as the resident "family." The long traditional average family
of five possibly derived from this same figure.
A perusal of the recently completed study titled Number and Distribution of Jewish Households in Rhode Island, 1970 by Doctor Sidney
Goldstein of Brown University published elsewhere in this issue*,
prompted the author to review various estimates of the Jewish population of Providence made over the years. This paper is a brief resume
of this material.
The heads of Jewish families of Providence were counted possibly
for the first time in 1877. In that year, we are told in The Orga?i2, the
publication of the Congregation of the Sons of Israel and David, that
an effort had been made to enlist "our Jewish Brethren" for the purpose
of "having all unite and join us in carrying out a noble cause" (i.e. join
the congregation). Although 350 circulars were printed for that meeting, only 124 names appeared in the City Directories of Providence and
Pawtucket.3 The names of twenty subscribers to the meeting do not
appear in the 1878 directories of either Providence or Pawtucket. There
were thus at that time approximately 150 Jewish families in Providence
and Pawtucket, numbering some 500 persons. Undoubtedly some of
the individuals were unmarried.
King's Pocket Book of Providence (1882) 4 noted the existence of two
Jewish fraternal orders in the city, the Haggai Lodge of the Independent
Order of B'nai B'rith numbering "about 70 members" and the Independent Order of Free Sons of Israel with "nearly 80 members." King
does not mention the Isaac Leeser Lodge, Free Sons of Benjamin,
founded by Henry Green, also in existence at that time, but not
chartered by the State. One may assume that most of the adult males
in the Jewish community belonged, for purposes of security and companionship, to one or another of these orders. Some individuals undoubtedly belonged to more than one. Based on these considerations,
one may conclude that there were in the 1880's about 200 Jewish heads
of families in Providence*.
During 1907, or thereabouts, Harry Cutler, a leader in the Jewish
community of the period and knowledgeable in community affairs, gave
*See page 36.
* T h e Providence City Directory for 1880 listed about 125 Jewish family
and that for 1885 about 265. There were additional families, of course,
Pawtucket-Central Falls area. Mr. Segal's estimate, based on King's account,
therefore be of approximately the right order of magnitude (R.I.J.H. Notes
No. 1, June 1956 and 2:119-139, No. 2, April 1957) Ed.
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the Jewish population of Providence as "variously estimated as between
7,500 and 10,000".5 The range given is an indication of the difficulty
inherent in determining the size of the population.
In A Modern City**, published in 1909, Doctor Lester Bradner
stated: "The Jewish population in the city may be reckoned today at
8,000 or 9,000, nearly double what it was five years ago." He does not
give his authority for this estimate.
As cited by Bernheimer and Kraft,0 a report issued in 1923 by the
Jewish Welfare Board in cooperation with the Associated Y.M. and
Y.W.H.A. of New England estimated the Jewish population of Providence to have been approximately 14,400 in 1913 and approximately
16,500 in 1921.
In this report, published in 1934, Bernheimer and Kraft estimated
the number of Jewish school children in Providence in 1933 in the
following ingenious manner:
"In order to arrive at a . . . basis for the present Jewish poulation,
figures of attendance at each public school were obtained for September
21, 1933, which was the Jewish New Year day and for two days following; also for October 10, 1932, which was the Day of Atonement, and
for two days following. Ordinarily the attendance on the Day of
Atonement in a public school is ascertained for the purpose of calculating the attendance of Jewish pupils; but as this day was on a Saturday
in 1933, the New Year was chosen as the next best available holiday
indicating the absence of Jewish children. The two days following each
of the Jewish Holidays in 1932 and 1933 were chosen so as to make
certain that a normal attendance would be obtained, to be compared
with the attendance on the Jewish holiday."
This produced an estimated total of 2,694 children aged 6 to 14
years of age. Applying the age grouping of the general population as
determined in the United States census of 1930 to the Jewish population, a tentative estimate of some 17,300 could be projected. This extrapolation involved several debatable assumptions. The report stated,
however, that "No calculation of the Jewish population is offered at
this time since it appears advisable to utilize other methods as a check
before a final figure is arrived at."
As an interesting sidelight in this report we learn that, based on
the corresponding United States census statistics, the number of white
**See page 76, this issue of the Notes.
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foreign born persons whose mother-tongue was Yiddish increased in
the 10 year period 1920-1930 from 5,069 to 5,412, "not a very large
growth" in the words of the report.
The author has had difficulty in discovering records of population
studies for the years 1934 to 1951. Reference to the American Jewish
Year Books for the period, however, yields interesting information. In
volume 43 for the years 1941-19427 estimates are given for the year 1937
based on a study by Doctor H. S. Linfield, Director of the Statistical
Bureau of the Synagogue Council of America. In that year the estimates
for the State of Rhode Island and Providence respectively were 27,813
and 23,800.
The American Jewish Year Books for the 1948-1949s and 19501 give
a figure for Providence of 25,000, based on United Jewish Appeal statistics for the year 1948.
In 1951 a study titled Group Work and Leisure-Time Needs in the
Jewish Community of Providence9 was carried out by the National
Jewish Welfare Board at the request of the Providence Jewish Community Center. While not primarily a population survey, it lists the
numbers of Jews, the distribution of Jewish households, and a breakdown by age groups. This study was based on lists supplied by the
General Jewish Committee of Providence. It estimates the number of
Jewish families in Greater Providence (possibly the first use of this
term in Providence population studies) as 5,934 and the total Jewish
population as 19,698. The population of Providence proper is given
as 15,691. The population was distributed among the other areas as
follows: Cranston 1,574; Pawtucket 1,700; Warwick 275; East Providence, including Rumford, Barrington, Warren, and Bristol 139; and
West Warwick and East Greenwich 207. A smaller Jewish family size
of 3.3 to 3.5 was indicated in this study. As regards the distribution of
Jewish population in Providence proper, the largest concentration was
on the East Side: 6,821 (43 per cent). In descending order the other
sections ranged as follows: South Providence, including Elmwood and
Washington Park 5,752 (36 per cent) ; the North End, including Smith
Hill, Mount Pleasant, and Elmhurst 2,696 (17 per cent) ; and the Downtown area, including Olneyville and Federal Hill 422 (4 per cent).
The most authoritative and reliable survey of the Jewish population,
both as to numbers and distribution, was conducted by Doctor Sidney
Goldstein of Brown University in 1963 under the sponsorship of the
General Jewish Committee of Providence. The result was The Greater
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Providence Jewish Community: A Population
Survey10, a 256 page
monograph copiously supplied with charts, tables, and graphs, and
widely recognized among sociologists. This survey was addressed to
many questions concerning the Jews of Greater Providence, such as
religious affiliation and observance, ethnic origin, marriage patterns,
fertility, education, occupation, Jewish identity, veteran status, use of
the Jewish Community Center, membership in organizations, and many
other aspects of Jewish life.
Goldstein stated that "At the time of the Population Study, May
and June 1963, almost 19,600 Jews lived in Greater Providence, consisting of the urban centers of Providence and Pawtucket and the suburban
towns and cities of Cranston, Warwick, East Greenwich, and West Warwick on the west side of the Narragansett Bay and East Providence,
Barrington, Bristol, and Warren on the east side of the Bay." Some
11,023 in 3,638 households, or 56.7 per cent of the total, lived in the
city of Providence proper. These numbers are consistent with the 1951
survey, but smaller than those arrived at in earlier estimates.
In this study the Town of Barrington was designated as a nucleus
for the first time, to include such surrounding areas as East Providence
(Riverside), Bristol, and Warren. The Jewish population for that group
of communities was given as 494 living in 132 households. The Pawtucket area, including Central Falls, North Providence, Lincoln, and
Cumberland embraced 2,420 individuals in 696 households. The Jewish
population of Warwick, including West Warwick and East Greenwich,
numbered 1,560 in 428 households. The East Side of Providence, as
expected, still had the largest concentration of Jews with 7,428 in 2,296
households. South Providence now harbored 2,728 in 1,012 households,
and the North End only 867 in 330 households.
The drop in the Jewish population of Providence proper from 15,691
in 1951 to 11,023 in 1963 is highly significant, if in fact the figures are
comparable. These changes are consistent with a movement to the
suburbs as indicated by increases in Barrington from 251 to 494 and in
Cranston from 1,574 to 3,960.
This migration to the suburbs, as confirmed in the 1970 survey (see
page 36 and footnote), has continued.
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Sources: See Text

Providence
Population
Households

1877

T h e Organ
Providence and Pawtucket Directories

400

1882

King's Pocket Book of Providence
Providence and Pawtucket Directories
1880 and 1885

1897

A Modern City

3,800-5,000

124

Greater Providence
Population
Households
500

Rhode Island
Population
Households

150
200

1907

Harry Cutler

7,500-10,000

1909

A Modern City

8,000-9,000

1913

Jewish Welfare Board

14,400

1921

Jewish Welfare Board

16,500

1931

Bernheimer and Kraft

17,300

1937

American Jewish Yearbook Volume 43

23,800

1948

American Jewish Yearbook Volumes 50
and 51

25,000

1951

Group Work and Leisure-Time Needs

15,691

1963

Greater Providence Jewish Community
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"COMMUNITY" AND T H E PROVIDENCE
J E W IN T H E EARLY 20TH CENTURY
BY

MANIA

KLEINBURD

BAGHDADI

BACKGROUND

The sense of community has been traditionally held important
to ethnic minorities, especially the Jews. What did this sense of community mean to Jewish immigrants to Providence or to their children, who personally confronted the spectrum of alternatives from
total assimilation to total self-segregation? Few chose either extreme; most Jews have managed to balance Jewish identity with
adoption of American values. Will Herberg1 argues persuasively that
Jews of different national origins have resolved the conflict between
ethnic community and the hitherto apparent institutionalized and
subtle American pressure to assimilate by retaining religion rather
than distinct national origin as a source of self-differentiation. Since
Americans by numerous surveys overwhelmingly manifest faith in
religion qua religion, Jew can be Jews in religion and American in
nationality. I would modify Herberg's analysis by adding that intrafaith social service or philanthropy serves as another significant
source of self-identification for Jews, and that the establishment of
the state of Israel has strengthened the sense of the peoplehood of
the Jews.
Herberg's provocative analysis leads us to study the changing importance of the concept of community to Jews. For my study, I
have chosen the period when the Providence Jewish "community"
was irrevocably altered by the coming of the Eastern European Jews.
The adjustments made to the conflicts in culture among Jews determined the nature of the community today. The terminal dates
of the study are not precise, for there are few watersheds in social
history, but let us say that the period under discussion begins at
the turn of the century when immigration was well under way and
ends in the 1930's when it had largely ceased, and the Providence
Jews were involved in a reordering process to adjust to the enlargement and disorganization of the community.
When the Eastern European Jews began arriving in numbers in
the 1880's, they found German Jews who had been residents in Providence for numbers of years. The stage was set for conflict in norms
and concepts of community between the two groups. The German
56
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Jews who had come to the United States in the early nineteenth century had left behind small scattered communities which had neither
abundant nor distinguished leaders. These immigrants' religious
ideals had been diluted by the Enlightenment and the political turmoils of the nineteenth century. The German Jewish immigrants of
the mid-nineteenth century were as oriented to German culture
as they were to Jewish tradition. Neither group of German immigrants had a sense of Jewish community on arrival, and the process
of settlement in a strange land tended to loosen whatever group ties
existed.2 The German Jews in Providence established religious institutions which merged in 1874 to become what is known as Temple
Beth El (Congregation of the Sons of Israel and David), a few lodges
and a ladies' charity organization. The center of their communal
activity remained the synagogue, to which not all German Jews belonged.3 One had to await the Eastern European immigrants to find
the rapid growth of religious and secular Jewish associations.
The community experience of the Eastern European Jews was considerably different from that of the Germans. Jews in Eastern Europe
had been traditionally granted some financial, juridical, and religious
autonomy which had fostered the growth of a structure within each
community, known as the kehillah*
through which rabbinical and
lay leaders enforced religious precepts and governed the private and
public life of Jews. At its height in seventeenth-century Poland, the
kehillah combined a strong executive with a network of voluntary associations. Communal regulations were administered by elders, elected from the wealthy and learned, who were assisted by paid town
officials: the rabbi, rabbinical judges, clerks, inspectors, and administrators. Associations of ordinary citizens specializing in ministering to
community needs (such as burial of the dead, care of orphans, education in the Talmud) and representing special interests were all under
the authority of the kehillah council.
At its height the kehillah council had some authority over the
fund-raising and internal disputes of associations, and on occasion
helped select officials. New associations, even new synagogues, had to
be ratified by the council. The kehillah structure was considerably
weakened between the seventeenth and the nineteenth century owing
to the economic and social disorganization consequent upon the destruction of the Polish state and to the anti-rationalistic, anti-legalistic
*Self-governing community.
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Hasidic movement. By the mid-nineteenth century a measure of
equilibrium had been reached which strengthened orthodoxy and
community4. The kehillah was subjected to repeated onslaughts in the
late nineteenth century and twentieth century, but it remained a
flexible and viable institution. T o most Eastern European Jews, especially before the turn of the century, community meant a structure
of associations, and perhaps executive leadership, which strongly enforced group norms.
EASTERN EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS

Some Eastern European Jews reacted to the discrimination against
them by Austria, Prussia, and Russia after the dismemberment of
Poland by forming Zionist or socialist associations. These had become full-grown organizations by 1900, and operated outside the
kehillah structure. The definition of community of the Jews involved
differed from that of both German Jews and that of other Eastern
European Jews. Whether Zionists, socialists, or trades unionists, they
operated a full range of secular organizations aimed at economic and
political advancement. They also promoted Yiddish language and
literature.3 Their organizations, Yiddish culture, and the synagogue
formed for them the parameters of their Jewishness.
Eastern European Jewish immigrants to Providence arriving before
and after the turn of the century confronted both an established
German Jewish community as described above and an America
which discouraged both ethnic separatism and community strength.
In order to achieve a measure of economic and social success, immigrants had to forego Yiddish for English and otherwise adjust to
American ways of life. The loss of the central structure of associations,
which they did not transplant, meant that newly founded associations would be more prone to disintegration from apathy or Internal
dispute.6 Nevertheless, Eastern European Jews attempted to transplant to America the associations and the congregations of their original home, and enriched it with a community life hitherto unknown
to American Jews.
Eastern European Jews arriving in America organized their associations around the concept of lanclsmanschaft*
Synagogues and associations for self-help and socializing were organized among residents of
the same European home town or general area. Examples in Provi•Fraternal
(shtetl)

society composed of immigrants

in "the old country."

from

the same town or village
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dence were the Yelisabethgrad Progressive Benevolent Association organized in 1906. " T o promote the general welfare of its members and
for charitable and social purposes; also to provide sick benefits for
members," the Lubliner Sick Beneficial Association (1906), and the
First Odessa Independent Association (1907). Trades organizations
and societies to meet community needs were established as they had
been in Europe. Labor unionists and Zionists also established organizations for workingmen's relief, culture, and Zionism.7
I have tried to suggest that Eastern European Jews arriving before
the turn of the century were separated emotionally and experientially
from German Jews already resident in Providence, and that the distance between German Jews and Eastern European Jews was not
just economic or educational. The situation was considerably complicated after the turn of the century. Not only did Eastern European
Jews arrive with varying kinds of communal experiences after the
turn of the century, as earlier detailed, but a second generation had
come to adulthood with concepts of community which diverged from
that of their parents, who had arrived before the turn of the century.
The generational factor contributed to the internal fragmentation
of the Jewish population in Providence. It has been hypothesized that
a cycle of three generations is significant in the history of ethnic community. First generation Americans in a strange land find refuge in
ethnic, social and self-help associations, churches, and culture. Forced
to scramble economically no matter what their earlier status had
been, first generation Americans sought stability and continuity in
churches and religion.8 In the case of Eastern European Jews, the
community sense was especially strong and therefore ethnic separatism
was marked. Second-generation Americans, according to Herberg, are
more subject to mobility owing to opportunities for education. They
are more torn in their loyalties between the Americanism they participated in outside the home and the ethnic life they shared at home.
In general, they choose one of three options: they either become passionate defenders of ethnicity and function as mediators between ethnic
culture and American culture; or they repudiate ethnic culture; or
they vary between the two. In general, they create social institutions
paralleling those of Protestant America, to which they were denied
entrance, and they deny the orthodoxy of their parents. The religious
and social institutions created by the second generation varied greatly from those of the first generation, and were perpetuated by the
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third generation who have resolved the conflict between ethnicity
and Americanism without abandoning Jewish identification.9 During
the period under discussion, among Eastern European immigrants, the
first and second generations predominated, thus providing a source
of internal community conflict and tension which complicated differences between German and Eastern European Jews and among
Eastern European Jews. T o attempt to define the parameters of
community in Providence in the period becomes a complicated task.
I have attempted to tackle one aspect of the problem of assessing
the impact upon the Providence Jews of the community or communities in which they lived. How is the Jewish Community reconciled
with the existence of, and increase in, conflicting and divergent subcommunities? In addition, I will relate hypotheses about the effects
on the community of the Eastern European migration and of the
generational change specifically to the history of Providence.
The method I have chosen to gauge most effectively the feeling
of individual Jews for the nature of their community is oral history.
I prepared a set of questions designed to elicit evaluative rather than
factual answers. After a series of questions intended to identify the
respondent as to age, length of residence in America, status as a first
or second generation American, and rough socioeconomic status of
his family, the respondent was askecl to evaluate the role of specific
institutions in creating a Jewish community. Institutions submitted
for evaluation included synagogues, mutual benefit societies, Yiddish
language and culture groups, social organizations, philanthrophic
organizations, and the neighborhood in which they lived. The respondents were encouraged to add to this list. They were also asked
if a Jewish community existed in Providence and what that community
meant to them. I interviewed eleven Jews who lived in, or immigrated
to Providence in the late nineteenth or early twentieth century.
Before discussing the results of the interviews, I should like to point
out some of the problems of the method. The most obvious problem
was my own relative inexperience, which resulted in my altering the
schedule as I gained familiarity with the method. The aims of the
study, however, never changed. Since the questions were not meant to
be standardized, this was not a serious problem. Apart from problems
of technique, the interviewer has to deal with the faulty memory, bias,
or even lying of the respondent; it is the job of the interviewer to set
the situation to facilitate communication.10
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I had the additional problem of selection of the interviewees. The
decision regarding whom to select was made pragmatically. Only a
limited number of interviews could be done, so a random sampling
method was impossible. Not only is the representative nature of the
group not assured, but it seems likely that the Jews interviewed are and
were among the more active members of the Jewish population of
Providence, as they were suggested by other active members of the
community. One can make allowances for this factor, however, in
making conclusions. All the Jews interviewed seem to be of middle or
upper middle class origin, which may limit the degree to which the
conclusions are applicable to all Jews in Providence.
In order to see the degree to which the general uniformity of
socioeconomic status of the interviewees decreases the value of the
interviews, let us look at the statistics on the socioeconomic status of
the Jewish community in 1963 according to Sidney Goldstein. He
points out that of Jews aged 65 and over in 1963 (all but one of our
interviewees fit in this category), 63.1 per cent of the male first generation Americans and 74.2 per cent of the second generation Americans are either professionals or managers. Figures are comparable for
Jews aged 44 to 64.11 Of the eight males interviewed, the past occupations of seven were ascertained: six were or had been in managerial
or professional occupations, and one was in a semi-professional occupation. Most females, first and second generation, over 65 in 1963
had been clerical or sales workers, with a small percentage in managerial positions.12 The occupations of two of the three females were
ascertained: one was a clerical worker; the other had been a manager.
We do not have enough numbers in the sample for it to be either
representative or unrepresentative. Clearly the sample is not ideal;
but, since we are interested in the perceptions of individuals in the
community and are not necessarily writing about the community as
a whole, the evidence is not unacceptable. If the data are representative, they are representative of the large sector of the Jewish population
who have done well and maintained ties to the Jewish community.
In factors other than socioeconomic status and degree of interest in
either religious, organizational, or cultural Judaism, there is a fairly
wide spectrum of experience represented among the interviewees.
Four of the interviewees were first-generation Americans, six were
second generation Americans, and one is a third-generation American.
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The third generation American is the only "German" Jew in the
group; all the other interviewees are from the Eastern European migration. This percentage is fair, as the Eastern European Jews considerably
outnumber the German Jews. The dates of immigration range from
1874 to 1921. Three of the interviewees were female; eight were male.
One of the interviewees lived in Woonsocket. His experience in a
smaller community than Providence helped me to clarify several
ideas, but I shall not specifically mention him in this paper.
CONCEPT OF COMMUNITY

R E L A T E D TO

GENERATION

In the following section, I propose to compare the concepts of
community and the Jewish affiliations of individuals, first, second,
and third generation Americans, who shared the experience of living
in Providence in the twenties and thirties of this century. The second generation Americans interviewed were asked to compare their
lives and affiliations with those of their parents who had arrived
in Providence before the turn of the century; the results will be compared to the results of the interviews of the first generation who arrived after the turn of the century, and also to the second generation
interviewed.
The recollections of the second generation Americans interviewed
of the associational and religious interests of their parents' generation
reinforces our theory about the attempt of the Eastern European immigrants before the turn of the century to transport community institutions to their new home. Of the four questioned about the importance of mutual benefit societies, all assessed them as important
in their parents' generation, but not as much in their own. The
reasons given are variations on the theme of different socioeconomic
and cultural experiences of the two generations. As one interviewee
put it, his parents and their contemporaries had lodges and such associations in order to socialize and to help one another and the newer
immigrants. Associations were a necessity for them because they
came as strangers. Lodges gave them some place to go for entertainment, for they could neither afford nor gain access to clubs. These
lodges, he continued, are not necessary today because adequate Jewish and non-Jewish institutions exist to the effect that Jews are neither
dependent or isolated. The other second generation interviewees took
a pragmatic view towards their lack of interest in first generation
mutual benefit societies. One mentioned the age factor as important;
when he had returned to Providence from law school he had joined
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and quickly resigned from such an association, for he was a young
man and they were all old. He stated that these groups served as a
means of camaraderie for lower economic groups; presumably his
own mobility meant that other kinds of organizations were of greater
interest. In general the second generation shared a pragmatic view
towards these associations; none mentioned the issue of community
in regard to them. The first generation obviously failed to transmit the
concept of landsmanschaft to the second generation. If those of the
second generation were interested in community, perhaps they were
interested in organizing it in their own home, Providence, rather
than in perpetuating the ties of their parents to the European town
from which they came. One of the interviewees did belong to a mutual
benefit society which drew people from the entire city, the Touro Fraternal Association. One interviewee, A, who did not seem to have
been as upwardly mobile as the other interviewees had been, did
not comment on the declining importance of these associations. She
remarked that her husband had belonged to a lodge and joined a second when the first went out of business. We shall see that she represented the greatest degree of continuity in institutional affiliation
among the persons interviewed.
Not only did the associational affiliations change from the first
generation who came to Providence before the turn of the century to
their children's generation, but the religious content of their Judaism
changed as well, despite the fact that the parents of all the interviewees had attempted to preserve the religious tradition by providing
for their religious education either in cheder (Hebrew school) or by
private tutor. The change sometimes occurred from Orthodoxy to
Reform, as in the case of one interviewee, a professional, whose parents had been Orthodox and who had attended cheder after school, but
who had joined Temple Beth El as an adult. Another interviewee, a
wealthy businessman, described himself as a religionist. He believed,
he affirmed, in religion per se; he could be any religion—Protestant,
Catholic, or Jewish. One needed religion to face life, he believed. An
information sheet he handed me about himself noted that he was a
contributor to both a Conservative synagogue and a Reform temple.
The other interviewees made smaller religious changes than he. Two
of the interviewees, both professionals, made the transition from
Orthodoxy to Conservatism in their generation; one commented that
he had not been active in the synagogue in the period, although he
had been a member. Only one interviewee, identified as A above,
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remained Orthodox into adulthood. She later became Conservative
for a practical and not a religious reason: the Conservative temple
made provision for children going to the synagogue, while there was
no provision for children to attend the orthodox shul (synagogue) .
It is significant that most of these middle and upper middle class
people who had been active in the Jewish community in Providence
made the break with Orthodoxy. Mobility may be the key determinant in breaking with Orthodoxy, along with the factor of Americanization. The second generation could not speak Yiddish, and they
may not have been well versed in Hebrew. It would be interesting
to learn whether the decline in Orthodoxy began in the first generation as a response to economic and cultural pressure or was original to the second generation. We can obtain some indication by
examining the first generation cases we plan to discuss. But the
experiences of the first generation interviewees who came to Providence in the 'teens and 'twenties may have been different from those
of the first generation before the turn of the century, because the
community was larger and social and economic conditions were different. There is some negative indication from the revelation of A,
who remained Orthodox into her adulthood, that her father had
helped establish an Orthodox shul and that he had attended both
morning and evening services. One wonders if continuous and strong
Orthodoxy on the part of members of the first generation was related to a higher incidence of Orthodoxy in the second generation.
Whether it was or was not related, it is apparent that the meaning of
Judaism did change significantly from the first to the second generation.
SECOND

GENERATION

It has been seen that the second generation interviewees rejected
the institutions of their Eastern European parents. What did "community" mean to them? For most of these upwardly mobile individuals,
active in Jewish affairs, their primary tie to community, apart from
the religious affiliation varying in intensity as discussed above, appears to be through Jewish philanthropic and public service agencies.
While some of these institutions, such as The Miriam Hospital and
the Jewish Home for the Aged of Rhode Island, were established
in their parents' generation, the second generation turned these institutions into a network of large-scale, efficiently funded, and federated agencies parallel to the Protestant public service agencies of
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the surrounding American society. These institutions, rather than
being organized around the landsmanschaft ideal of their parents,
served all of the Jews in the area. Community became an abstract
concept, for the differences among the Jewish population in Providence prevented personal ties from developing. Ties were established for practical purposes, such as cooperation in building the
Jewish Community Center. Let us look at the evidence. Four of the
second generation interviewees served or led such agencies as the
Jewish Family and Children's Service, the Home for the Aged, and
The Miriam Hospital. One interviewee specifically mentioned that
he had helped to convert such an agency from its small-scale operation
in his mother's generation to the large institution it became. For
these people, the philanthropic and public service institutions they
discussed seem to be most important to their Jewish identity.
One of the second generation interviewees, A, did not seem to have
participated in the conversion of these Jewish institutions by the
second generation. She seems to have maintained comparatively
among this sample the greatest degree of continuity in institutional
affiliation from her parents' generation. She manifested a loyalty to
the section in which she grew up, South Providence, as evidenced by
her return there to live after her marriage. She did not, like the others,
participate in the movement to the East Side of Providence. She also
had a strong sense of neighborly ties: neighbors were to her like an
extended family within which one shared and received comfort and
help. Unlike the other interviewees, she saw community separation
primarily along the lines of rivalry between the residents of the
North End, who unjustifiably felt superior, she said, and the residents
of South Providence. She noted no difference in the average length
of residence between the inhabitants of the two sections, though she
did say that the inhabitants of the East Side and North End tended to
be richer than those in South Providence during that period. She
resented conversion of the institutions in such manner as we have
noted, for she believed that the wealthy had taken over the organizations, which the people in Providence had started on a small scale,
and without giving them credit.
Having thus far examined the community affiliations of the secondgeneration interviewees, let us relate each to his definition of the
term "community." When four were asked if they thought a Jewish
community existed during the period 1900 to 1930, twro answered
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yes and two answered no. A answered no, for she believed the rivalry
between the sections abridged community. Both the yes votes were
tied to a vagueness about what community meant. One answered
that it did exist, but he was not sure how. The other asserted that
there was a Jewish community when there was more than one Jewish
family for they presented a problem to the outside community. He
saw community arising from the needs to provide for self-protection
and to care for internal problems. This is a negative view of community, with inadequate provision for ties between community members, unlike that of the first generation which built associations on
positive ties between people, specifically their home town.
One interviewee, B, who replied no to the question above, had the
most clear-cut view of community. Community meant organization
to him; and, while the structure which he envisioned was similar to
the kehillah, it was a kehillah shorn of orthodox rabbinic leadership
and the ethnic base. Planning was central to it, although it was planning using the tools of social science and the advice of experts, as
well as the experience of other Jewish and Protestant organizations
and models. The community it was to encompass was held together
only by location of residence and identification with Judaism. While
the kehillah implied uniformity of norms and practice, diversity
would be provided for in the structure envisioned. Pie did not call
this structure a kehillah; indeed, he identified the kehillah as a ghetto
structure. But the organization he envisioned would serve the same
purposes of leading and uniting the Jewish population. It was in two
parts. One aspect of it was its character as a federation of philanthropic and social service agencies for fund-raising and cooperation
in administration of charity. Organization of charities into federations
for more efficient operation was a part of the Progressive movements
ideology as applied to the urban setting. In federating charities,
second generation Americans were both emulating contemporary
trends in American philanthropy and manifesting an increased business awareness growing out of their socioeconomic position.
The other aspect of the organization envisioned was its role in
community planning. Unlike the kehillah, where planning was based
on factors of tradition and Biblical law, secular social scientists and
experts would aid in the determination of policy. The emphasis on
social science and expertise was another aspect of the Progressive
ideology. Yet B still felt that some mediation was necessary between
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the Jew and the outside community: like the kehillah, the community
organization would serve as a spokesman for the Jews. However,
unlike the kehillah, the community structure he envisoned would
be based on democratic principles. Individual groups and opinions
would be represented, although B had some reservations about the
structural details involved. The community did not exist for B
until the establishment of the General Jewish Committee* provided
such a structure.
The second generation manifested a range of variations from the
first generation concept of community. All of them in some way
showed the influence of one generation of Americanization. Although I did not ask about the non-Jewish affiliations of the interviewees, three of the five voluntarily attested to their activity in
non-Jewish or community-wide organizations. The second generation had multiple affiliations arising out of professional, business, socioeconomic status, and community of residence. Denominational affiliation was important to them, but ethnic ties were
circumscribed by socioeconomic and cultural factors. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the second generation manifested
some alienation from the outside community. Individuals noted
that regardless of the wealth or education they had attained, certain
jobs or clubs were not open to Jews. As a result, they formed their
own clubs. One interviewee remarked that one significance of The
Miriam Hospital was that Jewish doctors could find employment
there. B, who was active in community affairs, stated that he considered Jews to be unique, that they are looked upon as unique by
the community without, and that they owe it to themselves to make
themselves unique. Assimilation would occur, he added, but civilization would continue to remind him and his contemporaries that
they are Jews. It is difficult to judge how much of the sense of difference the interviewees manifested was related to the Hitler experience.
Some of it is undoubtedly due to their own experiences with antiSemitism during the period. B noted that as a child he faced hostility
from non-Jewish children. Other interviewees also remembered this
hostility.
The second generation interviewees reached their adulthood in
the 'teens and 'twenties of this century. They were the contemporaries of immigrants who arrived at this time. How did the experi*Now the Jewish Federation o£ Rhode Island.
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ence of the latter with community compare with the experience of
the former?
IMMIGRANTS OF THE T W E N T I E T H

CENTURY

The immigrants arriving in the first decades of the twentieth century brought with them the same range of community experiences
which the nineteenth-century Eastern European immigrants had had.
More of the former may have been Zionists or socialists or labor
unionists, for these movements were full-grown by 1900; it is also
possible that less of them were acquainted with a strong tradition
of community experience, as the oppression of the Russian had resulted in weakening of the kehillah structure. Nevertheless the same
range of experiences existed. The Providence which greeted them
was different from that which had greeted the nineteenth-century
Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe. Jewish institutions of various sorts catering to both the first and second generations were well
established. On the other hand, the second generation presented a
model of socioeconomic success based on Americanization, and the
inter-war years presented good economic opportunities.
What was the religious and associational affiliation of the Jews
who came in the first decades of the twentieth century? All four
interviewees were Orthodox upon arrival: H and I remained Orthodox to the present, although both temporarily experimented with
Conservatism; G became Conservative in the period; and F now belongs to a Reform temple, although she had attended an Orthodox
synagogue when she arrived. How did H and I differ from F and
G? H's attitude toward community differed from first generation
Americans before the turn of the century in that he does not seem
to have the expectation of a community structure. Although his
primary foci of Jewish experience were the mutual benefit society
and the synagogue, the two had lost their Eastern European ethnic
base. The mutual benefit society he joined was, he said, a community-wide one, meaning that the new ethnic base was Providence
Jews. More important to him was the synagogue, which he felt
united Jews and gave them a sense of belonging somewhere. Community took on a personal cast for him; it was related to the sharing
of life experiences and religious rituals. Of the first generation interviewees, his community experience most resembles the model of
the Eastern European immigrants who came to America, although
it differs in that the landsmanschaft ideal is missing, along with
the provision of strong central leadership of the community.
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AFFILIATION

For I, who remained Orthodox, the primary Jewish affiliation was
with nationalistic or Zionist organizations. Like the model of the
Eastern European Jews outside the kehillah structure set up earlier
in the paper, he was not interested in any other social or charitable
association. Although the Zionist organization to which he had belonged was partly a fraternal organization, it was primarily nationalist and Zionist. His secondary Jewish affiliation was religious; he
described himself as religious but not observant. His religious beliefs can be seen as related to the fear of dissipation of Jewish culture and are thus tied to his stress of nationalism and Yiddish language. His objections to Reform and Conservative Judaism were
that their reinterpretation of religion reduced reverence for Jewishness and the Jewish ideal, and were related to assimilation. Presumably the continuity of religious tradition and ritual insured group
identification. He objected to organizations which he believed caused
a decline in religiosity among their members, for example the Arbeiter Ring. Orthodoxy was therefore important to him, for it was central to the integrity of Jewish culture.
F, who did not remain Orthodox, did not experience religion as
centrally as did H and I, who remained Orthodox. F's primary source
of identification was Yiddish culture and the Arbeiter Ring, with its
cultural and pro-labor functions. Her husband had been a tailor,
and by her admission they were not comfortable financially. For example, they could not afford to belong to a shul, although her husband attended one. However, when she became Americanized, she
said, she abandoned Orthodoxy. Economic factors also influenced
her ability to be active in Jewish institutions in other ways: she
stated that she could not be as active in the Arbeiter Ring as she
would have liked to be. for she had to care for her family and work
to help support it. Economic factors were also central in the case
of G, who joined a Conservative congregation two years after immigration in order to serve as its teacher; the shift in this case from
Orthodoxy to Conservatism was dictated by the need to earn a livelihood. His primary affiliation became the synagogue as a religious
and social institution, but he also belonged to a mutual benefit society which was a loan society rather than a social organization.
T o answer our earlier question as to how those who remained
Orthodox differed from those who converted to Reform or Con-
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servatism, it is possible that remaining Orthodox was related to
both a well-defined concept of one's relation to Judaism as a religion and to a related notion of the importance of the integrity
of one's Yiddish culture. The interplay of these factors with economic necessities and hopes was possibly determinant in the matter
of religious observance.
Although economic factors may have worn down Orthodoxy, all
four interviewees had maintained their belief in the importance of
Yiddish language in keeping Jews together. F noted that the Workman's Circle operated a Yiddish school to train the second and
third generations in Yiddish so that they could talk to their parents
and grandparents. She noted that she considered Yiddish more important than Hebrew, because few could speak Hebrew. G agreed
as to the function of Yiddish, as did I and H, the more Orthodox
interviewees. I had spoken Yiddish all the time; consequently, he
noted, his English was poor.
N E I G H B O R H O O D A S A SOURCE O F A F F I L I A T I O N

Another source of Jewish affiliation for two of the four first-generation interviewees was neighborhood. H noted that Jews had difficutly getting housing and would purchase two to three family houses
to rent to other Jews. For F, neighborhood was very important;
neighbors were like an extended family, and crises were shared.
She asserted that even when people moved, they found die same situation in the neighborhood to which they had moved. Geographical mobility did not alter ties, which might be evidenced in neighborhood groceries which were informal meeting places.
The first-generation interviewees who arrived in the first few decades of the twentieth century presented anything but a united
version of the meaning of Jewish community. They differed in
religious interest and organizational affiliation. Some were Zionists,
other were not. Some repeated the experience of the communities
in which they had lived in Eastern Europe; others did not. Within
the first generation in the 'twenties, no community existed; rather,
there were overlapping and distinct sub-communities of Jews. Their
contemporaries, the children of the nineteenth century Eastern
European immigrants, also represented a variety of sub-communities
in the Jewish population.
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Having thus shown the variety of sub-communities in the
Eastern European Jewish population of Providence, let us
now examine the experience of the German Jews who lived in
Providence. It is safe to say that there was a separation within the
Jewish population in this period between Eastern European Jews
on the one hand, and German Jews on the other, although this
separation was being eroded by the Americanization and mobility
of the second generation of the Eastern European Jews, some of
whom even joined the Reform temple. Two of the first generation
interviewees noted wariness of the German Jews: one noted his fear
that their emphasis on Americanization would lead to the destruction of Jewish civilization; the other noted her resentment of the
German's feeling of superiority based on education and greater
Americanization, and their consequent mutual avoidance of each
other's institutions.
Of the five second generation Americans interviewed, four discussed their relations with the Germans. A, who had emphasized
neighborhood identification, saw the German-Eastern European rivalry as part of the rivalry between the North End and South Providence. Another interviewee denied any rivalry; he had joined a
Reform temple and noted that any splits existed because of the
factor of Americanization, with each group maintaining its own
social circle. A third interviewee noted that the two groups hated
each other, but that the country club had brought them together,
emphasizing the argument that the difference between the two groups
was narrowed by the upward mobility of the second generation
Eastern European Jews. One interviewee who spoke most about this
matter assigned as the reason for the difference between the two
groups a discrepancy in attitudes toward community. Some first
and second-generation Eastern European Jews were Zionistic, while
Germans were "super-Americans" who were opposed to ethnic identification and Zionism.
An interview with a third generation German Jew who was a
contemporary of the other Jews interviewed tended to reinforce the
last interpretation. Her primary affiliations in the period were the
Reform temple. The temple was a place of religious activity and
a place to go for social activity with other German Jews. She noted
that mutual benefit societies had been important in her grandparents'
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generation, but not in her own. Yiddish was not of interest to her.
She had spoken English, and her grandparents had insisted that she
learn German. She herself noted the rift between the Eastern European Jews and the German Jews, which she asserted prevented the
existence of a "homogeneous" Jewish community. She attributed the
difference between the two groups to the greater Americanization
of the German Jews: the Eastern European Jews tended to be Orthodox, while the Germans were Reform; the former were Zionist,
while the latter looked upon America as their haven and were interested in not being too different from their fellow Americans; the
former spoke Yiddish, while the latter spoke English. In sum, she
associated Reform Judaism with certain mores which were more
American than European and, it is implied, Orthodoxy with mores
which were European. Judaism meant for her the temple, her friends,
and her source of identification. She did not feel the threat of assimilation that the Yiddish culturalists did. It is obvious that, wide
as was the range of experience of the Eastern European Jews in
Providence, there was still disagreement between them and the German Jews over concepts of community.
THE

' T W E N T I E S AND ' T H I R T I E S

These disagreements existed in the 'twenties and 'thirties, while
at the same time certain factors operated to reduce them. Since J's
analysis is perceptive, I shall follow it. The reasons for the reduction of the gap between the German Jews and the Russian Jews relate to the Americanization of the first generation and the second
generation and the increasing socioeconomic status from generation to generation. The trend away from Orthodoxy, the trend towards speaking of English, and the increasing prosperity of all the
Jews brought the two groups together. Germans and Russians became acquainted in business and in social institutions. They were
joined in fund-raising campaigns for such things as the Jewish Community Center, and as youths they were joined in the Young Men's
Hebrew Association (YMHA). The one issue which operated to
divide them, which could not be bridged by the above factors, was
Zionism, and to the extent to which Eastern European Jews varied
in income and in degree of Americanization, there still existed
reasons for the lack of unity in Providence among the Jews in the
period.
The community remained diverse and disorganized, but in the
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'twenties some Jews were disgruntled with disorganization in regard
to social service and attempted to unite the community by imposing
a central structure which would federate Jewish organizations. These
attempts failed in the 'twenties, but continued in the 'thirties when
even a kehillah structure was considered. The latter was a bone of
contention between its supporters and the more Americanized Jews,
who considered it a ghetto structure. Zionism was also a bone of
contention between the various supporters of community organiztion. One of the interviewees talked about this problem and noted
that, in the absence of organization, a small group of wealthy and
influential Jews formed an interlocking directorate of Jewish philanthropic institutions so that they could be coordinated. This informal organization of philanthropies continued until the organization of the General Jewish Committee, established not only to
federate organizations, but also to engage in community planning.
The latter was a controversial aspect of the new organization, perhaps because the power entailed might abridge individual interests, given the diversity of opinion as to what was important to a
Jewish community among the Providence Jews. It is also possible
that a structure with the power to plan might have been thought to
resemble the kehillah, even though planning was done along rational,
not traditional modes. This interviewee noted that the General
Jewish Committee did not engage in community planning as much
as he had hoped it would. In essence, it remains a federation of associations, although it also serves the important function of being spokesman for the community.
The attempt to create community out of the heterogeneity which
characterized the Providence Jews in the 'twenties and 'thirties was
a limited one, for the Eastern European communal structure was
neither possible or even desirable because of the varying concepts
of Jewish community among the population. These concepts were
formed by amalgamations of European experience with the American setting, and as has been seen their overwhelming characteristic was variety. The new community which all could agree on, however, was based on location of residence in America, specifically
Providence, and the need and desire to coordinate the operations
of Jewish philanthropic and public service institutions to increase
efficiency in use of resources, and the need to have a spokesman for
the community in times of external threat or convergence of inter-
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ests. The attempt by the Eastern European Jews to reestablish their
community life in America as they had known it in Europe was but
a passing phase in the history of Jewish community life.
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AS T H E GENTILES SAW I T
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE PROVIDENCE JEWISH
CIRCA

COMMUNITY,

1909

B Y BENTON H .

ROSEN

A Modern City is a socio-economic-geographic survey of the City
of Providence, edited by William Kirk, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of
Economics at Brown University, and published in 1909 by The University of Chicago Press. Erom its 363 pages this writer has gleaned
most of the pertinent references to the Jewish population of the city
for the purpose of comment and criticism.
In the chapter titled "Population", by William MacDonald,
Ph.D.1, we note regarding ethnic groups in Providence: "Members
of the same race have drawn together, creating little foreign colonies
like that of the Italians in the ninth ward, or the Russian Jews about
North Main and Charles Streets."
This professor commits what is known in latter-day jargon as
"double talk" in his assertion that ". . . the well-known characteristics which distinguish Jews the world over appear here, and do not
need special enumeration." There are many references to the "wellknown characteristics" in the chapter, both favorable and unfavorable.
He states: "Most of the people who give their place of birth as
Russia are Jews . . . the third ward contains the largest number of
Russians, 2,105, mainly Jews2. The majority of them are of the orthodox faith3, and speak Yiddish of the province4 from which they come;
but religion seems to have no strong hold upon them5 and an American Yiddish0 rapidly supplants the dialects spoken by the immigrant.
^Professor of American History at Brown University.
2 While the writer docs not question the accuracy of the population figure given
here, it should be borne in mind that a Jewish settlement in the Willard Avenue,
or South Providence, area was of equal size. This has been determined by a random analysis of Jewish family names in the Providence City Directory of 1909.
For some inexplicable reason practically no reference is made to the Willard
Avenue group in "A Modern City."
3 This was so. T h e only non-Orthodox congregation in existence at that time
was Temple Beth El, which attracted a small portion of the Jewish population.
*No doubt reference is made to the section or region from which the immigrant came: such as Russia, Poland, or the province of Calicia of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
5This might have applied to the young people. Refer to page 81. RIJH
Notes,
Vol V., Number 1, November 1967, " T h e Providence Conservative Synagogue—•
Temple Beth-Israel."
See next page for footnote o.
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"A large part of the population along North Main Street, and in
the cross streets between North Main and Camp is Jewish, and they
have lately acquired a firm foothold among the fine old residences
at the north end of Benefit Street. There is undoubtedly a strong
social prejudice against them: their advent in a neighborhood almost invariably depreciates the value of the real estate, and is followed by the withdrawal of the non-Jewish population." How little
this pattern has changed with certain other ethnic groups until the
present day!
He reviews the area of occupational activity of Providence Jews
quite superfically: "Industrially, the Jews exhibit a limited range
of occupations. Most of the small tailoring establishments in the
city, except in the Italian quarter, are carried on by Jews, as are
pawnshops and second-hand stores of all sorts. Jewish boardinghouses, restaurants, bakeries, and markets are common in the Jewish
quarters, and a large number of newsboys, and some newsdealers,
are Jews." This paragraph is concluded with a comment, somewhat
caustic and condemnatory: "The reluctance of insurance companies to write policies on the stock of Jewish merchants and tailors is
an interesting commentary on the esteem in which the race is held."
However, Doctor MacDonald does soften his harsh judgment with
more kindly expression: "One must guard against the mistake of
classing together all the Jews of Providence for either industrial,
business or social purposes. The Russian and Polish Jews of the
North End, so far as the mass of them are concerned, represent a
lower element as distinct from the leaders of the race as are the unskilled and ignorant Irish laborers from the Irish professional and
business classes. The upper-class Jews7, often native born, are largely represented in the business life of the city. In the manufacture of
jewelry, as well as in the wholesale and retail jewelry trade, they are
extensively engaged. The largest department store8 in the city is
managed by Jews, while the trade in ready-made clothing and men's
wearing apparel is largely in their hands.
In closing his chapter Doctor MacDonald attempts to compress
several subjects into a meandering paragraph. He observes: "Social"Beryl Segal, an accomplished Yiddishist of Providence, explains this. There
was no marked change in the typical dialects. However, English words that had
no counterpart in Yiddish were added to the conversational language. An example: a real estate operator was described as a "real-estate-nick."
T h e s e were German Jews, and their descendants.
8The

Outlet Company
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ly, the Jew, whatever his wealth, refinement or status, is gregarious.
He has no fondness for the country, but prefers to live in the busy,
active, crowded quarters of the city, where he can be near his kind.
In the selection and preparation of his meat he is sanitary, but he
often seems comparatively indifferent to personal comfort, and among
the lower classes is untidy and unclean. The average Jewish market,
grocery or bakery in the North End is filthy and offensive in the extreme, and a standing menace to health. The Jew acquires the English language readily, but always speaks it with an accent. The
young men are often hard-working and self-sacrificing students, an
appreciable representation of Jews being found in Brown University; but the race is not prominently represented in the professions.
The well-to-do Jews keep much to themselves in social matters, partly, no doubt, because social prejudice tends to hold them in a class
apart; while they contribute their share to the well-being of the
community, the process of assimilation cannot be said as yet to
have attained more than moderate extension."
The chapter on Religion was written by Lester Bradner, Ph.D.,
rector of St. John's Church, Providence. About local Judaism he said:
"A growing factor in the religious life of Providence is the Jews.
The Jewish settlement in Newport is one of the oldest in the country, but the development of Hebrew life in Providence is a comparatively recent feature, greatly accelerated in growth by the persecutions a few years past in Russia. The Jewish population in the
city may be reckoned today at eight or nine thousand, nearly double
what it was five years ago. They are by nature a self-contained and
orderly people. Their family morals are above average. They make
good citizens, even if not agreeable.
"At present the Orthodox Jews outnumber the 'Reform' element.
There are at present in Providence four synagogues and four congregations, or 'cheoras',9 without a permanent edifice of their own,
in addition to the one Reform house of worship."
Doctor Bradner then adverts from the subject of religious activity to philanthropic endeavors. "The charitable work of the Jews
among their own people is always notable, and Providence is no
exception to the rule. The chief needs are relieved by a very effective
^According to Rabbi Eli A. Bohnen, Temple Emanu-El, Providence, there is no
such word in Hebrew as "cheora."
"chevra", literally "brotherhood."

He feels that what was intended is the word
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charitable organization. One society in particular, the 'Gemillath
Chesed'10 loans out several thousand dollars a year without interest."
His views on the topic of proselytism of Jews are worth mentioning.
It was noted that "Very few Jews are inclind to consider a change
of faith. They are naturally suspicious of attempts to proselyte. Attempts have been made, and probably will continue to be made on
the part of the Christian churches in Providence to bring the gospel
to the Hebrew. There is no city, so far as we know, where evangelistic work among the Jews is yielding much fruit."
Time has proved the accuracy of his prediction that: ". . . it is
evident that the Hebrews are destined to play a large part in our
civic life in the United States. It will not be long before their influence in Providence will be strongly felt."
The chapter on "Philanthrophy" was contributed by Mary Conyngton, A.M.31 About Jewish activity in this area she said: "Next to
the churches, perhaps the associations of different nationalities working among their own people give the largest amount of relief. The
Jewish charities are the best known of these. In Providence the
Jewish population is large and heterogeneous, both as to language
and shade of religious belief. It is said that in one limited area of
the Jewish quarters are to be found twenty-nine12 distinct sets. Under
these circumstances it is no wonder that their charities are unorganized, and it is not possible to obtain any full account of them. Unquestionably they do a large amount of work. Applications by Jews
for help from outside sources are rare, and few find their way into
institutions."
Doctor Kirk, the editor of the book, also wrote the chapter on
"Labor." His commentary on Jews was limited to the following:
"The Russian Jews, steadily increasing in number, avoid the factory,
as much as possible, become retail dealers, or p r e f e r the smaller industries where there is some hope of individual enterprise in the
^Reference is made to RIJH Notes, Vol. V, Number 3, November 1969. " T h e
Gemiloth Chasodim of Rhode Island."
i i T h e Providence City Directory of 1909 states that Miss Conyngton "boards at
85 Congdon Street." While their catalogues do not so state, she might have been
a member of the Brown University or Pembroke College academic community.
i2This is an exaggerated statement. Her allusion is to the regional origins of these
Jews prior to emigration to the United States—Germany, Poland and Russian Baltic
provinces, Russia, Austria, Galicia, Bohemia, Hungary, Rumania, and a few others
—perhaps 10-12 groups.
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near future. Thus we find among them many hucksters and peddlers, tailors, boot and shoe makers, while the jewelry industry has
attracted certain others."
Another source of comment on the Jewish population of the Providence area is the 23rd Annual Report of the Commissioner of Industrial Statistics of the State of Rhode Island. This was presented
to the General Assembly (state legislature) in 1910.
We shall quote from two sections of this report. Under the heading "Some Nativity and Race Factors" appears the following observation: "Russia, although it has not contributed many of its own
people, has sent to this State a large element of Jews, who settled
in the cities." Also, "It is unquestionably true that most of the Russian element is of Hebrew descent . . . that most of the emigration
from Russia is due to political and social conditions which involve
discrimination against certain races and classes is a truism that needs
no proof."
In the same publication in the section on "Nativity and Fecundity"
there are two comments worthy of quotation. The first of these states:
. . the Russians, who are mostly of the Hebrew Race, show the
smallest portion of childless mothers." This is a surprising finding, the implications of which might provide an interesting basis
for further study.
Another passage in the same section of the report reads: "The
workers of Russian parentage are mostly of Jewish descent and hold
a very prominent place among the merchants and dealers of the
state. They are also found as workers on articles of apparel, as
jewelry workers, and as agents and sales people. It is interesting
that they are not represented as bankers and brokers."
REFERENCES
JA

Modern City: Providence, Rhode Island and its Activities. Ed. William
Kirk, Univ. of Chicago Press. 1909.
2 Rhode Island Bureau of Industrial Statistics, Church Statistics and Religious
Preference. Bulletin II. Part I of the Annual Report for 1907. George H. Webb,
Commissioner. Ralph M. Greenlaw, Chief Clerk. Providence, R . I., E. L. Freeman Company, State Printers, 1907. (pp. 201-309) .
This is available in the library of the Rhode Island Historical Society contained in bound copy of: Twenty-first Annual Report of the Commissioner of
Industrial Statistics, made to the General Assembly at its January Session, 1908,
Providence, R. I., E. L. Freeman Company, State Printers, 1908.
Bound in same volume: Census of the Foreign-Born Population of Rhode Island, Bulletin I. Part I of the Annual Report for 1907, etc.

MINYAN, SHIVA AND SHROUD
The following account of the early days of the Providence Jewish
community in Bicknell's history1 of Rhode Island has been called to
our attention:
"Providence had a few Jewish settlers in 1769, but there was no
communal activity until 1840, when Solomon Pereira of Amsterdam
settled there, followed shortly by enough others to make Minyan. A
Congregation was thereupon formed which met in Pereira's home.
An alcove in his parlor was used for the Sefer Torah which was
borrowed from New York for the Holy Days. He later donated ground
for a cemetery and built round it the fence which the law demanded.
The members of this early Congregation (Sons of Israel) were Wormser, Stern, Pereira, Rashkover, Steinberger, Frank Nathan, Solomon,
Holberstadt and Kalter. There were itemized charges against Ratter's
estate for ten men for minyan, for the seven days' shiva, and for a
bolt of linen for a shroud. In 1854 the Congregation was formed
which is to-day the Reform Temple Beth El." (Italics added)
The name Kalter does not appear in any directory of the period,
or in the Providence Register of Births, Deaths, and Marriages.
David C. Adelman2 listed the early congregation as follows:
"The Minyan consisting of Goodman, Stern, Solomon, Pereira, Hershorn, Deyoung, Cook, Marks, Halberstad and Fish was made up of
those, whose signatures appeared upon the petition to the General
Assembly in 1855 for a charter and those whose names appear in the
charter itself.
Besides the Minyan from 1854 to 1860, the Jewish community included Wormser, Garits, Kastor, Raphael Frank, Lewis and Charles
Lewison, Morris, Leopold and Samuel Steinberg, John, Charles, Benjamin and Julius Nathan, Simon and Herman Rascover, Jacob Goodhart, the four Solomon brothers, Charles, Emanuel, Morris and Simon
. . . Henry Green, and Abraham and Benjamin Shuman."
William Kastor, a clerk, in 1855 was employed at No. 3 The Arcade
building and boarded at 8 Page Street. No Kalter has been identified.
ED.

i T h e History of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations by Theodore Williams Bicknell. 3 vol. American Historical Society, Inc., N. Y. 1920, p. 632.
2Early Days of the Providence Jewish Community. RIJHN 3:148-159, Dec. 1960.
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BERNARD MANUEL GOLDOWSKY—1864-1936*
By Seebert J. Goldowsky, M.D.
Those of my father's contemporaries who remember him thirty-five
years after his death are more than likely to associate his name prominently with Jewish communal affairs. While his contributions to
these activities were important, they alone would not justify more
than a brief sketch. A few will remember him as the operator of a
private detective agency which serviced the jewelry industry in Rhode
Island and southeastern Massachusetts. Those who knew him well
will concede that he was a colorful character. He was in fact the first
Jewish detective in Rhode Island1 and a man of considerable attainments in his chosen profession. These are more valid reasons
for this undertaking.
My father was born on January 3, 1864 in the village (shtetl) of
Alexot,2 in the government of Kovno (Kovnogoberne) in Russian
Lithuania, the son and oldest child of Samuel and Elenor (Chiah
Libbe) Goldowsky. He was named Beryl Mendel. My grandfather
had been the proprietor of a small tavern and bakery, which, my
father recalled, was patronized by the Russian soldiers in the area.
From them he picked up a few Russian words and phrases. That
Samuel Goldowsky had for some time planned to emigrate from
Russia is evident, although he seems to have been reasonably comfortable, and his precise motivation is not clear. A communication
from America, however, was the specific inducement which led him
to take that fateful step. He had received a letter from a lawyer
in Washington, D.C., stating that an uncle in America had died and
that there was an estate to be settled. Leaving his family behind, he
embarked for New York on a sailing vessel, arriving there after a
stormy and harrassing voyage of seven weeks. This event occurred
probably sometime in the late 1860's, certainly not later than 1871.
* I am indebted to my sister, Beatrice Goldowsky, for recollections and notes,
which have been freely incorporated into this memoir, and to my brother-in-law,
Doctor Maurice Adelman. who through his keen memory of confidences which my
father shared with him alone contributed colorful details of my father's varied experience.
ipor the story of the first Jewish policeman in Providence see APPENDIX II,
page 128.
2A search of atlases and gazetteers published at various times during the latter
half of the nineteenth and early decades of the twentieth centuries reveals no
town or village of this name. It is believed that it is probably a corruption of
the name of a town in the Kovno area variously given as Aleksandrovskaya or
New Alexandrovsk.
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In the confusion of landing, and perhaps as a result of the hardships
encountered during the lengthy voyage, the letter was lost. He traveled
to Washington, but no one there was able to help him locate the
proper person. After knocking on many doors, encountering only
frustration and disappointment, he returned to New York City,
where he determined to settle.
Before his leaving for America (at which itime my father could
not have been more than seven years of age), he arranged for his
eldest son's education. Like all Jewish young boys my father went to
the local cheder. Since under the Czar he was not allowed to attend
the local school, he was tutored privately in both English and German.
My father told us that there was some uncertainty as to whether
they would settle ultimately in Germany or America.
Eventually Grandfather Samuel was able to send for his family.
They arrived in New York City in 1873. My father on arrival, aged
nine, could already speak English, a great asset in those days for an
immigrant boy. He was conscious of having had a Russian or Yiddish accent, which he was later largely to overcome. His given names
in America became Bernard Manuel. My grandfather, who during
these years and later ran a small grocery store on the lower East Side
of New York, became a naturalized citizen of the United States in
the Court of Common Pleas for the City and County of New York
on October 9, 1876. At that time my father was eleven years old.
My father attended public school in New York, probably completing two years of high school. He presumably attended a Talmud
Torah as well. After school he ran errands, sold matches and newspapers on the streets, and delivered groceries, possibly from his father's
store. During these years he studied avidly and read voluminously.
Harry Golden commented on the special quality of the Jew in
America, a quality which Hutchins Hapgood called "the spirit of
the ghetto", and described the lending libraries operated by those
entrepreneurs of the lower East Side who sold candy and seltzer
("for two cents plain"). "The standard book", Golden wrrote, "was
David Copper field; another was Les Miserables . . . . A fifteen cent
deposit and a nickel for two weeks was the charge." My father, in
fact, read both of these works and indeed much more—most of
Dickens, Thackeray, Lord Lytton, and other Victorian novelists, and
the standard translations of Dumas and Hugo. He also read the
works of Shakespeare, the poets, Charles Darwin, and (shame!) the
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agnostic Robert G. Ingersoll. My father described how he would
read until the wee hours, squatting cross-legged on top of the family
ice-box, to avail himself of the uncertain flicker of a nearby gaslight.
He was all his life wedded to strong eyeglasses. In those days of
primitive ophthalmology (when eyeglasses were sold from pushcarts)
the punishing effect on his eyes of this voracious reading almost
blinded him. Throughout his life he would quote a line from the
opening paragraphs of David Copperfield,
the poetic cadence of
which never failed to charm him: "It was remarked that the clock
began to strike, and I began to cry, simultaneously."
He learned to read and write Hebrew fluently, and in later years
could quote the Talmud at length from memory. When it came time
to make his own way in the world, this traditional learning was of no
help to him in job hunting. He had a natural talent for drawing
and decided to make his living as an artist, doing portraits in crayon.
A business card of the period in ornate type reads:
B.M. GOLDOWSKY
CRAYON P O R T R A I T A R T I S T
193 HENRY S T R E E T
Bet. Jefferson Clinton Sts.,
NEW YORK
He could not, however, pursue this career because of his poor vision.
His doctor advised him to give it up if he did not wish to become
blind.
He then tried his hand at the sewing machine business. Among the
family photo portraits is one of a good-looking dark-haired moustachioed young fellow standing in front of a small store with this
legend on the store window: B.M. GOLDOWSKY SEWING MACHINES. A display card in the window reads: ALL KINDS OF
SEWING MACHINES SOLD, BOUGHT, EXCHANGED AND REPAIRED. ALSO ALL MACHINE SUPPLIES AT LOWEST PRICES.
A similar card carried the same message in Yiddish. In the window
is a tiny display of small oil cans and bottles, containing, one can
surmise, machine oil. My father was facile with his hands and undoubtedly could make the necessary repairs himself. The venture,
however, did not thrive.
In the mid 1890's he determined to seek his fortune in Texas,
where his younger brother Moses had already settled and would
prosper in the drygoods business. He tried his luck in Denison, a
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busy railroad, industrial, and farming community in northeast Texas.
He sold goods from door to door (a salesman or peddler), but presumably did not do well. He was. in fact, not talented in either business or selling. He returned to New York sometime about 1899.
In answer to a blind Help Wanted advertisement in a New York
newspaper, he found himself applying for a job with the Pinkerton
Detective Agency. An unlikely prospect, small in stature and obviously
Jewish, he was nevertheless promptly hired. A shrewd manager saw
something more in this modest little man than met the eye. Shortly
after getting his feet wet in his new venture as a detective operative,
he was transferred to the Boston office.
Before his Texas interlude he had boarded in New York with a
German Jewish family named Lotary. At home was a pretty and
lively daughter, named Antoinette, by whose brown hair, yellow
eyes, and fair skin he was bewitched. He fell in love with her and
askecl for her hand in marriage. Since she was only sixteen when
they met and his prospects for supporting a wife and family were nil,
her parents took a dim view of the undertaking and told him to come
back later when Tony was a little older.
Some ten years later after his transfer to Boston, now with the
prospect of a steady job, he again at long last askecl for her hand.
They had kept up a courtship and correspondence over the years.
She was now twenty-six and he thirty-five. If her family still had reservations she had none. Now old enough to decide for herself, she informed them that marry him she would. They were married by Rev.
(Rabbi) Samuel Langer in Hoboken, New Jersey, where the Lotarys
now resided, on October 15, 1899. My father's residence was given as
Chelsea, Massachusetts, where he had boarded with his first cousin,
Isaac Goldberg ("shortened" from Goldowsky in one of those bizarre
name games so prevalent at the time).
Grandfather Edward Lotary was born in Germany and had graduated from the University at Bonn. He was fluent not only in his
native German, but also in English, French, and Italian. One of his
several occupations in America was that of interpretor. While he was
a kindly and cultivated person, he was never a very successful breadwinner. With his blond hair and moustache, and blue eyes, he appeared the part of a typical German junker. He was, however, born
Lazarus and changed his name to Lotary upon arriving in America to
facilitate avoiding a call to army conscription in Germany.
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Taken in Germany circa 1867. Second from the right is the grandmother of Antoinette (Lotary) Goldowsky. Second from the left is
Emma Bendix (Lotary), her mother. Through her daughter, Eleanor
Lillian Goldowsky (Adelman); her granddaughter, Lorraine Adelman
(Dickinson) ; and the latter's children, six generations of the female line
are identified. This is somewhat unusual among Ashkenazic immigrants of the latter part of the nineteenth century.
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Grandmother Lotary was born Emma Bendix in Alsace-Lorraine,
under German hegemony after 1870. Great-grandmother Bendix,
with an air of superiority, liked to think of herself as French (albeit
also of Hebrew stock). French may well, in truth, have been her first
tongue.
The Lotarys came to America in 1879, when their eldest daughter
Antoinette was six. My mother always claimed that she was born
in New York, but we knew otherwise. She had some fleeting memories
of her childhood in Germany and spoke of visiting wealthy relatives.
There was something in her memories about a velvet dress, and a big
house with a vast staircase. If there was affluence somewhere in the
family, it never quite found its way to young Eduard and Emma Lotary
and their growing family. My mother had two brothers and two sisters. One brother, said to be affected with the "wanderlust", disappeared without trace in 1906, probably a victim of the San Francisco
earthquake. Her two beautiful sisters created a song-and-dance sister
act in vaudeville. Her remaining brother, like my mother a more
solid citizen, enters our story briefly at a later time.
My mother left school after the eight grade and went to wrork. She
worked most of her years until her marriage in a necktie factory, rising
to the rank of "forelady". A bright young man named Harry Schwartz,
who had a knack for magic tricks, worked at a nearby bench. He
later became the Great Magician, Harry Houdini.
My parents' honeymoon was a train trip to Somerville, Massachusetts, where my father had rented an apartment in a two-family
frame house. They started their life together with eleven dollars, one
week's wages from the celebrated Pinkerton agency.
While my father's career with the Pinkertons was brief, he was
early respected by his superiors for his cleverness and ingenuity. He
at last had found a career for which he had a natural talent and
which was both challenging and rewarding. While working for the
Pinkertons in Boston he wias employed on one occasion as a shoe
machine operator in the shoe industry. It is possible that this involved anti-union activity, in which the Pinkertons had had a long
tradition and experience.
While conducting an investigation for the Pinkerton agency in
Providence, Rhode Island, he met and earned the admiration of the
late Patrick ("Patsy") Parker, Chief of Detectives of the Providence
police. Providence was then, as now, the world's jewelry manufactur-
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ing center. At that time much quality jewelry was made in Providence
(later superseded by costume jewelry). The loss of even small amounts
of precious metals (gold, silver, and platinum) to inside thievery
created serious problems for the industry. Parker introduced my father
to several of the industry's leaders and recommended him highly.
They induced my father to transfer his activities to Providence to
undertake the solution of their problem. Among his early clients in
the business were such firms as Theodore Foster and Brother, Chapin
and Hollister, and Ostby and Barton. He later became fast friends
with the late William P. Chapin.
In the meantime on November 12, 1900 my elder sister, Eleanor
(the late Mrs. Maurice Adelman), had been born in the small flat
in Somerville. In 1901 my father with his bride and infant daughter
moved to Providence where he was to make his career and live out
his life. They rented a flat, again in a two-family frame house, at 595
Broadway near OIneyville, across the street from St. Mary's Catholic
Church. The house in later years was removed for the Roberts Expressway. This was an Irish neighborhood, and my family made fast
and lifelong friendships with some of their neighbors. While antisemitism was not a problem, my father spoke of an incident one
afternoon when a little boy called him a "sheeny." My father, as he
entered his yard, snapped back: "Go home and tell your father he's
an S - - O - - B - - - -." My sister Beatrice and I were both born
in this house (November 11, 1904 and June 6, 1907 respectively).
My father could not immediately establish an agency since he must
be licensed and bonded. This required a year of residence. During
this period he worked as a claim agent for the street railway company
(then called the Rhode Island Company) and did some free-lance
work for the Pinkertons, which he also continued later. He established
his own agency, The National Detective Agency, in about the year
1902. He first appeared in the 1903 City Directory listed as "agent."
The agency is listed by name for the first time in 1906. His office was
in the old Industrial Trust Building at 49 Westminster Street. The
agency survived until his death, although in 1923 the name was
changed to The Goldowsky Detective Agency. (See back cover)
In 1906 a group of jewelry manufacturers banded together to form
the Jewelers' Protective Association, a subsidiary of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths Association, which had its
headquarters in Providence. This new organization retained my
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State Xjawis
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THE NATIONAL
DETECTIVE AGENCY
151CKNAK1» M. GOLDOWSKY, Sttpt.

(t'nrmirly u-tlli I'lnkcrlon i Nntl' Ditcrtlvc Agency)
Mnny Ycui'H of Kxpcrlence In Kvory llniucli of Actuul Detectlv(! Work
Civil
Criminal
Industrial
You are not obliged to pay for experiments or guess work; we hit the nail on
the head every time and are absolutely reliable
Our M o t t o Is: " T H E R E ' S NO S U C H W O R D AS F A I L , " a n d w e
Challenge
Contradiction
W e placc Operatives in Manufacturing plants. Shops, Stores, etc.
Dishonesty among employes positively
unearthed. H i g h e s t r e f e r e n c e s f u r n i s h e d o n a p p l i c a t i o n . T e l e p h o n e c o n n e c t i o n , p r i v a t e l i n e

J n d u s t r i a l Ti'ust Co,

49 WESTMINSTER STREET,

•

Sldg.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The first Directory advertisement in the 1906 Providence City Directory

The 1915 family Overland—showing Maurice Adelman (now Doctor) in the driver's seat, Bernard Goldowsky next to him, and Antoinette
Goldowsky in the left rear seat. The rest of the family are in the
shadows.
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father to provide investigative services. He became highly expert in
this special field and particularly knowledgeable about individuals
who preyed on the industry. He kept detailed card files on all jewelry
employees and working jewelers. Over a period of years he was able
drastically to reduce 'the losses and prevent recurrence. He always
maintained that the worst scourges were the fences, the receivers of
stolen goods, and that without them the crime of theft could not
exist. In this industry the fences usually operated loan or second
hand shops. He put a few out of business and kept the others under
constant surveillance. For one summer when I was in college he
permitted me to participate in the surveillance of two loan shops.
I actually spotted a suspicious jewelry worker doing business at one
of them, but the matter was not pursued to the point of incriminating
evidence and prosecution. On another case I drove the family car
during an after dark investigation in a nearby Massachusetts community. We were challenged by local police who were suspicious,
thus making our situation untenable and terminating the only serious
actual investigation in which I was personally involved.
During the years prior to World War I my father had maintained
a branch of his business in Newark, New Jersey, since it was the
second jewelry center of the United States, and much expensive jewelry
was made there. It was operated by my uncle, Alfred Lotary, but was
closed upon his untimely and premature death.
In 1908 my parents purchased a single family house at 64 Baker
Street (later changed to 224 Baker Street), near the Broacl Street
entrance of Roger Williams Park. This Victorian cottage, later enlarged, provided adequate room and a spacious yard for the growing
family. They took title to the house, which still stands, on July 21,
1908 and moved there in August during the second year of my life.
It was the family home until it was disposed of after my mother's
death in November of 1940. It was surrounded by grape arbors and a
small grove of fruit trees which yielded a copious harvest of apples,
pears, cherries, and peaches.
My father bought the first family automobile, a new Willys Overland touring car, in the spring of 1915 at the attractive price of 750
dollars. My father, then 50 years of age, a somewhat middle-aged
novice driver, took the family on an early summer Sunday drive. The
car, loaded with the family, turned completely over on the Boston
Post Road opposite Apponaug Pond in the town of Warwick. For-
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tunately, the car spanned a deep roadside ditch, for the phaeton top
was completely crushed. Injuries were not serious, but that ended
my father's driving career. After extensive repairs were completed,
he foreswore ever driving again and hired a student, then a junior at
Brown University, to drive the family car. This young man later
married my elder sister.
In my father's obituary in The Evening Bulletin (Providence, R. I.)
of March 31, 1936 written, I learned later, by the late Robert A.
Woodworth, veteran Journal-Bulletin reporter and a friend and
admirer of my father, appeared the following comments: "Mr. Goldowsky . . . was well known among police and private detectives
throughout the country. During the World War (I) he gave liberally
of his services to the Government in aiding the intelligence service."
There is little else upon the record of those eventful years, for the
episodes were top secret and my father was tight-lippd. Even my
mother was not privy to his secrets.
While my father during this period had some pro-German sentiments and, in fact, read the Fatherland, George Sylvester Viereck's
propaganda organ, he was not deterred from engaging in intelligence
activities which were to help save his beloved country. He was always
an enthusiastic patriot.
This work fell roughly into two parts: first, the period between
the outbreak of the war in Europe in August 1914 and the entry of
the United States in April 1917, and, second, the period of our involvement from April 1917 to the Armistice in November 1918. During
these activities he operated under the pseudonym or alias of "Mr.
Brown." He had become acquainted with the late eminent John
Revelstoke Rathom, prestigious and controversial editor of the Journal*
Bulletin papers. Rathom, a mountain of a man, was a native of Melbourne, Australia, and a product of Harrow in England. For all
practical purposes he was a branch of British Intelligence. My father
had done some investigative work for the papers. When Rathom
needed .a private investigator of his own, he recruited my father. Two
episodes of this period are described in excerpts from the memoirs
of the Czech-American patriot, Emmanuel V. Voska, quoted elsewhere in this issue (see page 117).
In the second, the American phase, no memoirs have been discovered. Shortly after the United States entered the War in April 1917,
the late Tom Howick of the Bureau of Investigation (later the FBI)
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of the United States Department of Justice was transferred from the
West Coast, where he had successfully prosecuted some spy cases, to
the Providence office, where he was placed in charge as Special Agent.
The offices were in the old Industrial Trust Building at 49 Westminster Street, a few floors above my father's offices. Howick, a lawyer
by training, was sent here, it is believed, because Providence was suspected of being a center of German spy activities. It is probable that
Rathom had something to do with my father's involvement in this
wartime phase in cooperation with Tom Howick.
The Providence Journal of April 30, 1918 broke a story with the
headline "Nine Providence Germans Arrested As Spies." The account
ran: "Federal officials late yesterday afternoon after weeks of investigation made a series of raids at seven manufacturing concerns in
Providence, conducted by Germans, and arrested as alleged dangerous
alien enemies, nine Teutons, several of them reputed to be very
wealthy, and prominent in manufacturing jewelry circles and throughout the whole country." Heading the list were the brothers Walter and
Wilhelm Forstner. The suspects were generally charged with trading
with the enemy and in some instances with pro-German propaganda.
Providence police and several branches of the Federal intelligence
services participated in the arrests. No private detectives were mentioned.
In the raids truckloads of files and papers were seized. Heading
the list of companies were the W. Forstner Company, F. Speidel Company, and the Automatic Gold Chain Company. At least five companies were owned by the Forstner interests, but no Speidel had an
interest in these companies despite the use of the Speidel name. The
Automatic Gold Chain Company, however, was owned by the Speidel
brothers, Albert and Edwin. All used German machines invented by
the Speidel family in Pforzheim, Germany. Albert and Eclwin Speidel
were exonerated; but the nine who were incriminated for dealing
with the enemy (gold exports) and propaganda were interned. Their
properties were later sold at auction by the Alien Property Custodian.
Edwin and Albert Speidel continued in business, having earlier disposed of their fifteen per cent interest in F. Speidel and Company because they disapproved of the unsavory activities. The Automatic
Gold Chain Company in 1932, then owned by the surviving Edwin
Speidel alone, became Speidel Corporation, the famed watch bracelet
manufacturer.
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My father's involvement in this episode undoubtedly was related
to his pervading surveillance and infiltration of the jewelry industry.
He always had among his operatives at least one skilled jeweler and
one or more utility men who could manage almost any job. It is
definitely recalled that he had men working inside one or more of
these shops during the period of the investigation. It is probable that
his contribution to this case was substantial.
It is a fact that he received no remuneration for his intelligence
work either before or after our entrance into the War. These were
acts of patriotism, and he felt that they somehow substituted for his
being unable on account of age to offer himself for military service.
His professional activities extended beyond the jewelry trade. He
did investigations for other industries. The B.B. and R. Knight Company of West Warwick, manufacturers of Fruit-of-the-Loom products,
is one example of a textile firm with which he did business. He had a
long and productive relationship with the company, and the late
Webster Knight, owner of the business at that time, was a close friend
and patron. He did investigations for retail firms and various other
type of businesses. He refused divorce cases, which he considered an
unsavory and unethical type of investigation, but he was not averse
to becoming involved in family problems if the investigations would
lead to constructive results.
At times he would affect a disguise and spoke of an investigation in
downtown New York for which he dressed up as a Rabbi in a big
black hat and long black coat, which he had rented from a theatrical
costumer. There is no doubt that in this outfit he blended into the
surroundings and appeared not at all like the traditional flatfoot.
His small stature (five feet, six inches in height) later modified by a
rotund corpulence, his prematurely gray hair, Jewish features, and
unassuming mein made him a most unlikely and unsuspected person
when engaged in suspicious activities. He himself thought that much
of his success depended on his uncharacteristic appearance. He had
great endurance, could stand or walk for long periods, and go without
sleep for many hours. He often disappeared from home for days or
weeks at a time. We were trained in our childhood never to discuss
his absence among our associates, and we never inquired of his whereabouts. Discretion was our daily lesson. As life styles became more
complicated my father foresaw the end of the truly productive days
of the "private eye." The automobile made surveillance difficult and
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expensive. He felt that only organizations with the resources and
manpower of the FBI and the police had a future in the larger investigations.
Some of his ideologies and philosophy are of interest. Despite his
origins in the lower East Side ghetto of New York, he did not become the typical Democratic liberal which that milieu usually produced. His politics were, in fact, conservative, and he was a lifelong
Republican. Anti-union and anti-strike activity in the jewelry industry was a substantial portion of his activity. In the days before
the Wagner Act this was an eminently respectable pursuit. It is quite
probable that he learned the methods when he was a Pinkerton man in
Boston. One of his operatives, surprisingly, was a union official,
having infiltrated the union heirarchy.
He was feared by the criminal element and respected by the police,
juries, and lawyers. His cases were always meticulously prepared and
were not brought to trial until the evidence was conclusive. He generally let the police make his arrests, although he was a legitimately
sworn constable. He never lost a case that had been brought to trial.
His interrogations were clever and demanding. I remember his being
called an obscenity and then attacked by a criminal whom he had
once brought to justice, in the lobby of die old Fay's Theater, where
we as a family Avere attending a movie. Fearlessly my father swung his
umbrella at the culprit until the two combatants were separated by
bystanders before serious consequences had occurred.
My father was always a great baseball enthusiast ("fan", it was
called). In the great days of the Providence Grays of the International League, he took his whole family on many occasions to see the
great Babe Ruth lead his team to a League championship (1915).
He was also an enthusiastic devotee of the theater. My mother and
father were faithful attendants at the old Providence Opera House,
where they enjoyed both the legitimate theater and musical comedy.
The longtime manager of the Opera House, Colonel Felix Wendelschaefer, was both a client and good friend of my father's.
His religious philosophy in contrast to his politics was sharplyliberal. He was for half his life a secular Jew without affiliation. He
was turned from religion, despite his Jewish background, sympathies,
and education, by what he felt was a pervasive hypocrisy. During our
childhood, however, through the urging of my mother, my parents
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joined Temple Beth El (Congregation of the Sons of Israel and
David). My mother's religious training was inconsequential or nonexistent, but she felt that an affiliation was necessary if they were to
be buried respectably. My parents are buried in the Temple Beth El
cemetery on Reservoir Avenue.
During the early years before my father became involved in Jewish
affairs, he had nevertheless a wide acquaintanceship among Providence
Jews. At the turn of the century, when he arrived in Providence,
there were already a score or more of jewelry manufacturing establishments operated by Jews. Among the more prominent of these
were Silverman Brothers, S. and B. Lederer, Henry Lederer and
Brother, William Loeb and Company, and the eminent Harry Cutler.
The latter was prominent both in the business world and in Jewish
affairs. My father also did business with the Outlet Company (the
Samuels brothers), and knew Judge J. Jerome Hahn through his
court experience.
My father has been described as a little man with a big brain. He
was that, but also a little man with a big heart—generous to a fault.
He always loved children, and his first organized charitable interest
was the Lakeside Home for children in Warwick, Rhode Island, to
which he had been introduced by his warm friend, William P. Chapin.
Later he became very actively involved in fund-raising for the old
Jewish Orphanage of Rhode Island, and at a still later period the
Jewish Home for the Aged. He ran charity balls on several occasions
for both of these organizations.
During the period after World War I he was deeply involved in
organizational and fund-raising activities for various Zionist undertakings. Some of the fund-raising brochures, which he composed in
his baroque style, are still extant (see Appendix I ) . My father and
mother were entertained and given a silver bowl on the occasion of
their twenty-fifth wedding anniversary by the Providence Keren
Hayesed Committee. On his seventieth birthday my father was again
entertained, this time by the Zionist District of Rhode Island and
was presented with a silver pitcher bearing the inscription "For his
faithful services to the cause of Zionism".
Though my father's profession made him of necessity a stern realist
in judging people, their character, and their works, he was paradoxical-
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ly to the end of his life an unfailing Romantic. On May 23, 1932, my
mother's fifty-ninth birthday, he wrote to her:
Dear Wife,
You have reached another milestone. My fervent prayer is that you will pass many more in the best of health.
Always industrious, affectionate and the soul of generosity, you are entitled to an undisputed position of supremacy as wife and mother.
I am sure that you have always enjoyed the esteem,
confidence and affection of those who admire your candor . . . . With undying love and devotion,
The Other Half
On a later birthday he wrote: "You are clear-headed, sympathetic and
patient". During their latter troubled years he admired and appreciated her steadiness, patience, and good sense, but his irrepressible sense
of humor was never far below the surface.
In his later years with the conversion of the Rhode Island jewelry
industry largely to costume jewelry and the premature depression in
that industry even before the financial crash of 1929, my father's business became anachronistic and slowly deteriorated, although it survived until his death in 1936. This, together with his disproportionate
generosity, drained his resources seriously. Feeling that he could
leave his family no material patrimony, he composed this testament,
hand-written in his beautifully ornate and clear script, meant to be
opened after his death. Rabbi William G. Braude, then a relative
newcomer to Providence, read it at my father's funeral:
T o my children, Eleanor Lillian, Beatrice and Seebert
JayThis is not a legally executed document because I have
no worldly goods to leave to my family.
I have all my life striven to win that which money cannot buy and which no stock market could wipe out, to
wit, a good name. So if I have also failed in that, my life
was a complete bankrupt.
I hardly know anything more despicable than selfishness. I despise the man who lives only for himself. So if
you, my good children, wish to cherish my memory, do
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not fail to discharge the debt you owe to God's distressed children in the way of alleviating their suffering.
Your loving father,
Bernard M. Goldowskv
Providence, R. I.
July 5, 1934

Further stories on Bernard M. Goldowsky follow on Pages 102-129.

G E T T H A T CROOK!
REMINISCENCES

Reminiscences of a Private Detective
T h e following seven sketches by a staff writer appeared in The Evening
Bulletin
(Providence, R . I.) of June 29; July 6, 13, 20, and 27; and August 3 and 17, 1927.
In a box heading each installment the following explanation appeared: " T h i s is
the first (or second, etc.) of a short series of articles on experiences of a private detective in Providence, who, while wishing to remain anonymous, has consented to
reveal some interesting sidelights of his career to Evening Bulletin readers." T h a t
the detective interviewed was Bernard M. Goldowsky he readily conceded to his
family.
Each of the articles was topped by a pen and ink sketch of a Sherlock Holmes
type of character wearing an English hunting cap and smoking a curved-stem pipe,
quite obviously at variance with the true appearance of the subject of the stories.
T h e series was captioned "Get T h a t Crook!"
S.J.G.

I
"What to do," asked the private detective, "when a crook you
are shadowing stops dead in his tracks, turns about and glares back
to see if he is being followed?"
Violating all the rules laid down by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
Sherlock Holmes and by Sexton Blake, another famous criminologist
of fiction, the private operator lighted a good 15-cent cigar. There
was no curved pipe in sight.
"You know who I am. I have operated in Providence for years,
and I want to tell you that this is truth, not fiction. When I was
a young operator about 27 years ago, I worked in a city at a time
when not a night passed without a housebreak. Furs, jewelry, silverware, rugs, were taken night after night, and for a long time the
usual method of tracing stolen goods through pawnshops failed the
police because nothing showed up.
"Then, just after I was called into the case, the funds of the gang
apparently ran low, and a piece of sterling silver appeared at a
pawnshop. The broker was an honest man—for there are plenty of
honest pawnbrokers—and he went straight to the police. The trick
now was to locate the headquarters of that gang and the load of
loot which soon must be shipped away to be sold in some far-off
town."
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G O T THE

BACKACHE

"I saw the broker, sized up things and decided to camp right there
during business hours until the crook came back with another piece
lor more money. For three days I crowded myself on a little stool
behind a counter. When the crook appeared, the broker was to slide
a woodent platform from one end of the showcase to the other and
say 'Hello.'
"The gangster returned on the third day, the platform slid along
the counter and the broker said 'Hello.' Everything was going nicely.
The broker took his customer into an inner room and I slipped off
my perch, out into the street and into a barroom across the way.
Remember, I never had seen that crook, but I had a good description
of him.
"I stood at the barrom Avindow and in about 15 minutes, a young
man about 30 years of age came out. It was my man and he knew
his stuff. He walked quickly for 50 feet, stopped, turned about, retraced his steps, looked up and down the street, walked past the pawnshop for about 100 feet, stopped again, carefully examined every
corner, turned back, walked past the shop again, stopped several
minutes, crossed the street, stopped at the corner and turned again
to look up and down, and then started off down a side street. Match
that if you can for care!
"And all the time I stood looking out of my barroom window, not
moving an inch. But as soon as he started down the side street, I was
after him, determined to give such a wary individual a 'long shadow.'
By that I mean I allowed him to take a long lead. But in a very few
minutes he reached the entrance to a subway and I was forced to
close in."
TIME

TO T H I N K

QUICKLY

"There, right in the midst of a jam of rushing people, he stopped
dead and turned about. I was six feet away, directly in front of him,
and it looked like a case of either staying there where he might
fasten suspicion on me or walking past him and taking the chance
of losing my man.
"I did neither. I walked right up to him and asked him for a
match. Out of my pocket I took a loaded pipe.
"It worked beautifully. Mechanically he produced the match,
taking not the slightest notice of me, but gazing over my head and
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examining passers-by in bis anxious search for a detective. Proving
that to keep out of the way of a man who does not know you, you
should stand right in front of him and tell him it's a nice day.
"I took just long enough to light the pipe to allow him to make
sure he was not being followed. He was satisfied, for he turned and
never looked back. A short distance more and he turned from the
main thoroughfare, used a latchkey and let himself into a house. I
placed myself on the main street and, after watching the place for
a half-hour, the 'Subject' came out with two other men and walked
olf. I didn't follow. The first part of my job was done. That was
the house where the goods were stored, or at least some of them.
"I called the superintendent and he met me with a police inspector for a conference on the next move. Early the following morning,
right at that house, three men returning from house breaks were
arrested with their booty, a woman was taken in the house itself
and enough loot to fill two trucks was recovered."
The private detective lowered his feet from the desk, threw away
the cigar butt and sighed.
"That case is on the records, but the public never guessed the
hours of anxious work a man put in on that job before the catch
was made. Still, it is the satisfaction of doing a job up brown that
counts, I guess. Come back next week and I'll tell you the one about
a vulture. That's a good yarn, too."
II
"Ha, back again, eh! Sit clown! Have a cigar?" volleyed the private detective. "No, not very busy.
"You want to hear another yarn, is that it? Well, there's nothing
more interesting than the study of a fence, the vulture of the world
of crooks; the sneak behind the scenes who generally has a little
power—political influence behind him. This one I want to tell you
about, operating in a New England city—a jewelry centre—grew
wealthy on buying stuff stolen from factories by employes, most
of whom had been honest before the fence got to work and pointed to
an apparently easy road to affluence. Would you believe that fellow
carried on for more than 20 years and never was arrested until
.
Say, I don't want to boast, but that's one job on which I had no regrets when a man went to jail.
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CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE

NEEDED

"I had to get the goods against that cliap so that all his money
and influence would count for nothing. I put a man to watch him,
and it was a colossal task. The burden of proof lay with us and we
had to get positive identification of stolen property. For months we
watched the fence. As a sort of by-product of the main project, I
caught a good many thieves who were selling jewelry and ornaments
of all kinds stolen from the local factories. And after each arrest,
he became a little more cautious and so did the thieves. It got to the
point where a district court judge, noting that the men brought before him had been doing business with a fence and the police said
it was the same fence each time, asked why the fence was not brought
in.
"Then one Saturday afternoon a man stopped in front of a store
window on the street where the fence was located a block away. One
of my operatives watched him for five minutes before the fence came
out. The detective stood while the fence edged slowly up to the waiting man, a package changed hands and the fence left. In a very
short time the fence returned, handed something to the man and
said: 'That's all it's worth.' My man heard the thief reply: 'All
right. I'll see you again two weeks from today.'
OBSTACLES

AHEAD

"Of course, I got a full report of the whole proceedings. It was
a clever arrangement; it would pass unnoticed by a layman and
it would not be done when a uniformed policeman was about. However, to get back to the tale, the operative followed the thief to his
home, then went there on Monday morning and followed the man to
his work. It was an easy matter to discover his name and a step more
to secure the co-operation of the factory owners. We discovered
that the thief worked on a patented article that could be identified
easily if taken before it was melted down by the fence.
"Now two weeks from the day the transaction took place was to
be a holiday at the factory and so was the day prior to that, Friday.
I reasoned that the thief, if he stole his goods on Thursday, would
not wait until Saturday but would hand them over to the fence the
next day. And so it turned out. The chief of police gave me several
inspectors and ordered them to report singly to a rooming house
across the street from the fence's establishment. There we watched
from early morning.
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"Very soon after we began our vigil, the fence left his store, walked
about the street and then went back. But he came out again a few
minutes later, and then the thief came down the street with no
package in his hand but with his coat on his left arm. They walked
toward each other, and I saw a sign from the fence which I took to
mean, 'Don't stop. Pass me.' And the thief did so. Then they faced
about 30 paces apart and retraced their steps.
"Five pairs of eyes saw the thief shift his coat from his own arm to
that of the fence as they passed again. The time for action had arrived. One inspector ducked to the street and took the thief who
was walking away. The rest of us headed off the fence and arrested
him with an armful of gold scrap and ornaments, the latter with
the manufacturer's stamp plain to be seen.
MORE

TROUBLES

"But that was not the end of the case. I had the devil's own job
getting that thief to play on the level with me. He pleaded for
leniency in the name of his wife and child. I promised it to him, on
condition he would be on hand to testify against the fence. But the
man had no more honor than a rat. He ran out on me before the
trial of the fence, and I found that the latter's agents had given him
money enough to get to Nova Scotia.
"With the aid of his father, I brought him back. He testified and
that fence was found guilty. But there was more trouble. The
fence appealed to a higher court, and before the second trial came
off, my witness disappeared again.
"This time, discovering by chance that he had a brother in another city, I found him again and took no more chances. I got him
back to the town where the trial was set, put him under a bail bond
as a material witness and then sent him away for a "rest cure" in
charge of an operative, with orders to my man to sleep with him,
if necessary, to prevent him getting away again, and to give him
everything he wanted except money. Not a dime of that.
"Result—one fence found guilty as charged and sent to jail. Drop
in again when you have time."
Ill
"It never is a good policy to suspect the person toward whom the
finger of suspicion points directly," said the private detective, thrusting his feet onto a drawer and preparing to spend a few minutes
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more for the benefit of an Evening Bulletin reporter. "It always
is best to approach every case with an open mind. And that is where
the detective stories are right in at least one thing. You know, in fiction, the evidence always points towards an innocent party, the muchmaligned hero generally, and away from the villain who always is
the guilty man on the last page. I had a case something like that.
"I was called to a wealthy man's estate in Massachusetts after
about one hundred pheasants on his stock farm had been found
dead one morning, apparently poisoned. When I arrived, Mr. Marshall, the owner, had the mystery all solved. He had fired an old
gamekeeper some time previously and he figured that the man had
connived with his two nephews who still were working on the farm
to kill the pheasants for revenge. That sounded very logical, of course,
which was one reason why I wouldn't take it to be true without
substantiating it.
"The owner was very patient with me, explaining that it was not
necessary to take a statement from the new gamekeeper, but I insisted
that I wanted wrritten statements from everyone. Then I took one
of the dead birds to a chemist to make sure it had not died from
bad feed or a wrong mixture. That theory was exploded when the
chemist found arsenic in the stomach.
HE

TRIES A N

OLD

TRICK

"Then I employed what is an old and reliable trick in the game
of crime detection. I went back over all the employes and took statements over again. When I retired to compare them with the first
statements, I found they all tallied except that of the new gamekeeper,
Waters. Things now began to look interesting for the new man instead of the old one.
"I casually inquired whether Water's references had been brought
to the farm by him or whether the owner had made personal inquiries.
As I suspected, they were hand-made ones and I suppose Waters
figured they must be good because he made them himself. It took
me about three hours to prove they were forged, that Waters's right
name was Potter, and that he knew no more about gamekeeping than
I do about the Spirit of St. Louis.
"Mr. Marshall tried to laugh me off when I told him that Waters
had killed his birds. What was the motive? What had Waters to
gain by doing that just after he had landed a good job?
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"That was just why Waters had done it, I told Mr. Marshall. It
was because he had a good job and because he was afraid of losing
it through his incompetency that he killed the birds, hoping that
suspicion would fall on the old gamekeeper's nephews and they
would be kicked out, thereby making him safe from detection as a
poor gamekeeper. Sounds rather far-fetched, doesn't it? Here's what
happened.
"I sent for Waters and while Mr. Marshall engaged him in talk,
I went to see the gamekeeper's wife. In his first statement, he had
said his wife had helped him prepare the feed on the morning the
birds were found dead, and in the second he said he had prepared
it alone. I talked with his wife and she told me she had been away
on that day visiting relatives and had not returned until late in the
afternoon.
THE

SHOW-DOWN

"I went right back and faced Waters. Without any preliminary,
I snapped right at him:
" 'What did you poison the pheasants for, Mr. Potter?'
"You know, it wasn't so much that I accused him of the trick in
that way, but that I spoke his right name. That floored him.
"He tried to recover and asked: 'Who told you I poisoned those
birds?'
" 'You did,' I said. 'You lied about what you did that morning.
You forged your references to get the job here, your right name is
Potter and you know as much about gamekeeping as I do.'
"He gave way after that. He confessed that he was afraid
'two meddlers, the old gamekeeper's nephews,' would give him
so he decided upon the plan as the best way of getting rid of
He almost succeeded, too. Proving that a sausage might be
even though the skin isn't handsome, or vice versa.

those
away,
them.
good

"Come in again."
IV
"You know," mused the private detective, as he laid down his newspaper and shoved forward a chair for an Evening Bulletin reporter,
"this talk about 'ticket scalping' for the prize fights and ball games
reminds me of a case I worked on once, involving the original 'ticket
scalpers.' It was an old railroad game.
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"In a certain city a number of railroad ticket agents organized
for the purpose of preventing other agents from selling second-class
accommodations to persons who had no business to have them. The
tickets were designed for newly arrived European steamship passengers or immigrants who had to complete their journeys by rail, but
second-class tickets were being sold to many other travellers.
"The organization suspected particularly a man who conducted
a small steamship and railroad ticket agency, so I went one morning
to try to procure a second-class railroad ticket for a city in the middle West. After some talk with the agent, he told me that he usually
took the money himself and asked the customer to call for the ticket
later. Then, he said, he went to the General Ticket Agent, who didn't
want to be caught selling directly to a customer, and got the ticket.
"However, he declared that he thought I was 'all right' and wrote
a note for me to present to the General Agent, so I could get the
ticket myself. I went to the office of the General Agent and gave him
the note. He read it, I saw he was suspicious of me, and I knew I
should have to make up my mind quickly as to a course of action.
"So I asked for a ticket to the western city, naming a railroad which
I knew he did not represent.
" 'I can't sell you a ticket on that road,' he said. 'Why don't you
travel on our road?'
"I told him that if I did so I should not have enough money left
to buy food on the way. On the other road, I said, I should be met
by a cousin leaving for the same destination from Troy, N. Y. This
cousin would supply me with money, I told the agent. After some
discussion of routes and timetables, the agent pointed out that I could
go by his road and meet my cousin in Montreal.
"I pretended that I wasn't satisfield with this arrangement and left
the office. But outside I paused and seemed to think it over. I knew
the agent was watching me through the window. Finally I went into
the office again, requested further details and asked for a ticket. I
counted out the money and gave it to him. Instead of handing me
a ticket he wrote out a receipt for the money and told me to meet
him that night at track 15, a few minutes before the train was to
leave. I agreed to do this.
"As I left the office, I noticed that a young man was 'shadowing'
me. But I soon managed to give him the slip and return to my office.
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There I carefully traced the receipt for my ticket money and gave
the tracing to the superintendent of the detective agency by which
I was employed. The superintendent was rather disposed to scoff
at me.
" 'Surely,' he said, 'you don't for a moment think you will get a
ticket from that man? Why, he has been assisting the association
to trap other agents right along! Only a few days ago he helped me
pack a trunk to test a certain agent. Mark my words, when he meets
you tonight he will give you back your money. He is only joking
with you. You can't expect to fool him that way.'
"I made no reply, but in the evening I went to keep my appointment. I carried a suitcase, an overcoat and a bag of apples and sandwiches. I was purposely a bit late and saw that the agent had arrived before me. But I pretended not to notice him. Soon he came
over to me and asked me for the receipt. I handed it to him and
he scrutinized it closely. His experience helping the detective agency
probably led him to do this; for he was looking for the thumbtack
holes, which would have warned him that a tracing had been made.
But I had traced the receipt using only the heads of the tacks to
hold it down, so he wouldn't see anything wrong.
"He gave me the ticket. At once he showed signs of nervousness,
probably regretting that he had sold the ticket in person and wishing he had made use of an accomplice as before. But it was too late
for him to do anything then. I pocketed the ticket and boarded the
train. When the conductor came around, I paid cash for a ticket
to the next station.
"As I stepped from the train, who [m] did I see but the ticket
agent!
" 'How do you do,' I said. 'This is a surprise.'
" 'Give me that ticket,' cried the agent angrily, grasping me by
the lapels of my coat.
"I replied cooly that the ticket was mine, since I had paid for it.
Next he tried to bribe me. But I didn't wait to hear much of his
conversation. Jumping into a cab, I went to a hotel. Next morning I departed for headquarters.
"There I wrote out my report and sent it in to the superintendent,
chuckling to myself at the thought of having caught the ticket agent
in the trap he so often set for others."
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"Thefts by employes from the firms for which they work are fairly common," remarked the private detective, "but I think one or
two of the cases I have handled involving that kind of Avork are pretty
interesting. I'll tell you about one.
"Cash in various sums disappeared nightly from a safe which was
in a vault. The combinations of both the safe and the vault were
known only to the head of that corporation. Any detective had to
arrive at the conclusion that it was an inside job, because out of
sums ranging from $250 to $500 which were in the safe, only several
fives, twos, ones, 50-cent pieces and quarters were taken. Some one
with a dull mentality figured that by employing such a method
detection of the loss would be unlikely.
"We checked up a number of people who might be likely to pick
up the combination by observance when the vault and safe were
being opened, but no clue was forthcoming. The disappearance of
cash continued with regularity.
"Somehow that night watchman came bobbing up in my mind
periodically and the fact that he 'didn't have brains enough to last
him overnight' was the cause of it. The theory that a shortage in
the daily cash reserve would not be missed if taken in small sums
from each compartment was the reasoning of just such an individual. It was like the case of the mother who addressed a letter to
'My son in the Army.' One day a soldier rushed into the Army PostOffice and asked 'Have you a letter from my mother?' The Postmaster said to himself, 'That's the mother's son,' gave him that
letter.
"A man like that night watchman will invariably follow a similar
line of thought in other lines, so I put him to a test. I placed two
men in an inner office of the main one where he was employed. They
were instructed to lock the door on the inside and leave the key
in the keyhole. The night watchman tried the door and found it
locked. He held up his lantern to the keyhole and saw the key was
there on the inside and he remarked in an undertone to some one—
we learned later it was his brother—'Somebody is in that room.'
"Pie did not try that door again until 4 o'clock in the morning,
when he again put his lantern to the keyhole and found the key
was still on the inside. However, he said nothing and walked away.
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When this was reported to me 1 said to myself, 'the same line of
reasoning.'
"Don't you see that the first step for him to take when he suspected
that someone had locked himself in that room was to go to the nearest telephone and notify the police of his suspicion. But he suspected
that a watch had been placed on his movements and, in his line of
reasoning, it seemed lie was smarter than the detectives and would
fool them by pretending that he was entirely ignorant of their presence.
"That night, and on several others following, no money was taken
from the safe. Evidently the watchman thought he had succeeded
in diverting the presence of the detectives, and he resumed operation.
"In the meantime, he was kept under surveillance when he was
off duty and I learned that he was spending money far in excess of
his income. Finally I went to the office of the corporation early one
morning, had the night watchman called in as he wras getting ready
to leave the plant, questioned him. Of course, he broke down and
his line of reasoning again came into play when he attempted to
minimize his theft. 'Why,' he exclaimed, 'all the money I ever took
out of the safe was five dollars.' You see, it never occurred to him
that the question of how he knew the combination of both the vault
and the safe would come up.
"And how did the man who didn't 'have brains enough to last
him over night' get these combinations? Is this information worth
a couple of good cigars? All right then, make it one.
"In a small safe that was never locked, was a memorandum book.
On the fly leaf of the book this man, who was about to expire in
the morning for lack of sufficient brains, discovered figures that
would puzzle an income tax assessor and he solved the intricate
answer to both combinations with the accuracy of a bank treasurer.
"For this piece of extreme foolishness he was given a free vacation of one year. Always be careful of these light-headed chaps."
VI
"The point of this yarn," said the private detective, who has wasted
more time than a plumber in the past few weeks telling stories to
an Evening Bulletin scribe, "lies not in the first arrest made after
the crime, but in the subsequent trapping of the real brains of the
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plot. You've heard of Scotland Yard or the Northwest Mounted
getting their men after years of trailing. Well, here's a case of three
years waiting. Settle yourself!
"It was a case of highway robbery. A messenger employed in the
office of a manufacturer of silverware was sent to the bank for a
$3000 payroll. He rode a bicycle and on his way back, as he rode
near the sidewalk, he was bumped on the head with a piece of lead
pipe wielded by one of three men. One of the robbers snatched the
payroll bag and streaked.
"Half dazed, the messenger yelled for help and a crowd gave chase.
The robber with the payroll stumbled, fell and dropped the bag.
He kept going and the money was recovered.
"The
In fact,
holdup,
custody

descriptions given me of the holdup men were very vague.
no one had seen their faces at all. Within 24 hours of the
however, I had the young man who struck the blow in the
of the police. But the other two had disappeared.

"Inside job was my immediate conclusion and I picked out the
culprit. But I had nothing on him. The man we arrested was an
outsider.
"For the sake of convenience, Eugene Barden was
the instigator, in my opinion. In order to confirm
interviewed the highway man who was under arrest.
his part of the holdup, but he would not talk. His
warned him to keep his mouth shut.

the insider, and
my suspicion I
He confessed to
lawyer, he said,

" 'All right boy,' I said to him, 'you keep your mouth shut and you
will be the one on whose shoulders will rest the entire burden of
the penalty.'
"He stuck to the advice of his lawyer to the last, however, and got
12 years in a penitentiary. All the time I was firmly convinced that
this boy—for he was only 20 years of age—had been a mere tool in
the hands of the instigator of this holdup, the employe in the factory,
whom I strongly suspected.
"Eugene Barden was employed in the packing room. I suspected
him for some time past of stealing from his employer, so I suggested
to the manufacturer that he retain Barden in his employ indefinitely. 'Sooner or later,' I said to him, 'the convicted man will realize
that he was duped and wrongly advised. He will then decide to
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talk. When that time comes, I shall concentrate on Barden. But
in the meantime, Barden must have no suspicion that he is being
watched. Take him out of the packing room until further notice
from me and give him employment in some other part of the factory
where he will have no chance to steal.'
"The manufacturer followed my advice to the letter. Three years
elapsed before the convicted highwayman came to his senses. He
wrote to his mother giving all the details of what led to the holdup and naming Eugene Barden as the instigator of the entire plot.
Barden had full knowledge of when and where the payroll was to
be stolen.
" 'Gene promised to do all in his power to get me pardoned,
if I kept my mouth shut. But he does not even answer my letters
now,' wrote the convicted man to his mother, and concluded, 'I wish
to God that I had taken the detective's advice. Please, mother, see
him. Maybe he can do something to help me.'
"The mother came to see me and showed me the letter. I advised
her to see her son and tell him to write to Barden. In fact, I wrote
that letter, about as follows:
" 'You were the instigator of the holdup and got me into this
trouble. You promised to help me if I kept my mouth shut. I kept
it shut long enough. My mother will try to get me pardoned. That
will require money and she hasn't any. Unless you help her I shall
squeal on you. Don't forget that.'
"I told the mother that what her son wrote to her or what he wrote
to Barden was of no value. But Barden's letter to her son would do
the trick, unless I missed my mark.
"In clue time the mother brought to my office Barden's reply to
her son's letter. In this Barden admitted the part he played, expressed his regret for getting the convicted man into trouble and
promised to contribute at least a part of the expense to obtain a
pardon if he, the convicted man, would continue to keep his mouth
shut and not squeal on him.
"With this letter in my possession, I immediately got the manufacturer to put Barden back to work in the stockroom.
"I then tolcl the convict's mother to send word to Barden to call
at her home and instructed her as to what to say to him in order
to draw from his own lips that he planned the holdup.
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"That evening I, with one of my employes, was concealed in a
dark chamber leading off the dining room where the mother of the
convicted man and Barden held a discussion. We heard Barden
admit his guilt and also his promise to help defray the expenses
of securing a pardon for her son if he would not squeal on him.
"In the meantime we kept a careful check on Barden since he
had been re-employed in the stockroom and found he was stealing.
"One day he was arrested on a charge of larceny, then he was
confronted with the letter he wrote to the convicted man with the
statement he made to his mother. He confessed.
"Later he pleaded not guilty on advice of his lawyer, was tried
by a jury, convicted and sentenced.
"Shortly after, I worked hard for a pardon for the first convicted
man and he was freed after serving three years and six months.
"By the way, the two other holdup men who disappeared, we
traced to Norfolk, where they skipped from the steampship Howard
on which they shipped as kitchen mechanics. From Norfolk we
traced them to England, to where they worked their way on a cattle
boat. But at that time they were located where all the extradition
papers in the world would not be honored. They were hanged for
murder. Another instance of 'The end of the thief is the gallows.' "
VII
"Detectives sometimes do get down on their hands and knees and
measure footprints," observed the private operator, as he continued
his imitation of the Thousand and One Nights. 'This yearn has a
Rhode Island setting—a local angle as you newspapermen call it.'
"A Providence man, whom you would readily recognize if I mentioned his name, had a cottage at the shore and decided one Sunday
morning to go there and prepare hunting paraphernalia for the
season. The place had been closed for about six weeks, and when
the owner arrived he discovered a pane of glass in the door leading to the basement storeroom had been smashed and a case containing 500 cartridges was missing. Not a very serious loss, but he
didn't relish the idea of strangers prowling around inside his house.
"When I arrived there and looked over the ground, I saw footprints in the sand near the cottage. The imprints were such that
they required no magnifying glass to detect them. They would
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have been visible through a beer glass. I made a plaster cast of one
because it appeared different from that made by an ordinary shoe.
The ordinary shoe leaves an imprint of the sole 'and heel, and between those two is left a blank space. This one showed a continuous imprint running from sole to heel, probably made by a peculiar make of rubber boot.
"Examining the contents of the storeroom I found that two valuable guns and a hunting coat, worth more by far than the case of
cartridges, had not been taken. But a hunting vest which held about
50 cartridges was missing. That proved conclusively to me that the
theft was committed by a native who took such property only that
could not be identified, or that which could easily be concealed,
like the vest, under a coat, for instance.
"That being the case, I hired a hunting outfit, including a gun,
and sent an operative there apparently to hunt quail but in reality
to hunt for a hunter.
"I discovered that three buttons were missing on the vest, so I
instructed the operative to watch for footprints to compare with
the one shown on the plaster cast, then to see if the vest above the
footprints has only two buttons, or two buttons of one color and
three of another, or else five buttons that do not match the color
of the vest. If he found such a hunter, ask if he knew of a place
where cartridges might be bought as he, the operative, had run
short.
"The operative spent about 10 days there and then, after a rainstorm, he saw a hunter leaving behind him footprints identical
with the one shown on the cast I made.
"The operative talked with the man and observed that his vest,
which was of light brown duck cloth, had black trouser buttons.
Later the operative broached the subject of cartridges, and the hunter offered to sell him some.
"Then the operative accompanied the hunter to his home and
found a case of cartridges of the same make as those taken from the
cottage. It had already been opened and a few boxes were missing.
"I went to the sheriff of that county and the hunter was taken out
of bed at midnight and arrested. He confessed his guilt."

T H E
BY

MYSTERIOUS
SEEBERT J .

MR.

B R O W N

GOLDOWSKY,

M.D.

As related elsewhere in this issue (page 95), Bernard M. Goldowsky
had been engaged clandestinely in intelligence work during World
War I. Prior to the United States entry into the war this activity
had been under the aegis of John R. Ralhom, editor of the Providence Journal-Bulletin
papers. The work was carried out in close
cooperation with an underground organization of Czech-American
patriots headed by a brilliant young counter-intelligence operator
named Emmanuel V. Voska (later, after our entry into the war, a
captain in Army Intelligence). The two episodes quoted at length
here were contained in a series of articles by Voska and the late Will
Irwin, American journalist, which appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post in 1940.
Irwin wrote later that the sensational exposes of the German plots
in The Providence Journal and much of the work of our Federal
police in convicting plotters could be credited to the work of the
counter-espionage network organized by Voska among the American
Czechs and Slovaks.
Bernard M. Goldowsky had himself revealed that his intelligence
alias was "Mr. Brown", the exploits of whom are here described.
WE

TRAIL THE

DYNAMITERS

"Once we had decided [wrote Voska] we could effectively attack
Germany and Austria-Hungary through an organization of counterespionage in this country, we moved in very swiftly. By the middle
of October, 1914, we had begun to perfect the setup which we carried through until February, 1917.
"Our entire organization really functioned as a triangle. Capt.
Guy Gaunt, who was a naval attache of the British Embassy at
Washington, was in one corner. The group of Czech and Slovak
revolutionists was in another. And John R. Rathom, a noted American editor, was in the third.
"Rathom was an extraordinary man. I first came to know him,
and to work with him, through Gaunt. They were both Australians
by birth. . . .
"Intelligence work is mostly drudgery. It consists largely in taking one fact, unimportant in itself, and fitting it into another fact,
and then another, until they make a pattern—like a picure puzzle.
117
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"I can illustrate this best, I think, by the case of Werner Horn,
the dynamiter—the first of our operations which broke into print.
"Long before the Germans began planting dynamite, we knew
their intentions. How? From gossip and vague hints picked up
[by our operatives] . . . .
"Comparison of sentences from intercepted letters showed that
. . . [Werner] Horn, a German officer, had orders to pull a dynamiting job. He was living in New York under an assumed name. A
letter addressed to him under that name, but plainly revealing
his identity, fell into our hands. That gave us his location. Our
men tailed him while he bought dynamite and an old cheap outfit
of workmen's clothes at a second hand store. Then we intercepted
a letter to him, enclosing a ticket and a reservation for a lower
berth to Vanceboro, Maine, on the Canadian border. T o guard
against identification by station agents, the German always followed
that plan when they sent a man on a big job. The reservation, of
course, carried the date of the journey. At Vanceboro, a long railroad bridge runs over the St. Croix River into Canada. When other
intercepted letters referred to a Canadian operation', we had the
whole picture. They were sending Horn to dynamite the international bridge on the Canadian side. If he wrecked the bridge on
the American side and our foreknowledge of the affair came out,
we might stand guilty under American law as accessories before the
fact. But Rathom knew the German dynamiters were not yet endangering human life, and he felt—as probably did Gaunt—that
such an exposure as we planned was wrorth a little damaged property
to the British.
"At this point Rathom took over. He had an agent named Brown,
an American of the old stock [sic!]. I don't remember whether this
man was a reporter, or a detective by regular occupation, but he did
good work then and thereafter. He picked up the trail of Horn,
and our men dropped out. The dynamiter boarded the train disguished as a workman in reduced circumstances and carrying the
dynamite, fuse and caps in an old carpet bag. Brown got the upper
berth in the same section. Another of Rathom's agents traveled in
the same train. It was winter, and the car was overheated, as usual.
All night Brown lay panting and perspiring and worrying for fear
a hot pipe would set off the stuff beneath him.
"Horn, with Brown still trailing him, put up next morning at a
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small hotel in Vanceboro. That evening he went to the station,
made an inquiry about trains crossing the bridge, and checked the
bag containing his excess dynamite. Then, interrupted twice by passing trains, he walked out on the bridge, crossed the international
line and hooked his charge to the guard rail. He had instructions
to avoid wrecking a train, so he put his ear to the rails and assured
himself that nothing was coming before he lit the fuse from his
cigar and ran back toward the United States.
"The explosion did not really wreck the bridge. The piers remained intact, and it was easily repaired. Brown, who had kept
a discreet distance, picked him up on the American side and continued to tail him while Rathom's other agent laid information with
the local police. They caught him in his room, rubbing his hands
with snow from the window still to prevent frostbite, for it was a
bitterly cold night and he and Brown had nearly frozen. Rathom
saw that all this got a big play in the newspapers. He arranged it so
that Brown figured either as a reporter for the Journal, a Federal
agent or some kind of policeman. And no one, not even the Germans, suspected that our people had a hand in the affair.
"I remember this job especially because of two episodes that threw
light on the psychology with which we were dealing. When Horn
made a first lying confession, designed to guard the men behind the
act, the police asked him why, wearing that soiled and tattered disguise, he rode to the scene of action in a luxury train. He answered
proudly: 'I am a German officer. We always travel first class.' The
police typed out his statement. He swore to it it in the name of God
and had started to sign it, when Brown snatched the pen out of his
hand and wrote at the foot of the document:
" 'I affirm on the sacred honor of a German officer that the above
statement is true.' Horn read the addition and refused to sign."
Before Brown and the rest were through with him, however, he
had made a true confession of the facts; and the Department of Justice secured a conviction.
Voska later wrote: "In his 'beat' on this story . . . [Rathom, in accordance with his policy of pardonable deception] attributed the
job to the Secret Service and 'other agencies.' In private conversation he gave the credit to his own force and even introduced me to
a 'Mr. Brown' who, he said, deserved the first prize."
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PORTFOLIO

Dr. Heinrich Albert, a mild-mannered and cautious German, was
the chief commercial attache of the German embassy in the United
States. He maintained two offices in downtown New York operating
under the names Central Purchasing Company and American Import
and Export Company, whose primary mission was to beat the British
blockade by exporting vital raw materials to neutral countries from
which were transshipped to Germany.
Will Irwin wrote: 'According to a story often published [an] agent
Burke of the United States Secret Service, lifted Doctor Albert's
portfolio on the New York elevated railway on July 24, 1915. The
operation . . . [described here by] Voska occurred on July 31, 1915.
What the Secret Service got, no outsider knows to this day. What
Rathom's men got were the documents published in the New York
World beginning on August fifteenth of that year."
Voska and his group had gotten word that a Help Wanted advertisement was to appear in the Fatherland, George Sylvester Viereck's
German propaganda organ, reading about like this:
WANTED: Woman stenographer, One of German or Austrian
descent preferred. Apply at American Import and Export
Co., 1 Broadway.
Forewarned, Voska had his bright daughter, Villa, then seventeen,
apply for the job. "Villa was a good stenographer", wrote Voska.
She appeared at the office promptly at nine o'clock. She claimed that
her parents were Austrian and that she had studied German in high
school. "It was easy", Villa later related, "The copy of Fatherland
in my hand made a beautiful impression." Villa made herself indispensable about the office and gained the confidence and affection of
her employers. She studied Albert's habits, rummaged in his files,
and picked up tips from office gossip. On leaving the office for the
evening, she would carry the mail for posting. She brought it straight
home, unstamped, where it was steamed open and photostated before
mailing.
Voska continues the story: "I asked Villa to study his [Doctor
Albert's] habits . . . . Villa learned that when he entered or left the
office, he always carried an old leather brief case fastened with a
clasp and straps. When he was in the office, he kept it beside him
on his desk.
"We put shadows on Albert. His routine never varied. He left
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the office carrying the brief case, took the Sixth Avenue elevated,
walked home from the station. In the morning he reversed the
route and never for an instant did he remove his hand from the
case. . . ."
Rathom 'then took over the case: "Rathom's men studied the portfolio until they knew its pattern and make. Buying one like it,
they aged it artificially and padded it with newspapers to match.
Day after clay, one or another of Rathom's men followed Doctor
Albert, hoping for a moment when he would take his hands off
from his portfolio, giving them a chance to make a fast substitution.
The moment never came. He hung on to it as to his life. As it grew
fatter and fatter with accumulated papers, so did the one which the
agent carried. Finally, they both bulged until they seemed ready to
burst.
"One clay Doctor Albert varied his routine. Instead of going
straight to die office, he left the elevated at the 23rd Street station
—this time without his portfolio. His shadow followed him to a
fashionable leather store. Doctor Albert asked for a large portfolio.
He ordered his initials engraved on the brass plate which covered
the lock.
" 'I want them in the form of a monogram', he said. 'Like this',
and he took a piece of paper and drew a combined H and A. He
paid a deposit. The clerk put Albert's design for a monogram inside
the portfolio.
"All that time Rathom's man had been standing by, idly looking
over the goods in the showcase.
"When Albert left, he said to the clerk: 'I like the looks of the
portfolio that gentleman just ordered. I think perhaps I'll get one
of them myself. May I see it?'
"The clerk, eager to make a sale, handed it over. The agent opened it. On a pretense of examining the inside, he got Albert's drawing of the monogram into the eye of his mind.
" 'I'll take one just like it', 'he said. He paid cash and carried his
purchase straight to an engraver, who put Doctor Albert's monogram on the lock plate.
"Three or four days later, Rathom's men brought off the big job.
The cars on the New York elevated lines have die same interior
plan. In the middle and on either side of the aisle are two seats,
•accommodating two passengers each and facing each other. From
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their backs, long seats—virtually benches—run parallel with the
walls of the car. A man seated on one of diese benches and at a
point where it meets a cross seat, can very handily pick up anything lying on its cushion. We had observed a useful fact about Albert's habits. He left his office rather early, so as to avoid the 5:15
rush. If he could, he always occupied the same place on one of
those cross seats—next to the window and facing forward. By way
of concealment, he would stand up the portfolio between his body
and the wall, and ride with his hand on it.
"On the afternoon of July 31, 1915, Brown, die same agent who
trapped Horn, the dyamiter, followed Albert into a Sixth Avenue
train at the South Ferry. Albert took his pet seat. Brown, carrying the duplicate of the new portfolio, slipped into that spot on
the lengthwise seat where it joins the cross seat.
Another of Rathom's agents—his name escapes me [possibly my
father's superintendent, George P. Dixon]—entered the car at the
same time. He was a husky fellow with a talent for impersonating
a plug-ugly. Fie stationed himself at the front entrance. A guard,
who opened the doors at the stations and kept order when necessary, always stood at this point.
"So they rode for two or three stations, until the car filled up.
Then the agent at the front door lit a cigarette.
" 'Hey! Don't you know you can't smoke here?' said the guard.
" 'Who's going to stop me?' roared the tough-looking agent.
" 'I'll stop you!' said the guard.
"Whereupon the agent, roaring like a bull, laid hands on the
guard. They tussled down the aisle. People began to get out of
the way. Everyone sprang to his feet, either in fear or in curiosity.
Albert, too, rose. For the first time, his hand left the portfolio. It
took only a second for Brown to grab it and slip his own into its
place. Suddenly Albert glanced downward. The portfolio was still
there, apparently. He sat down and put his hand on it.
"Our plug-ugly had been squabbling with one eye on Albert.
When he saw his man sit clown, his own attitude changed. His simulated rage turned to amiability. He apologized to the passengers.
He was very sorry—he'd had one too many.
"At the next station, Brown left the train with the portfolio and
hurried to Rathom's offce. Agent No. 2 remained in place for two
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or three more stations, watching to see if Albert suspected anything.
Quite evidently, he didn't.
"Doctor Albert did much of his work at home; but this time it
was two days before he opened his portfolio and found only a bunch
of old newspapers. He called the police. The idea of substitution
seems never to have occurred to them. Albert was too positive that
this was his own portfolio. He suspected a burglary. The police
wanted a description of the missing papers. That, of course, Albert
wouldn't give. They decided it was an inside job, followed the
theory for a while, then lost interest.
"As usual, Ria thorn gave the reporters the story of Doctor Albert's
loss in somewhat garbled versions. . . . When, nearly two years later,
Albert went back to Germany, he was still puzzled. In 1931 . . .
Albert [related that he] was still puzzled. One of the newspapers had
said that it happened when he fell asleep on the elevated. . . .
"Within an hour after Brown had lifted the portfolio, Rathom
and Capt. Guy Gaunt, of the British Naval Intelligence, were going
ithrough the papers. . . ."
The voluminous and meticulously detailed contents of Doctor
Albert's portfolio proved beyond a doubt that his extensive operations had pertained to shipping essential goods to Germany through
the Allied blockade and also to lavish expenditures for pro-German
propaganda in the American press.
Voska wrote elsewhere: "If Albert had been our own agent, he
couldn't have done better by us. A most systematic man, he had
[with typical German thoroughness] clipped together the papers in
each transaction—vouchers, sometimes canceled checks, telegrams,
autographed letters, copies of his own replies, even memoranda."
These disclosures of vast German activities spread a blight over all
German propaganda in the United States thereafter, and British Intelligence had a field clay. While Doctor Albert never learned what
really happened to his portfolio, an obscure "Mr. Brown" of Providence, R. I. could have given him the answer.
SOURCES
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APPENDIX I
Bernard M. Goldowsky frequently wrote letters to friends and acquaintances in
a style characteristically blended of sly humor and sentiment. He also wrote a
number of broadsides for the various charities to which he devoted his energies.
T h e following broadside, written for the United Jewish Appeal of 1928, is typical
of his vigorous, if somewhat baroque public style of composition:

GLARING FACTS!
BY BERNARD M .

GOLDOWSKY

It has been suggested that I shall issue an entreaty to the Jews of
Rhode Island for their wholehearted support for the 1928 United
Palestine Appeal.
I gladly accepted this privilege. But why it should be at all necessary
for one Jew to remind another of a duty that is clearly and unmistakably his is beyond my comprehension.
Then again arises the perplexing question. "What form of an
appeal will meet with the entire approval of all the Jews in our State?"
For Rhode Island also is blessed with a heterogeneous Jewish population. We find here Chassidim, Misnagdim, Ashkenazim, Sephardim,
Conservatives and Liberals. Each sect is practicing the right religious
ceremonies and all the rest are absolutely wrong as a matter of course.
For instance. Both the Chassidim and Misnagdim are mutually agreed
that the so-called "Reform" Jew is some puzzling specie of Goy. Yet
we find among the latter earnest workers and generous contributors
for Eretz Israel. While, on the other hand, those who were rocked in
the cradle of orthodoxy to the tune of a Yerusholayim lullaby—or
Rozshinkes mit Mandlen—and who are still saturated with the
ancient religious customs and ceremonies, remain passive and indifferent to the urgent need of rebuilding Palestine. T o me, this Jew
is an enigma. I am frank to confess that he has me completely balfled.
Try as I might, I am unable to discover the obstacle that is obstructing
his view of die Moggen Dovid that is majestically perched on Mount
Scopus. It is incomprehensible to me why he should persist in perpetuating a prayer for the possession of something that is already
within his keeping. Consequently, one must be blessed with a master
mind in order to frame an appeal that will be suitable to all. But
I am only an ordinary mortal.
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I shall, therefore, pursue the line of least resistance. That is, have
a heart-to-heart discourse with him who honestly and conscientiously—
although erroneously—believes that the rebuilding of Eretz Israel as
a Homeland for wandering Israel is an impracticable undertaking,
but whose unprejudiced mind is open to conviction, nevertheless.
In other words, he whose heart and mind function harmoniously for
every deserving cause and whose reason will not be swayed by a form
of prayer or title of prayerbook.
T o you, fellow human being, I shall declare at the outset that I
render this service without the slightest thought of self-glorification.
Every argument advanced by me in favor of this cause carries the full
weight of "Sincerity of purpose" behind it. So much so that I feel I
am entitled to the privilege of exclaiming with the Prophet:
"For Zion's sake shall I not hold my peace,
And for Jerusalem's sake will I not rest,
Until her triumph go forth as brightness,
And her salvation as the torch that burnetii."
I ask nothing more of you, my fairminded brother, than that
you weigh carefully the facts that have been chronicled with human
blood on the pages of the "History of the Jews" for hundreds of centuries.
The Jew has suffered the tortures of the thumbscrew and the rack.
He has been bled, maimed and massacred. During all these centuries he turned his tearful eyes and bleeding face toward Mizrach
praying, hoping and waiting for relief from oppression, persecution
and assassination. At one time he saw a spark of hope. He got a faint
glimpse of a distant dawn. There appeared in his midst a Prophet
with a wonderful perspective. He was known as Theodore Herzl.
Herzl's vision of rebuilding Eretz Yisroel was regarded by many Jews
and non-Jews in both hemispheres as the product of a defective mentality. Many of those who had faith in Herzl's prophecy perished
in the attempt of converting it into a reality. But the spirit of Herzl
and those Pioneer Chalutzim lived on. It lived through many pogroms or massacres. Finally, Glory Hallelujah! Doctor Chaim Weizmann appeared from some blessed region on the Jewish horizon.
That intellectual giant whose wonderful vision, magnetic personality, remarkable statesmanship, self-sacrifice and untiring efforts
have won for the World Jewry that documentary prize known as the
Balfour Declaration. Now, after an elapse of nearly eleven years,
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with accomplishments challenging imagination and winning the admiration of the enlightened non-Jewish world, some of our own faith
are still skeptical in regard to the feasibility of rebuilding Palestine
as a Homeland for the hounded Jews from the lands of the asssassins.
I shall not discuss here the merits or demerits of Jewish colonization in countries filled with delusion and trickery. Where the Jew
has for centuries lived in dread and terror. Where his children were
denied an education. Where every clay brought forth a foreboding
of some unforeseen catastrophe. I say I shall not discuss it because
it is not my intention to prejudice die mind of any man against relief
of any kind or nature. But it must be admitted that the Jew in
Palestine is free from pogroms or Alilos Dom. He is allowed to live
there in peace under the protectorate of the mighty Lion. No Zionist is incarcerated and no Synagogue is converted into a clubroom
in Palestine. It is only a question of time and opportunity when the
persecuted Jew from other lands will find in the Land of his Fathers
happiness, contentment and dignity. War is a terrible calamity.
A World War is a world cataclysm. But to the East European Jew
it is a perplexing question besides. In the last World War he was
conspicuous by his presence on every side of the conflict. His blood
was shed on every battlefield. Finally, thank God, the struggle to
make the world safe for democracy was gloriously and decisively won.
Armistice Day illumined the horizon like the dazzling sun after a
total eclipse. The Jew in Eastern Europe also saw a vision of freedom. He also saw an end of intolerance, persecution or pogroms.
Then what? In Russia, the land of atrocious programs, Anti-Semitism increased. In Germany, Austria, Hungary and Roumania he
was again confronted with bigotry and gross cruelty. How shall he
escape those wild beasts in human form? The door of this glorious
country of ours is locked against him with an intricate 3-K combination lock.
Now, my fellow being, I ask you to decide in all fairness, whether
this statement is true, apocryphal, or is it simply a fantastic illusion
on my part? I am really eager to be favored with your unbiased
decision. But allow me to add at least one other important fact. If
there is any doubt in your mind in regard to the soundness of the
project of rebuilding Palestine as a Jewish Homeland, let me call
your attention to the loan of $22,500,000. made by Great Britain to
the Government of Palestine. Do you believe for one moment that
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Great Britain would countenance such a loan if Palestine had no
promising future? Or do you suppose the Bank of England would
underwrite this loan—to say nothing of its being oversubscribed ten
times in less than two hours—if that world famed banking institution
had the slightest doubt in regard to the safeness of the investment?
There remains now the everlasting question, "When will United
Palestine Appeal campaigns cease?" The Lord only knows. Because the answer is safely and snugly lodged in the heart of every
Jew in America. In other words, the sooner we realize that it is our
duty to contribute funds in accordance with our means, the speedier
an end of such campaigns will appear on the horizon. One of the
tragic spectacles of today is the Jew whose heart has undergone a
mysterious process of contraction since his purse has developed to
a stage of enormous expansion. This Jew is generous to a fault in
so far as criticism is concerned. I am unable to fathom the motive
that is egging him on to bemoan the little progress that has made
in Palestine since the Balfour Declaration went into effect when
he hasn't lifted a finger nor contributed a dollar to help making
better progress possible. Granted that he is entitled to his opinion.
But surely, justice demands that as long as he is strangling his bankroll with one hand he should keep the other hand off the "knocker."
An alien has no vote. Whose motive will stand the acid test? That
of the Jew who gives of himself, his worldly possessions, or of both
for rebuilding Eretz Yisroel, or that of the one who gives nothing
but arguments unsupported by facts or reason?
"Oh, would some power the giver give us
T o see ourselves as others see us."
Brother:—Eretz Yisroel is no longer the proverbial "Good place
to die in." The Jew may now seek there Olom Ha Zeh as well as
Olom Habah. But he also has the privilege of remaining in Providence, Oshkosh or Ipswich. He must bear in mind, however, that
helping the rebuilding of the Land of his Fathers will not deteriorate his Americanism one iota. Only the so-called one hundred
per cent American who has to hide his face in shame under a pillow
case will question a man's patriotism for the country of his birth or
adoption because he is doing everything possible to lighten the burden of misery of his less fortunate brother. A true American does
not proclaim his patriotism from housetops. The salvation of this
country does not depend on a few masked bigots. The abandon-
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ment of a masquerade costume or the changing of name of some
pernicious organization will not remove the "Klannishness" of its
members. A wolf in sheep's clothing remains by nature a wolf, regardless of any disguise he may assume. A real American has the
greatest respect and admiration for the man who has the courage
of his conviction by showing his true colors. But he has utter contempt for the PRETENDER. A true Christian is he who firmly believes in the Brotherhood of Man. He who is causing strife among
the inhabitants of any land, is a traitor to his country and a dangerous menace to the human family in general. If you are a good Jew
you are also a good American. That being the case, there need be
no hesitation on your part to help the rebuilding of the Land of
your Fathers.
SHOW YOUR COLORS!
You need not be ashamed of your JEW1SHNESS
of your race.

or of the history

DR. CHAIM WEIZMANN, President of the World Zionist Organization, will be the Guest of Honor and will deliver the main
address at the dinner given in his honor on MONDAY, MAY 14,
6:30 P. M., at the NARRAGANSETT HOTEL, PROVIDENCE.
Don't Miss this Grand
GOD BLESS

Opportunity!

YOU!

•
APPENDIX II
T h e following news item appeared in The Providence
March 7, 1896:

Daily lournal

of Saturday,

JEWISH POLICEMAN
T H E FIRST O F F I C E R OF T H A T NATIONALITY ON D U T Y

Hyman Goldsmith became the first Jewish police officer in
the city Friday morning, when the oath was administered to
him by the Mayor. He was appointed at the meeting of the
Aldermen Thursday and was assigned to the 4th station, reporting there for duty at roll call last evening.
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When the Mayor swore in the new officer he told him he was
expected to do his full duty. The news of the appointment was
made known in the North End Thursday, and there was a celebration, the members of the Hebrew colony there being greatly
pleased. Additional satisfaction was found in the appointment
from the fact that John Nelson, who deals in influence as well
as in gold clippings, was opposed to the granting of any favors
which did not come through him, and had volunteered the information that there would be no such appointment until his
friends were returned to office.
It is believed in police circles that the new man will be quite
an acquisition to he force, as the necessity of having an officer
who can understand the language of the newly arrived Russians
has been frequently felt. Some years ago it became necessary
to appoint Italian officers.
Hyman Goodman Goldsmith, the son of Samuel and Mollie
Goldsmith, was born in Russia in 1871. He came to Providence as
a boy and attended the public schools of Providence. Appointed to
the Providence police force in his twenty-sixth year, he retired after
serving about eleven years. He was last listed as a policeman in the
Providence Directory in 1907. At the time of his appointment he
lived at 17 Ashburton Street near the Second Precinct police station
in the North End of Providence. He later moved to 219 Chalkstone
Avenue, and from 1906 until his death lived at 456 Chalkstone Avenue. He served first at Station 4 on Knight Street, later at Station
2 located at the corner of Chalkstone Avenue and Ashburton Street,
and during his last year on the force at Station 5, corner of Plain
and Borden Streets. After leaving the force he worked for a time
as a bottler. For most of his later years, however, he was employed
at the Biltmore Textile Company, Inc., shoe-lace manufacturers located on Randall Street in Providence. In 1935 he was listed as "shoelace manufacturer" and at the time of his death was treasurer of the
corporation. He died on March 31, 1941 in his seventy-first year.
He was survived by his wife Lena, a son Milton J., and three grandchildren.
His progression from immigrant boy to policeman to manufacturer provides an interesting commentary on the upward mobility of
the Jew in America.
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MEMORIAL

ADDRESS

ON

HARRY

CUTLER

(1875-1920)
BY LOUIS MARSHALL, ESQ.
Louis Marshall (1856-1929) lawyer, publicist, and civic and Jewish communal
leader, was a founder of the Jewish Welfare Board and President of Temple
Emmanu-El of New York. He was a man of stature in both legal and Jewish
affairs. This address, read at the Annual Meeting of the Jewish Welfare Board on
October 24, 1920, was published in the Final Report of War Emergency Activities of
the Jewish Welfare Board (New York 1920). T h e letter from General John J .
Pershing to Harry Cutler, which follows the address, appeared in the same report.

We have met on this momentous day in the life of the Jewish Welfare
Board with hearts attuned to grief. Our beloved leader, Harry Cutler,
who with a singular devotion dedicated himself to the cause for the
furtherance of which this organization was formed, is not here to
greet us with his cheerful smile and his commanding presence. "The
silver cord is snapped asunder, the golden bowl is shattered and the
pitcher is broken at the fountain." It is fitting, therefore, that we pause
before turning to our regular proceedings to commemorate the friend
whom we esteemed and honored and loved for the manhood that was
in liim, for the virtues that he exemplified, for his achievements for
the betterment of humanity, for his loyalty to his faith and the unselfish
spirit that compelled him to serve his brethren and his country, even
to the extent of dying for them before he had reached the meridian
of his years and the zenith of his powers.
His was a remarkable career overflowing with inspiration, miraculous
as a commentary upon the innate qualities of the man and of the
wonders that may be wrought in those whose souls are responsive to
the genius of America. Driven from inhospitable Russia in tender childhood, a refugee from the brutality stimulated by autocracy, in poverty,
but not helpless or abject he came to these shores a boy of eight with
stout heart and will unconquerable. Without friends, without influence,
without the opportunity of education, asking naught of charity, he eliminated childhood from his calendar and struggled with his revered
mother to maintain the family.
No service was so menial, but that he was prepared to render it, so
long as it was honorable. His daily tasks as a newsboy, a bootblack,
a worker in a cannery, a mill-hand, heroically performed, qualified him
for the Distinguished Service Medal later bestowed by his grateful
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country and the Medal of Honor that came to him from beyond the
seas that he had first crossed in the steerage.
He was ambitious and diligent in his business. Deprived of the advantages of scholastic training, he taught himself with such thoroughness that one marvelled at his mastery of the English language and his
complete absorption of the finest elements of New England idealism.
He prospered as a manufacturer, in spite of the keenest competition,
and the men of his craft soon learned to value his ability by placing
him at the head of their organizations, so that he might be their spokesman whenever it became necessary to defend their rights and to promote
their welfare.
Wealth, however, did not lure him or narrow his outlook or blunt
his sense of brotherhood. Though within his reach had he been willing
to pursue it, scarce beyond the dawn of manhood, he deliberately chose
to answer the call that came to him from his country, his people and
oppressed and suffering humanity. He was chosen to sit in the Legislature of Rhode Island, where he fought the battle of social justice
against the opposition of the most powerful. He closed his ears to the
siren song of temptation, to all promise of high office, but true to himself and his trust, nothing could swerve him from the rugged path that
he had chosen.
This product of a Russian ghetto, an outcast from the land of his
birth, became so impressed by the sense of obligation he owed to the
land that had welcomed him, that he enlisted in the State Militia and
by sheer merit, became the Colonel of his regiment. No occasion involving the welfare of the state and city of his adoption passed that
did not find him in the front rank of the workers and among the
selected leaders. He enjoyed the esteem and confidence of all of his
townsmen, neighbors and associates, Jews and non-Jews alike, than
which higher or worthier tribute is inconceivable.
As a Jew he felt in his heart and soul the throb of pride for all that
his people had contributed to civilization and morality, to ethics and
religion, and to the noblest conception of human brotherhood. His
soul was agonized by the misery, the persecution, the oppression which
those of his faith had suffered and were suffering at the hands of their
brutish and barbarous foes. Where others were moved by what they
heard and read, he knew what it all meant because the iron of unreasoning hatred had pierced his very vitals and he hoped and prayed
for the time to come when he might help in the emancipation of those
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who walked in the gloom and darkness of the prison house of Eastern
Europe. That time came.
As a member of the American Jewish Committee, he co-operated in
bringing to success the movement for the abrogation of the Russian
treaty. It was a sacred moment when he lifted his voice in the halls
of Congress in protest against the insult that Czarism had inflicted upon
American citizenship. It was given to him to labor in Paris on behalf
of the Minority treaties which are to guarantee full civic, religious and
political rights to the racial, linguistic and religious minorities in Eastern
and Central Europe. He joined in every effort to keep open for immigration the doors of opportunity through which he had been permitted
to enter.
He was loyal to the faith of his fathers, active in the Synagogue, the
Religious School, and in the wider movements that tended to perpetuate Judaism and to inculcate its precepts. It was, therefore, inevitable
that when at the outbreak of the war it was found necessary for the
Jews of America to establish an organization to minister to the needs
of our boys in the Army and Navy, all eyes turned to him for leadership and with unanimity that was significant, he was chosen for the
onerous and exacting post of Chairman of the Jewish Welfare Board,
which, by his labors, was evolved into the powerful instrumentality that
it became. T o its objects he applied himself under the most forbidding
conditions, regardless of his personal business, his peace of mind and
his health until he was stricken at the helm at the very moment when
glorious fruition had crowned his devoted efforts.
Nothing that he did was perfunctory. He gave unremitting attention
to the slightest details. Nothing was so unimportant as to escape his
notice. He traveled at night, so that he might be at his desk during
the day. On both sides of the Atlantic he was equally energetic and
efficient. His task was never for a moment out of his thoughts. He
was tactful, diplomatic and at the same time forceful. His interest in
the well-being of the boys in the camps and at the front was that of
an elder brother. It was genuine and spontaneous, free from all pretense. He succeeded in building up what in the end became an excellent
working staff, and of establishing among his co-workers an esprit de
corps that earned the most sincere of praise, the appreciation of those
whom they were called upon to serve.
Colonel Cutler never for an instant, even under the most trying
circumstances, lost his zeal and enthusiasm, nor did he ever relax in
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the ardor of his desire to embody in his organization that Jewishness
which gave it distinction and without which it would have been devoid
of all character. It may be said in all sincerity that a complete history
of the war could not be written without giving due credit to the several
welfare agencies that co-operated with the Government, and that a
history of the Jewish Welfare Board would be imperfect if there were
lacking upon its every page, the impress of that lovable and noble
personality, that fine, red-blooded exponent of Judaism and Americanism whom we shall never cease to hold in honor and affection—Harry
Cutler.

Letter from General John J. Pershing to Harry
AMERICAN

EXPEDITIONARY

O F F I C E OF T H E

Cutler

FORCES

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF

France, April 18, 1919.
Colonel Harry Cutler,
Chairman, Jewish Welfare Board,
41 Boulevard Haussman, Paris.
My clear Colonel Cutler:
I wish to express to you my appreciation, and that of the officers
and men of my command, for the splendid services rendered to the
American Expeditionary Forces by the Jewish Welfare Board.
The activities of your organization in France commenced in the
summer of 1918, with the opening of a club room in Paris to which
American soldiers, irrespective of creed, were welcomed. Handicapped
by lack of personnel and facilities, your representatives, during the
remaining months of hostilities, did valuable work among the soldiers
of the Jewish faith and others, taking advantage of the opportunities
offered by the larger welfare agencies to keep our soldiers in touch with
their religion and their homes.
Since the signing of the armistice you have grasped the opportunity
for increased recreational facilities, and have increased your personnel,
opened additional club rooms at important centers, and shown a commendable eagerness to co-operate with the Army and the other welfare
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societies and to bear your full share of the responsibility for keeping
up this imporatnt work until all troops can be returned to America.
Will you please accept this letter as an expression of my appreciation
to you personally, and to all those at home and abroad who have cooperated with and supported you so splendidly.
Very sincerely yours,
[Signed]

JOHN J .

PERSHING

GEMILATH CHESED FOOTNOTE
B Y BENTON H .

ROSEN

In perusing the translation from the Yiddish of the 1906 Report of
the Gemilath Chesed Association, published in a prior issue of the
Rhode Island Jewish Historical Notes1, the writer became interested in
a section titled "Brith 2 Ceremonies and Entertainments." Under this
heading are listed names of members who had arranged for collections
in behalf of the Gemilath Chesed from guests attending the circumcision
ceremonies of their sons. A search of the Index of Births, Marriages and
Deaths of the City of Providence was made in order to identify the male
offspring of these members.
The following is the list as it appeared in the Report, accompanied
by names of sons, all but one of whom has been identified:
Pidyon Haben3

— Leon Gordon, son of Samuel H. Gordon,
born December 21, 1905

Brith

— J. Jaffe, no information coulcl be found
Julius Moskol, son Milton, born June 10, 1906
Sidney Copeland (correct spelling Kapland),
son Mitchell A., July 9
Joseph Joskovitch (name changed to Joslin),
son Harold, August 6
Charles Goldstein, son Sydney, August 27
Israel Jampolsky, son David, December 4
Abraham Abrich, son John, December 14
Solomon Lipschitz, son Jacob, December 12

1 R.IJ.H.

Notes 5:414-427 (No. 4) Nov. 1970. See page 424.
for "circumcision."
3 "Ritual ransom" of the first-born son.
4See illustration on facing page.
2 Hebrew
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POST CARD I N V I T A T I O N SENT O U T BY T H E P A R E N T S OF SYDNEY
GOLDSTEIN. T H E H E B R E W READS " R I T U A L CIRCUMCISION".
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NOTES

B Y SEEBERT J . GOLDOWSKY,

M.D.

1. American
Jewish Historical
Quarterly 60:235-241, March 1971. Ezra
Stiles—The
Education
of An Hebrician,
by Arthur A. Chiel. Rabbi Chiel describes how the
Reverend Stiles through his own efforts became a Hebrew scholar of considerable
stature. See front cover.
2. The Clapboard,
a Preservation Newsletter published by the Oldport Association,
Inc., Newport, Rhode Island, vol. 3, no. 1, Feb. 1971. Peter Harrison,
The
Tonro
Synagogue
and The Wren City Church, by Nancy Halverson Schless.
Abstract of paper read before the 24th annual meeting of the Society of Architectural Historians. Traces architectural style of Touro Synagogue to the Bevis
Marks Synagogue of London and thence to the Wren City Church. Mrs. Schless
states in a personal communication that this material will appear in the forthcoming 1972 Winterthur Portfolio,
which will be devoted to "Religion in
American Art and Architecture."
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In Index to Volume V, page 466:
Wolf, Mr. and Mrs. Henry 92 should read Woolf, etc.
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SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF T H E ASSOCIATION
The Seventeenth Annual Meeting of the Rhode Island Jewish Historical Association was held at the John Brown House, Headquarters
of the Rhode Island Historical Society, 52 Power Street, Providence,
on Sunday afternoon, May 23, 1971, and was called to order by the
President, Jerome B. Spunt, Esquire, at 2:40 P.M. After the reading of
the Annual Report by the Secretary, Mrs. Seebert J. Goldowsky, and
the report of the Treasurer, Mrs. Louis I. Sweet, the budget for the
ensuing year was presented by the Finance Chairman, Mr. Louis I.
Sweet. He stated that a deficit of $840.00 is projected.
Mr. Spunt announced the appointment of Mr. Benton H. Rosen as
Associate Editor of the Notes. Dr. Seebert J . Goldowsky, Editor, in his
remarks noted that the Association in its projects has been fulfilling its
purposes as stated in the charter of the Association.
Mr. Melvin L. Zurier, Esquire, Chairman of the Nominating Committee, presented the slate of officers for re-election, and they were elected
unanimously as follows: Jerome B. Spunt, president; Erwin Strasmich,
vice-president; Mrs. Seebert J . Goldowsky, secretary; and Mrs. Louis I.
Sweet, treasurer.
President Spunt introduced the first David Charak Adelman Lecturer,
Rabbi Arthur A. Chiel, spiritual leader of Congregation B'nai Jacob
of Woodbridge, Connecticut, whose subject was "Ezra Stiles and the
Rabbis." His paper dealt with the relations Ezra Stiles, the Hebrician,
had with the itinerant rabbis of Newport in the eighteenth century.
Stiles, a minister, was later to become president of Yale University.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 P.M., after which a collation was
served, with Mesdames Goldowsky, Bernard Segal, and Sweet serving
as hostesses.
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NECROLOGY
MELVIN T . BERRY, born in Boston, January Q, 1919, the son of
Max and Ida (Gordon) Berry. He attended Hope High School
in Providence, and graduated from the Wharton School at the
University of Pennsylvania. He enlisted in the Navy during
World War II, served in the Pacific, and attained officer rank.
After the war he returned to Rhode Island, where he continued
with his first business venture, a military uniform store in downtown Providence, which was expanded into the Gob Shops chain
before he sold it. In 1949 he purchased the former WalshKaiser shipyard at Fields Point, and constructed there a marinamovie-restaurant-commercial complex. In 1966, with a group of
partners, he built the Colony Motor Hotel in Cranston, and,
the next year, purchased the Crescent Park amusement park.
He was a member of Big Brothers of Rhode Island and the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
He moved to Florida in partial retirement in 1968.
Died in Miami, Florida, June 14, 1971.
DOROTHY JOSLIN, born in Worcester, Massachusetts, February
10, 1894, the daughter of Samuel and Rebecca Aisenberg. She
married Philip C. Joslin in 1913, and, with him, was a founder
of Temple Emanu-El in Providence. She was also a member of
the temple's Board of Trustees for over 40 years, and an honorary
president of its Sisterhood.
Mrs. Joslin was a vice-president of Hadassah, a member of the
Board of Trustees of The Miriam Hospital, a director of the
Rhode Island School for the Deaf, and, during World War II,
was active in the American Red Cross.
Her relation to the Rhode Island judiciary is of note, in that
her late husband was a justice of the Superior Court, and at
the time of her death one of her children, Alfred H. Joslin, was
a justice of the state Supreme Court.
Died in Providence, July 26, 1971.
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CHARLES P O T T E R , born in Providence, November 13, 1908, the
son of Max and Bessie Potter.
He graduated from Brown University in 1931, where he was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He received his medical degree
from Columbia University's College of Physicians and Surgeons
in 1935.
His specialty was obstetrics and gynecology, and he was
affiliated with the Lying-in and Rhode Island Hospitals in
Providence during all of his 30-year medical career. He was
extremely active in Planned Parenthood of Rhode Island, and
received the group's highest award, the Margaret Sanger Medal.
He was a Senior Fellow of the Boston Obstetrical Society and a
member of the American Association of Planned Parenthood
Physicians and of a number of medical, obstetrical and gynecological societies.
His non-medical interests were wide-ranging, including photography, art collecting, and foreign travel.
He died in Providence, December 10, 1970. His death was a
homicide, apparently caused by a person or persons seeking a
get-away car. His personal qualities had earned him the affection
and esteem of unusually large numbers in the area, and this
contributed to the tragedy of his violent death, which received
extensive coverage in the local news media.
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LONHON, E . C . E N G .

GENERAL

SECRET

CORPORATION,
O u r immense

success

is due

CIVIL,

SERVICE

CRIMINAL

to the following

facts,

viz:

AVe k n o w our p r o f e s s i o n f r o m A to Z
We are absolutely reliable
W e c a n f u r n i s h h i g h e s t r e f e r e n c e s f r o m leading P o l i c e Ofticials
a n d t h e m o s t p r o m i n e n t M a n u f a c t u r e r s , B u s i n e s s and P r o f e s s i o n a l
M e n in r e g a r d to o u r a b i l i t y a n d s t a n d i n g — h e n c e o u r c l i e n t s c a n
r e s t a s s u r e d t h a t they will not be r e q u i r e d to p a y for e x p e r i m e n t s ;
A n d in s h o r t —
W e d e l i v e r t h e goods
Our

Motto

is:

" T H E l l E ' S

NO SUCH

challenge

WORD

T I - : ii i-: j ' H o N H H
D A Y \ Union

:B r o a d

AS F A I L , " and

we

contradiction

3924 )
1 2 0 5 !> N I G H T

W.

U. T. Code
Cable

Used

Address

"ALERT"

Industrial Trust Co. Building, 49 Westminster St.
PROVIDENCE,

This advertisement for the National Detective Agency, which appeared in the Providence City Directory lor 1910, is typical of a long
series which followed.

